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BU FF0 N'S

NATURAL HISTORY.

HISTORY OF 4INIMALS,

J%RJSTOTLE

admits, with Plato, of final

and efficient causes. These. efficient

causes are sensitive and vegetative- souls, that

give form "
to matter which, of itself; is only a

capacity of receiving forms; and as in. gene-.

ration the femalegives the most abundant mat.

ter, and it being against. lis system of final

causes to admit that what. one could" effect

should be performed by many, -be concludes,

VOL.111. B that



2 BUFFON'S

that the female alone contains the necessary
matter to generation ; and, as another of his

principles was, that matter itself is unformed,

and that fornis adistinct beixig from matter,

he affirmed that the male furnished the form,

and, consequently, nothing belonging to mat

ter.

Descaftes, on the cöitrary, who admitted

but a few mechanical principles in his philo

sophy, endeavoured to explain the formation of

the ftus by them, and thought it in his power
to comprehend, and make others understand,

how an organized and living being could be

made by the laws of motion alone. His ad

mitted principles differed from -those used by

Aristotle; but both, instead of examining the

thing itself, without prepossession and preju

dice, have only considered it in the point of

1view relative to their systems of philosophy,
:.-Which ,could not be attended with a successful

.application to the nature of generation,

cause it depends, as we have shewn, on quite

-different principles. Descartes differs still

-more,frorn Aristotle, by admitting -of the,-,m mix

ture -of the seminal liquor of.the two :sexes;

ihe.thinks.:both iurnish something material ;for

<enerat"ion, -'and, that the fermentation occa-,
"

sionca
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soned by the mixture of these two seminal

liquors causes the formation of the ftus.

Hippocrates, who lived under Perdicas, a

considerable time before Aristotle, established

an opinion, which was adopted by Galen, and

a great number of physicians who followed

.him.;, his opinion was, that the male and fe,

male had each a prolific fluid, and supposed,

besides, that there were two seminal fluids in

each sex, the one strong and active, the other

weak and inactive. That a mixture of the

two strongest fluids produce a male child,, and

of the two weakest a female; so that,, accord

ing to him, they each contain a male and

a female seed. He supports this hypothesis.

by the following circumstance; that inay,

women, who produce only girls by their first

husbands, have produced boys by a second

and that men, who have had only.girl.s by their

first wives, have had boys by others. It ap

pears to ne, that if even this circumstance

could be well established, it would not be ne

cessary to give to the male and female two

kinds of seminal liquor for an explanation, be..

cause it. may easily be conceived, that women,

Bz who

11 See Hippocrates, 1ib de Genitura, page 129, &Jib. d'

dita page 198, Lugd. Bat. 1665, Vol. 1.
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who have brought forth only girls by their

first husbands, and produced boys with other

men, were only those who furnished more

particles proper for generation with their first

husband than with the second; or that the se

cond husband furnished more particles proper

for generation with the second wife than with

the first; for when, in the instant of concep

tion, the organic Molecules of the male are

more abundant than those of the female, the

result will be a male, and when those of the

female abounds a female will be produced;

nor is it in the least surprising that a man

should have a disadvantage in this respect with

some women, while he will have a superiority

over others.

This great physician supposes, that the seed

of the male is a secretion of the strongest and

most essential parts of all that is humid in the

human body; and he thus explains how this

secretion is made: cc Vena & nervi, he says,

ab omni corpore in pudendum vergunt, quibtis

dum aliquantulum teruntur & calescunt ac mi

plentur, velut pruritüs incidit, ex hoc toti cor

pori voluptas ac calidtas accidit; quurn vero

pudendum teritur & homo movetur, hurnidum

in corpore calescit ac diffunditur, & a motu con-

quassatur
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quassatur ac spumescit, quem-admodum alii hu

mores omnes conquassati spumescunt.

"Sic autem in homine ab humido spumescen

te id quod robustissirnim est ac pinguissimum

secernitur, & ad medullam spinalem venit; ten

dunt enini in hanc ex omni corpore vise, &

diffundunt ex cerebro in lumbus ac in totum

corpus & in medullum; & ex ipsa medull proa

cedunt ViC, Ut & ad ipsum humidum perferatur

& ex ipsa secedat; postquam autem ad hanc me

dullam genitura pervenerit, procedit ad renes,

hac enim via tendit per venas, & si renes fue-.

rint exulcerati, aliquando etiam sanguis defer.:.

tur: a renibus autem transit per medois testes

in pudendum, proce dit autem non qua urina,

erurn alia ipsi via eft illi contigua, &c."*

Anatomists will no doubt discover thatHippo

crates is not correct in tracing the road of the se

minal liquor; but that does not affect his opi

nion, that the semen comes from every part of

the body, and particularly the head, because, he

says, those whose veins have been cut which

lie near the ears only bring forth a weak, and

very often an unfertile semen. The female has

also a seminal fluid, which she emits, some

times within the matrix, and sometimes without,

when

See Fsius's Translation, vol. I. page 129.
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when the internal orifice is more open than it

should. The semen of the male enters into

the matrix, where it mixes with that of the

female; and as each has two kinds of fluid,

the one strong and the other weak, if both

furnish their strong, a male will be the result,

and if their weak, a female; and if in the

mixture there are more particles of the male

liquor than the female, then the infant will

have a greater resemblance to the father than

to the mother, and so on the contrary. It

might here be asked Hippocrates what would

happen when the one furnished its weak se

xnen and the other its strong? I cannot con

ceive what answer he could make, and that

alone is sufficient to cause his opinion of two

seeds in each sex to be rejected.

In this manner then, according to him, th

formation of the foetus is made: the seminal

fluids first mix in the matrix, where they

gradually thicken by the heat of the body of

the mother; the mixture receives and attracts

the spirit of the heat, and when too warm part

of the heat flies out, and the respiration of the

mother sends a colder spirit in; thus alterna

tively a cold and a hot spirit enter the mixture,

which give life, and cause a pellicle to grow

on
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on the surface's which takes . round form, be-

cause the spirits, acting as a centre, 'extend it

equally on all sides. "I have, seen, says this

great man; a ftus of-six days old; it was 'a

bàll of liquor surrounded with a pellicle; the

liquor was reddish, and the pellicie was spread
over with vessels, some red and others white,

in the midst of which was a small eminence,

which I thought to be the umbilical vessels, by

which the ftus receives nourishment and the

spirit of respiration from the mother. By de

grees another pellicle is formed, which sur

xounds the first; the menstrual blood, being

.suppressed, abundantly supplies it with nutri

ment, and which coagulates by degrees, and

becomes flesh; this flesh articulates itself in

proportion as it grows, and receives its form

from the spirit; each part proceeds to take it

proper place; the solid particles go to their re.s

s.pective situations and the fluid to theirs: each

matter seeks for that which is most like itself,

and the :ftus is at length entirely formed b

-these causes and these means."

This system is less obscure and more rea

:.sonable than that of Aristotle, because Hippo

-crates ,endeavours to explain every matter by

particular reasons: he borrows from' the phi

losophy
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losophy of his times but one single principle,

which is, that heat and cold produce spirits,

and that those spirits have the power of order

ing and arranging matter. He has viewed

generation more like a physician than a philo

sopher, while Aristotle has explained it more

like a metaphysician than a naturalist; which

makes the defects of Hippocrates's system

particular and less apparent, while those of

Aristotle's are general and evident.

These two great men have each had their

followers; almost all the scholastic philosophers,

by adopting Aristotle's philosophy, received

his system ofgeneration, while almost every phy

sician followed the opinion of Hippocrates;

and seventeen or eighteen centuries passed

without any thing new being said on the

subject. At last, at the restoration of lite-.

rature, some anatomists turned their eyes on

generation, and Fabricius A quapendente was

the first who made experiments and obser

vations on the impregnation and growth of

the eggs of a fowl. The following is the sub

stance of his observations.

He distinguished two parts in the matrix

of a hen, the one superior and the other in

ferior. The superior he calls the Ovarium,

which
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'which is properly no other than a cluster of

small yellow eggs of a round form, varying in

size from the bigness of a mustard-seed to that

of a large nut or medlar. These small eggs are

fastened together by one common pellicle, and

form a body which nearly resembles a bunch of

grapes. The smallest of these eggs are white,

and they take another colour in proportion as

they increase.

Having examined these eggs immediately
after the communication of the cock, he did

not perceive any remarkable difference, nor

any of the male semen in any one of' these

eggs; he therefore supposed that every egg,

and the ovarium itself, became fruitful by a

subtle spirit, which came from the semen of

the male; and he says, that in order to secure

this fecundating spirit, nature has placed at the

external orifice of the vagina of birds a kind of

net-work or membrane, which permits, like

a valve, the entrance of this seminal spirit, but

at the same time prevents it from re-issuing or

evaporating.

When the egg is loosened from the common

pellicle, it descends by degrees through a

winding passage into the internal part of the

matrix. This passage is filled with a liquor

VOL. Me C nearlr
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nearly similar to the white of an egg; it is so

in this part that the eggs begin to, be, surroand,

ed with this white liquor, with the mem

brane which occasions it, the two ligaments

(chalaztt) which passes over the white, and con

nects it with the yolk and shell, which are

formed in a very short time before they are

laid. These ligaments, according to Fabricius,

is the part of the egg fecundated by the seminal

spirit of the male.; and it is here where the

ftus first begins to form. The egg is not

only the true matrix, that is to say, the place

of the formation of the chick, but it is from

the egg all generation depends. The egg pro

4uces it as the agent: it supplies boh the mat

ter and the organs; the ligaments are, the sub

stance of formation; the white and the yolk

are the nutriment, and the seminal spirit of the

male is the efficient cause. This spirit

com-municatesto the ligaments at first an alterative

faculty, afterwards a formative, and lastly tb.

power of augmentation, &c.

These observations of Fabricius have not

given us a very clear explication of generation.

Nearly at the same time. as this anatomist was

employed in these researches, towards the

middle of the sixteenth century, the famous

Aldrovadus
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Aldrovandus also made observation on eggs;

but as Harvey judiciously observes, he followed

Aristotle much closer than experiment. The

descriptions he gives of the chicken in the egg

are not exact. Voicher Coiter, one ofhis scho

lars) succeeded much better in his enquiries;

and Parisamis, a physician of Venice, having

also laboured on this subject, they have each

given a description of the chicken in the egg,

which Harvey prefers to any other.

This famous anatomist, to whom we are in

debted for the discovery of the circulation of

the blood, has composed a very extensive trea

tise on generation; he lived towards the middle

of the last century, and was physician to

Charles I. of England. As he was obliged to

follow this unfortunate prince in his misfor

tunes, he lOst what he had written on the gene

ration of insects among other pipers, and he

composed what he has left us on the generation

of birds and quadrupeds from his memory. I

shall conise1y relate his obervátions, his ex

periments, and his system.
"

Harvey asserts that than and every animal

proceed from an egg; that the first produce

"of conception in viviparous animals is a kind of

C -2 an

Se his Ornithology.
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an egg, and that the only difference between

viviparous aiid oviparous is, that the foetus of

the first take their origin, acquire their growth,

and arrive at their entire expansion in the

matrix; whereas the ftus of oviparous ani

irials begins to exist in the body of the mother,

where they are merely as eggs, and it is only

after they have quitted the body of the mother

that they really become fctuses; and we

must remark, says he, that in oviparous ani

mals, some hold their eggs within themselves

till they are perfect, as birds, serpents and

oviparous quadrupeds; others lay their eggs

before they are perfect, as fish, crustaceous,

and testaceous animals. The eggs which

these animals deposit are only the rudiments

of real eggs, they afterwards acquire bulk

and membranes, and attract nourishment from

the matter which. surrounds them. It is the

same, adds he, with insects, for example, and.

caterpillars, which only seem imperfect eggs,
which seek their nutriment, and at the end

of a certain time arrive to the state of chrys
us, which is a perfect egg. There is another

difference in oviparous animals: for fowls and

other birds have eggs of different sizes, whereas

fish, frogs, &c. ly them before they are per

fect,
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fect, have them all of the same size; he indeed

observes, that in pigeons, who only lay two

eggs, all the small eggs which remain in the

ovariurn are of the same size, and it is only the

foremost two which are bigger than the rest.

It is the same, he says, in cartilaginous fish, as

in the thornback, who have only two eggs
which increase and come to maturity, while

those which remain in the ovarium are, like

those in fowls, of different sizes.

He afterwards makes us an anatomical ex

position of the parts necessary to generation,

and observes, that in all birds the situation of

the anus and vuira are contrary to the situation

of those parts in other animals; the anus being

placed before and the vuira behind ;* and with

respect to the cock, and all small birds, that

they generate by external friction, having in

fact no intermission nor real copulation ; with

male ducks, geese, and ostriches, it is evidently

otherwise.

Hens produce eggs without the cock, but

in a very small number, and these eggs, al

though perfect, are unfruitful: he does not

agree with the opinion of country people, that

two or three days cohabitation with the cock

is

* Most of these articles are taken from Aristotle.
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i sufficient to impregnate all the eggs a hen

ay within the year, but aduits that he

hen from a cock for the space of

tw, d that all the eggs she laid dur

niace were fecundated. While the

(n s fstencd to the ovariurn, it &rivcs its

nutriment from the vessel of the common pci

licle. But as soon s it i loosened from it, it dc

rives the whitc liquor which. fills the passages in

Which., it descends, and the whole, even to the

-shell, is formed by this mode.

The two ligaments (cht-ilzz) which :\qua

pendente looks on as the shoot produced by the

seed of tic, male, are found in the infccund

eggs which the hen produecs without the

corn-withthe cock, as in those which-

are impregnated: and Harvey very judiciously

remarks, that those parts do not proceed from

the male, and are not those which arc fccun

dated ; the fccundatcd part of an egg is a very

ma}i wii;rc circic whch 15 On the membrane

that covers the yolk, and forms there a small

spot, likc a c"icricc, about the size of a lentil.

Ilarvey also remarks, that this little cicatrice

is found in every fecund or in.fecund and

that those who think it is produced by the seed

of the male are (lccCi\ ed. It is of the same

size
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,size and form in fresh eggs, as in those which

have, been kept a long time; but when we

would jiatch them, and when, the, egg receives

a sufficient degree ofheat, either by the hen, or

artificially, we presently see this small spot .in.

crease and dilate nearly like the sight of the

eye. This is the first change, and is visible at

the end of a few hours incubation.

When the egg has undergone a proper

warmth for twenty-four hours, the yolk,

which was before in the centre of the shell,,

approaches nearer to the cavity at the broad

end; this cavity is increased by the evapora

tion of the watery part of the white, and the

grosser part sinks to the small end. The cica

trice, or speck, on the membrane of the yolk,,

rises with it to the broad end, and seems to ad

here to the membrane there: this speck is thea

about the bigness of a small pea, in the middle

of it a w]aite speck is discernible, and many

circles, of which this point seems to form the.

centre.

At the end of the second day these circles

are larger and more visible; the streak alsQ

appears divided, by these circles into two,, and

sometimes three parts, of dffcrcnt colours; a

small pr.otubcrance
also appears:on the eternal

part,
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part, and nearly resembles a small eye, in the

pupil of which there is a point, or little cata

ract; between these circles a clear liquor is

contained by a very delicate membrane, and

the speck now appears more to be placed in

the white than on the membrane of the yolk.

On the third day the transparent liquor is con

siderably increased, as is also the small mem

brane which surrounds it. The fourth day, a

small streak of purple-coloured blood is observ

ed at the circumference of the speck or ball,

at a little distance from the centre of which a

point may be seen of a blood colour, and

which beats like a heart. It appears like

small spark at each diastole, and disappears at

each systole; from this animated speck issue

two small blood vessels, which these small

vessels throw out as branches into this liquor,

all of which come from the same point, nearly

in like manner as the roots of a tree shoot from

the trunk.

Towards the end ofthe fourth day, or at the

beginning of the fifth, the animated speck is so

much encreased as to appear like a small bladder

filled with blood, and by its contractions and

di.")ations is alternatively )led and emptied. In

the same day this vessel very distinctly appears

to
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to divide into two parts, each of which alter.

natively impel and dilute the blood in the same

manner. Around the shortest sanguinary yes..

sd which we have spoken of a kind of cloud

is seen, which, although transparent, renders

the sight of this vessel more obscure; thi

cloud constantly grows thicker and more at

tached to the root of the blood vessel, and

appears like a small globe: this small globe

lengthens and divides into three parts, one of

which is globular, and larger than the other

two; the head and eyes now begin to appear,

and at the end of the fifth day, the place for the

vertebra is seen in the remainder part of this

globe.

The sixth day the head is seen more clearly,

the outlines of the eyes now appear, the

wings and thighs lengthen, and the liver, lungs,

and beak, are distinctly observed; the ftus

now begins to move and extend its head, al

though it has as yet only the internal viscera;

for the thorax, abdomen, and all the external

coverings of the fore part of the body are want

ing. At the end of this day, or at the begin

ning of the seventh, the toes appear, the chick

opens and moves its beak, and the anterior

parts of the body begin to cover the viscera;

on the seventh day the chicken is entirely

VOL. m. D formed,
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formed, and from this time until it comes out

of the egg, nothing happens but only an ex

pansion of those parts it acquired within these

first seven days: at the fourteenth or fifteenth

day the feathers appear, and at the twenty-first

it breaks the shell with its beak, and procures

its enlargement.

These observations ofHarvey appear to have

been made with the greatest exactness; never

theless we shall point out how imperfect they

ares and that he has fallen himself into the error

he reproaches others with, making experiments

to support his favourite hypothesis, that the

heart was the animated speck which first ap

peared; but before we proceed on this matter,

it is but just to give an account of his other

observations, and of his system.

It is well known that Harvey made many

experiments on hinds and does. They re

ceive the male towards the middle of Septem

ber: a few days after copulation the horns of

the matrix become thicker, and at the same

time more lax. In each of the cavities five ca.

rünculas appear. Towards the 26th or 2th

of the above month the matrix thickens still

more, and the five carunculas are swelled near

ly to the shape and size of a nurse's nipple;

by opening them, an infinity of small white

specks
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Specks are found. Harvey pretends to have

remarked, that there was neither then, nor im

mediately after copulation, any alteration or

change in the ovarium, and that he has never

been able to find a single drop of the seed of

the. male in the matrix, although he has made

many researches for that purpose.
Towards the end of October, or beginning

of November, when the females separate from

the males, the thickness of the horns begins to

diminish, the internal surfaces of their cavities

are swelled, and appear fastened together; the

carunculas remain, and the whole, which re

sembles the substance of the brain, is so soft

that it cannot be touched. Towards the i3th

or 14th of November, Harvey says, that he per

ceived filaments, like the threads of a spider's

web, which traversed the cavities of the horns

and the matrix itself: these filaments shoot out

from the superior angle of the matrix, and by

their multiplication form a kind of membrane,

or empty tunic; a day or two after this tunic

is filled with a white, aqueous and glutinous

matter, which adheres to the matrix by a kind

of mucilage; and in the third month this

tunic, or pouch, contains an embryo about

the breadth of two fingers long, and another

internal pouch, called the amnios, containing

D 2 a trans.
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a transparent crystalline liquor, in which the

fotus swims, The foetus at first was but an

animated speck, like that in the egg of a fowl.

All th rest is performed in the same manner as

that related ofthe chick; the only difference is

in the eyes, which appears much sooner in the

fowl than in the deer. The animated speck

appears about the 19th or 20th of November, a

day or two after which the oblong body, which

contains the foetus, is seen; in six or seven

days more it is so much formed that the sex and

limbs maybe distinguished; but the heart and

viscera are yet uncovered, and it is two days

more before the thorax and the abdomen cover

them, which is the last work and completion

of the edifice.

From these observations upon hens and deer,

Harvey concludes, that all female animals have

eggs, that in these eggs a separation of a trans.

parent crystalline liquor contained in the am-,

nios is made, and that another external pouch,
the chorion, contains the whole liquors of the

egg; that the first thing which, appears in the

crystalline liquor is the sanguinary and ani

mated spirit; in a word, that the formation of

viviparous animals is made after the same man

ner as Oviparous; and he explains the genera-.
tion of both as fol1ws.
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Generation is the work of th matrix, in

which no seed ofthe male ever enters; the ,

trix conceives by a kind of contagion, which

the male liquor communicates to it, nearly as

the magnet communicates its magnetic virtue

to steel. This male contagion not only acts

upon the matrix but over all the female body,
which is wholly fecundated, although the ma

trix oily has the faculty of conception, as the

brain has the sole faculty of
conceiving ideas.

The ideas conceived by the brain, are like the

images of the objects transmitted by the senses;

and the ftus, which may be considered as the

idea of the matrix, is like that which produces

it. This is the reason that a child has a resern-.

blance to its father, &c.

I shall not follow this anatomist any farther;

what I have mentioned is sufficient to judge of

his system; but we have some remarks ta

make on his observatio.ns.. He has given them

in a manner most likely to impose; seems t

have often repeated his experiments, and to

have taken every necessary precaution to avoid

deception from which it might be imagined

he had seen all he writes upon, and observed

them with he greatest accuracy. Never

theless, I perceive both uncertainty and ob

scurity
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scurity in his descriptions; his observations are

related
"
chiefly on memory; and although he

often says the contrary, Aristotle appears to

have been his guide more than experience; for

he has only seen in eggs what Aristotle has

before mentioned; and that most of his ob

servations which may be deemed essential had

been made before him, we shall be perfectly

convinced if we pay a little attention to what

follows:

Aristotle knew that the ligaments (ChaIaza)

were of no service to the generation of the

chicken. "
Qua ad principium lutci gran.

dines herent, nil conferunt ad generationem,

ut quidam suspicantur."* Parisanus, Voicher,

Coiter, Aquapendente, and others, remark

ed the cicátrice as well as Harvey: Aqua

peñdente supposed it of no use; but Parisa

nus pretended that ft was formed by the male

semen, or at least that the white speck in the

middle ofthe cicatrice was the seed of the male

which would produce the chicken. "Est-que,

says he, illud galli semen alba & tenuissima

tunica abductum, quod substat duabus corn.

munibus toti ovo membranis, There

fore the only discovery which properly be

longs
* }Iist. Anim. lib. vi. cap. ?.
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longs to Harvey. is, his having observed that 
this cicatrice is found in infecund as well as 
fecund::1ted eggs; for others had observed, like 
him, the dilation of the circles, and the gro\vth 
of the white speck ; and it appears that Pari
sanus had seen it much better ; this is. all w.hich 
he remarks in the two first days of incubation ; 
and what he says of the third day, is only a re
petition of Aristotle's words. *"Per id tempus 
ascendit ja1n vetellus ad superiorem partem ovi 
acutiorem, ubi & principium ovi est & fretus 
excluditur; corque ipsum apparet, in albumine 
sanguinei puncti, quod pun~tum salit & 1novet 
sese ir.star quasi anitnatum; ab eo meatus ve
narutn specie duo, sanguinei pleni, Bexuosi, 
qui, crescente fretu, feruntur in utramque 
tunicam ambientem, ac men1brana sanguineas 
:fibras habens eo tempore albumen continet 
sub meatibus illis venaru1n similibus ; ac paulo 
post discernitur corpus pufillum initio, om
mino & candidum, .capite conspicuo, atque in 
eo oculis maxin1e turgidis qui di~ sic perma
nent, sero enim p~rvi fiunt ac considunt. In 
parte autem corporis inferiore, nullum extat 
1nembrum per initia, quod respondeat .supe
rloribus. Meatus autum illi qui a corde pro-

deJJnt, 

~ Hist .. Anim. lib. vi. cap.-4. 
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deunt, alter ad circurndantern, rnembranan

tendit, alter ad luteum, officio urnbilici."

Harvey attacks Aristotle for saying that the

yolk ascends towards the small end of the egg,

and concludes, that he had not seen any thing

luirnself, but had apparently received his

infor-mationfrom some good observer of Nature.

Harvey was wrong in thus reproaching Aris

totle, and in asserting that the yolk always as

cends towards the broad end ofthe egg, for that

depends on the position of the egg during the

time of incubation, for the yolk always ascends

to the uppermost part, as being lighter than the

white, whether it be to the broad or the small

end. William Langley, a physician at for

drecht, who made observations on the hatching

of eggs, in 1655, twenty years before Harvey,

was the first who made this remark.*

But to return to the passage we have quoted.

By that we see that the crystalline liquor, the

animated speck, the two circles, the two blood

vessels, &c. are described by Aristotle precisely
as Harvey had seen them. This anatomist

also pretends that the animated speck is the

heart, that this heart is formed the first, and

that-

"Y' Vsni. 1 arcy Observ. eda a justo Schradero.Amst.
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that the viscera and other parts are joined

afterwards. All this has been spoken of by

Aristotle, and -seen by Harvey, and nevertheless

it is not conformable to truth. To be assured

of this we need only repeat the same experi

ments on eggs, or only read with attention those

of Malpighius,* which were made about 40

years after those of Harvey.

This excellent observer ofNature examined,

with attention, the cicatrice, which is the essen

tial part of the egg; he found it was large in all

impregnated eggs,and small in those which were

notimpregnated; andhe discovered ineggswhich

had never been sat upon, that the white speck,

spoken of by Harvey as the first which be

comes animated, is a small pouch or ball, which

swims in a liquor inclosed by the first circle,

and in the middle of this ball he observed the

embryo. The membrane of this small pouch,

which is the amnios, being very thin and trans

parent, permitted him easily to see the ftus it

surrounded. Malpighius,with reason, concludes,

from this first observation, that the fcetus exists

iii the egg before incubation, and that its first

outlines are then very strong. It is not ne

cessary to point out how opposite this experi-.

vol4. in. E ment

'
Malpighii pullusiR ovo.
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ment is to the opinion of Harvey, for he saw

nothing of a form for the two first days of in

cubation, and it was the third day before the

sign of the fetus appears, which is the animated

speck: whereas according to Malpighius, the

outlines of the frtus exist in the egg before

incubation has commenced.

After being assured of this important matter,

Malpighius examined, with. like attention, the

cicatrice of unimpregnated eggs, which, as we

have observed, is smaller than those which have

been impregnated; it has often irregular cir

cumscriptions, and sometimes differs in dif

ferent eggs. Near its centre, instead of the

ball that encloses the foetus, there is a globular

mole, 'which does not contain any thing orga

nized, and which being opened does not pre

sent any thing formed or arranged, but only

some appendages filled with a thick but trans

parent fluid; and this unshapen mass is sur

rounded with many concentric circles.

After six hours incubation the cicatrice is

considerably dilated, and the ball formed by the

amnios is easily discovered; this ball is filled

with a liquor, in the middle of which the head

of the chicken and back-bone are distinctly

seen. In about six hours more the little ani

mal
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mal is seen more distinctly; in another six

hours the head is grown larger, and the spine

lengthened; and at the end of twenty-four

hours the neck begins to lengthen, the ver

tebre of the back appears of a white colour,

and the head to turn to one side. The ver

tebra are disposed on each side of the spine,
like small globules; and almost at the same

time the small wings begin to shoot, and the

head, neck, and breast are lengthened. After

thirty hours nothing new appears, but every

part of the little animal is considerably increas

ed, especially the amnios. Around this mem

brane the umbilical vessels are seen of a dark

ish colour. At the end of thirty-eight hours,

the chicken being grown much larger, its head

is large, and in which are distinguished three

vessels surrounded with membranes, which

also cover the back bone, through which the

vertebre are still seen. In forty hours, con

tinues Maipighius, it was wonderful to see

the chicken alive, floating in the liquor; the

back bone was encreased, the head was turned

on one side, the vesicles of the brain were

less apparent, the first outlines of the eyes

appeared, the heart beat, and the circulation

of the blood was begun. Malpighius then

E 2 gives
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gives the description of the vessels and course

of the blood, and reasonably §zpposes that,

though
the heart does not beat before thirty

eight or forty hours incubation, it still existed

before that time, like the other parts of the

chicken; but on examining the heart in a

dark room, he discovered not the least glimpse

of light to proceed from it, as Harvey insi

nuates.

At the end of two days the chicken is seen

floating in the liquor of the amnios; in which

the head, composed of vesicles, is turned on

one side; the back bone and vertebra are

lengthened ; the heart, which then hung out

of the breast, beat three times; for the fluid it

contains is impelled into the ventricles of the

heart, from thence into the arteries, and after

wards into the umbilical vessels. He re

marks, that having separated the chick from

the white of the egg, the motion of the heart

still continued for a whole day. After two

days and fourteen hours, or sixty-two hours

of incubation, the thicken, although grown

stronger, remained with its head bent down

wards in the liquor, contained by the amnios;

the veins and arteries were seen among the

yçssels of the brain; the lineaments of the

eyes,
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eyes, and the spinal marrow, also appear extend

ing the length ofthe vertebr.

At the end of the third day the head of the

chicken appeared crooked; besides the eyes

five vessels were seen in' the head filled with a

liquid matter; the first outlines of the wings

and thighs were to be distinguished, and the

body began to gather flesh; the pupil of the

eye, and also the crystalline and vitreous hu

mour were discernible. At the fourth day the

vesicles of the brain were nearer each other;

the eminences of the vertebr2e were more

prominent, the wings and thighs assumed a

greater solidity as they increased in length; the

whole body, covered with a jelly-like flesh,

was now surrounded within the body by a thin

membrane, and the umbilical vessels that unite

the animal to the yolk, appeared to come

from the abdomen. On the fifth and sixth

days the vesicles of the brain began to be

covered; the spinal marrow, divided into

two parts, began to take solidity and stretch

along the trunk; the wings and thighs length

ened; the feet began to spread; the belly was

closed up and tumid; the liver was distinctly

seen, and appeared of a dusky white; the

ventricles of the heart were discerned to beat

very
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very distinctly; the body of the chicken was

covered with a skin, and the traces of the fea

thers were visible; the seventh day the head

appeared very large, the brain was entirely

covered with its membranes; the beak began

to appear betwixt the eyes, and the wings, the

thighs, and the legs had acquired their perfect

figure.

J shall not follow Malpighius any farther,

as the remainder relates only to the expansion

of the parts till the twenty-first day, when the

chicken breaks the shell with its beak ; though

before that time it is heard to chirrup in its

imprisonment. The heart is the last part

which receives its proper form, for it is eleven

days before the arteries are seen to join, and

the ventricles become perfectly conformable

and united.

We are now in a condition tojudge ofthe va

lue of Harvey's experiments and observations.

There is great appearance this anatomist did

not make use of a microscope, which in fact

was not brought to perfection in his days, or

he would not have asserted there was no dif

ference between the cicatrice of an impreg

nated and an unimpregnated egg; he would

not have said the seed of the male produced

no
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no alteration in the egg, especially in the

cicatrice; he would not have affirmed that

nothing was perceptible till the third day, that

the animated speck was the first that appeared,

and into which the white speck was changed.

He would have seen that the white speck was

a ball which contained the whole apparatus of

generations and that every part of the fcetus

are there from the moment the hen has con

nection with the cock. He would also have

learnt, that without this connection it contains

only an unshapen mass, which could never be

come animated, because in fact it is not orga

nized like an animal, and because it is only

when this mass, which we must look upon as

an assemblage of the organic particles of the

female semen, is penetrated by the organic

particles of the male semen, that there results

from it an animal, which is formed at the

moment, but whose motion is imperceptible

till the end of forty hours after : he would not

have asserted that the heart is first formed, and

that the other parts are joined to it by a juxta

postion, since it is evident from Malpighius's

observations, that the outlines of every part

are all immediately formed, but only appear in

proportion as they dilate; on the whole, if he

had
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had seen what Malpighius saw, he would not

have affirmed that no impressionof the male seed

remained in the eggs, and that it was only by

contagion that they are fecundated, &c.

It is also just to remark, that what Harvey

has said on the parts of the generation of a

cock is not exact; he asserts that the cock has

no genital member, and that there is no intro

mission; nevertheless it is certain that this

animal, instead of one has two, and that they

both act at the same time, and which action

is a very strong compression, if not a true co

pulation ; and it is by this double organ that

the cock emits the seminal liquor into thema

trix of the hen.

Let us now compare the experiments made

by Harvey on hinds with those of Dc Graaf on

doe rabbits; we shall find that although De

Graaf supposes, with Harvey, that all animals

proceed from eggs, yet there is a great diffe

rence in the mode which these two anatomists

have observed in the first steps of formation, or

rather expansion, of the fctuses of viviparous

animals.

After having exerted every effort to esta

blish, by reasons drawn from comparative ana-

tomy,

11 See Reyn. Gratf, page 4-
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tomy, that the testicles of viviparous females

are real ovaries, Dc Graaf explains how the

eggs are loosened from the ovaries and fall into

the horns of the matrix; he then relates what

he observed in a rabbit, which he dissected half

an hour after copulation. The horns of the

matrix, he says, were more red than before,

but no other change in the rest of the parts t

there was also no appearance of any male seed,

neither in the vagina, matrix, nor horns of the

matrix..

Having dissected another six hours after co

pulation. lie observed the follicules, or coats,

which he supposes contained the eggs in the

ovary, were become red, but found no male

seed either in the ovaria or elsewhere. He

dissected another twenty-four hours after co

pulation, and remarked in one ovarium three,

and in the other five follicules that were chan

ged, the transparency being become dark and

red. In one dissected twenty-seven hours

after copulation he perceived the horns of the

womb had become more red and strictly em.

braced the ovaries. In another, that lie opened

forty hours after copulation, he found in one of

the ovaries seven follicules, and in the other

three that were changed. Fifty-two hours

VOL. lU. F after
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after côpnlat ion he cxarnined another and found

one follicle c1iuigd in one of the ovaries and

thur in anoiher, and having opened these foili

uulc lie fouud a glandular liquor, in the mid

die of which there was a small cavity, where

he did not perceive any liquor, which made

hiwi suppose that. the transparent liquor, corn-

only crttained in the foflicules, and 'which,

he says, Is enc1osed in its own membranes,.

might have been separated by a. kind of rup

ltire : he searched after this matter in the pas

S411gCS, flTl(l in the hOiflS of the matrix them

selves, but lie found ii-one; lie only perceived

that the internal membrane of the horns of the

matrix was very much swelled. In another,

disSCClCd II1ICC (lays after copulation, he ob

served that the superior extremity of the pas

sage, whicli coinmunicales with the horns of

the matrix, strictly embraced the ovaries; nU

havingseparated it he perceived three follicules,

l)ng'c and harder than usual. After searching

wuh he greatest attention the passages above

mentioned he found in the right passage oe

egg, and in the right horn of the matrix two~.

More, not l.igge' tlta g!llin of mustard-seed :

tilOC little eggs we-e, eichi closed in double

inenibriies, and the inner one was filled rjh

very
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a very limpid liquot. having xathned the

other Ova.rjurn he fbund four folicuies that

were chatiged, three ol' which were white ind

had a little liquor within them; but the fourth

was of a darker colour, and contained ho Ii

quor, which made him jtidge that. from this the

gg had ën separated. Pursuing his

enqui-rieshe found an egg iii the superior extremity

ofthe other hoim, and exactiy like those he had

discovered in the iigli one. He says. that

the es which zre scparated from the ovary,

ar"ten. tirne smaIle th those which av

litteiied to it; and h'-thi:iks that this c1i11'br.

ence is occasioned from the eggs containing;

when they are' ii Am.,h varies, another mater

and that i's the g'landulai liquor he remake ii

the iioheülës ..
.

Fni ?da af(er copulation heopcted aiothè

and ftind in one f the ovaries foir: a ii inth

oilier th tee folhiculcs, emptied of their. 'eggs ;

and in the horns erresponding to thse he

fun4 an. epa:i nn.nther of eggs.
. These, eggs

were larger than the first that he fotmd three

days after cdpuktfion, and were about the

5j &f tmall IirdShot ; he atso reinarkd

that he inter.naT rethbrane i thes. s was

1iratedfrom'the extern;41., appeared
like

F 2 a second
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a second egg in the first. In another, dissected

five days after copulation, he found five empty

follicules in the ovaries, and as many eggs in

the matrix, to which they adhered. These

eggs were about the size of a cluck-shot, and the

internal membrane was more apparent than in

the one he had observed before. In one which

lie opened six days after copulation there were

six empty follicules in one ovaria, and only

five eggs in the corresponding horn, and they

appeared in one mass; in the other ovaria were

four empty follicules and but one egg; these

eggs were as big as swan-shot. He opened

another on the seventh day after copulation,

and found seven empty follicules; he also per

ceived several internal tumours in the ' matrix,

from whence he took eggs the size of a pistol..

bullet. Its membrane was more distinct than

before, but contained only a very clear liquor.

In one, eight days after copulation, he found in

the. matrix tumours, or cells, which contained

the eggs, but they were very adherent, for he

could not loosen them. In another, nine days

after copulation, the cells, -which contained the

eggs, were greatly increased, and he saw that

the liquor inclosed by the internal membrane

had now got a light cloud floating upon it.

He
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He opened another ten days after copulation

and the cloud was thicker, and formed an ob

long body, like a little worm. At last, on the

twelfth day after copulation, the figure of the

embryo was distinctly to be perceived, which

two days before only presented the figure of

an oblong body; it was even so apparent that

the different members might be distinguished.

In the region of the breast he perceived two

red and two white specks, and in the abdomen

a mucilaginous substance, somewhat reddish.

Fourteen days after copulation the head of the

embryo was become large and transparent, the

eyes prominent, the mouth open, the rudiments

ofthe ears appeared; the backbone, ofa whitish

colour, was bent towards the breast, and small

blood-vessels came from each side, whose rami

fications ran along the back as far as the feet;

the two red specks, being considerably increas

ed, appeared to be no other than the ventricles

of the heart; by the sides of these red specks

were two white ones, which were the rudi

ments of the lungs. In the abdomen the out

lines of the liver were seen of a reddish co

lour, and a little intricate mass, like a ravelled

thread, which was the stomach and intestines.

After this the process was no more than a

rowthi
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growth and expansion of every part till the

thirty-first day, when the female rabbit brings

forth her young.

From these experiments Dc Graafconcludes,

that all viviparous females have eggs: that

these egs are contained in the testicles, called

bvaries; that they cannot'discngige themselves

till they are impregnated, because, he says, the

glandular substance, by inans of which the

eggs quit their folliculcs, is, not produced till

after an imprcnafion. He also insists, that

those who suppose they-have seen eggs in only

Iwo or three days increased' in size, must have

-been mistaken, for these eggs remain, a lom,er

time in the. ovary,. although fecundated, and

instead of immediately increasing, they rather

diminish until they are descended froin the'

orarie into the:- matrix

By omparig these ob.seivations with t1rc&

of Harvey, we shalt easily perceive that. the

principal circumstances have escaped the lat.

ter; and aithongh 1Iereare many errors in, the

reaoithig and experiments ofDc Graaf nerer

theless this anatomist, as well as Malpighius,

has made better oJiervatins .than Harvey.

They agree in the principal paints, and., are

both contrary to Harvey;. the' latter had never

10 seen
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een the alterations which happen to theovary;

he did not see the small globuics in the matrix

which contain the apparatus of generation, and

which 1k Graaf calls eggs. lie had not even

a supposition that the fcetus existed in this

eg; and though his experiments gave us near-t)

iy an exact account of what occurs during

the growth of the ftus, they give us no

formation either of the moment of fecunda

tioji or of the first developement. Scitrader,

a Dutch physician, who held Harvey in great

veneration, owns that we must not put too

great a reliance in that anatomist in many

things, and cspccially on what lie says of the

fecundative moment, for the chicken in fact i

in the egg before incubation, and that Joseph

de Aroinatarius was the first who observed

it. Although Harvey pretended that every

animal proceeds from an egg, he did not ina

gine that the testicles offemales contained thcs

eggs, and has only repeated what Aristotle has

said on this subject. The first who speaks

of having discovered eggs in female ova-k- ics

Steio, who says, in dissecting a female sea-dog

saw eggs in the testicles, although that

ani-malis viviparous ; and he adds, that the tes

ticle-"

e Oberv. Yuti Schricieri,Arnst. 1G74..
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tic!es of women are analogous to the ovark

otoviparous animals, whether the eggs fall in

any manner into the matrix, or whether there

only falls the matter they contain. Although

Steno is the first who discovered these pi-e-,

tended eggs, Dc Graaf claims the merit to

himself, and arnmerdam has disputed it with

him, insisting that Van Horn had perceived

these eggs before Dc Graaf. It is true this

last writer stands charged with asserting many

things experience has found to be false. He

pretended that a judgment might be formed of

the number offtuscs contained in the matrix..

by the number of cicatrices, or empty folli

cules, in the ovary, which is not true, as we

may see by the observations of Vcrrleyen,

and by those of M. Mery,± and by some of

Dc Graaf's own observations, where he found

fewer eggs in the matrix than cicatrices in the

ovaries. Besides, we shall make it appear

that what he says concerning the separation of

the eggs, and the manner in which they de

scend into the matrix, is not exact; that no

eggs exist in the female testicles; that what is

en in the matrix is not an egg; and that no

thing

Vol. I. chap. iii. Brussels edit. 1710.

t Hi't Qf the Acadern. 1701.
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thing can be worse founded than the systems

endeavoured to be established on the observa.

tions of this famous anatomist.

This pretended discovery of eggs in the

testicles of females attracted the attention of

most anatomists; they, however, only met

with small bladders in the. testicles of female

viviparous animals, these they (lid not hesitate

to look on as real eggs : they thërefôre gave

the name of ovaries to I he testicles, and called

the vesicles eggs. They also said, with De

Graaf, that there are eggs of different sizes in

the ovariurn; that the largest in the ovariuni

of women was not above the size of a small

pea; that they were very sinall in the young,

but increased with age and intercourse with

men; that twenty might be counted in each

ovarium; that these eggs are fectin dated in the

ovarium by the spirited part of the seminal li

quor of the male; that afterwards they loosen

and fall into the matrix, where the fetus is

formed, from the internal, substance of the egg

and the placenta of the external matter; that

the glandular substance, which does not exist

in the ovariurn till after a fruitful copulation,

Serves to compress the egg, and make it quit

the ovariur, &c. But Malpighius having

VOL. III. G examined
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examined things more mm tit cly, detected many

of their errors before they were even received;

yet most physicians adopted the sentiments

of De Graat; without any attention to the

observations of Malpighius; which,. notwith

standing, are very important, arid to. which

his schoar Valisnieri has given a great deal

of weight.

Malpighius and 'Valisnicri, of all naturalists,

speak with the greatest foundation on the

subject of generation. We shall therefore

give an account of their experiments and re

marks, to which we cannot pay too much

attention.

Malpighius having examined a great num

ber of the testicles of cows and other female

animals, affirms that he found vesicles of dif..

ferent sizes in the testicles of all of them,

whether young or adults ; these vesicles* are

incloscd by a thick membrane, in the inner

parts of which (here are blood-vessels, filled

with a kind of lymph, or liquor, which hard

ens by the heat of the fire like the white of an

In time a firm yellow body grows which

t-tdlicres




to the testicles. It is prominent and,

increases to the size of a cherry, occupying
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-the greatest parts of the ovariu.m; 'The body, is

composed of many little angular tubes, and its

position is irregular; it is covered with a coat,

'or membrane, spread over with nerves - and

blood-vessels.. The appearance and form f

this yellow body-are not always the same but

vary according to time. When not abo-ve the

size of a millet seed, it is nearly glbular, and

if divided appears composed of, a kind of va

iiegatc(i net-work. Very often an extcrual

covering is observed, composed of the, same

substance as the yellow body, ?r.QWld the ye

6ibles ofthe o'varium.

'.When the yellow. body is become nea.riy.of

the size of a. pea, t. is the shape of a

which is a small cavity Iled with, liquor;..,

isalso the ease -when grown ip the size of.a

cherry. In somc:of thee Ne1low,stthstanc.e.,

ihn increased t their' full naurity, Ma1

pigh h.-is says,' asmáil egg, with Us appendage,

Not' bigger than a 'M'illct seed, my 'be seen nea

the centre; .when '. they, have-:cast- out. thei

ggs they, are,,' enpty, cs&rn11e. a .. cavernous

passage, and '(he cavitieg which inclose: thei

ae about the size of. peas, lie thinks thi;

yellow and' glandular. Subnee; ur P"°

".tluccs to pxcserve the egg.,. .nd assist it in icav.

in;
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ing the testicles, and perhaps to contribute to

wards the generation of the egg itself; con

sequently, lie says, the vesicles, which are

always observed in the ovary, and which are

of different sizes, are not real eggs that may

be fecundated, but only serve for the produc

tion of the yellow body where the egg is to be

formed. On the whole, although these yellow

substances are not found at all times in all

testicles, we nevertheless always find the first

traces ofthem, and Malpighius having seen the

marks of them in young heifers, cows that

were with calf, and in pregnant women, he

reasonably concludes that this yellow and

glandular substance is not, as Be Graaf has

supposed, the effect of fecundation, but what

produces the infeund eggs, which leave the

ovary' without any communication with the

male, as well as to thosewhich leave it after

communication. When the latter falls intQ

the tubes of the inatrix, all the rest is per-4

formed as De Graaf has described.

These observations of Malpighius shew.

that the testicles of females are not real ova-'

iies, as most anatomists believe; that.-the.

vesicles they contain are not eggs; that these

vesicles never fall into the matrix; and that;

" the
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the testicles, like those o the inaI, are küuˆ

f reservoirs, containing a liquor whic iiust

be looked upon as an imperfect seed of the fe-

"
male, that 1S perfected in the .11ow glandular

body which fiIs the internal cavity, and is s1ei

when the glandular substance has acquircØ its

'full mauriy. But before we decide on this

important point, we must relate the oberv

tions of Va.hisnicri; and we shall perceive that,

though Malpigipits and \Talisnieri have made

giod observations, they have riot carried them

tar. .enough, nor drawn those consequences

froii tlieri which. their obsevatiopsmighit na

turallyh:ave prod Uced, because they were )Ot

prejudiced for the systerp. of eggs, aI of the

1atus pr-ecistng tiereiu.

Yilisriicj:i egau his perirnnts in 1t92,

onthe. testiics pf a sow, w1isetes1icle. ar ot

cpnoqd :'tiOS of.:, cpw, sbccp, nre,

tntcb i1e ass, she goat, npr ipost Ør

viyiparous females for ey resemble a sna1

bunch of grapes, whose seeds -axe roqd

pimiient ouwardIy. Between these seed

there are smaller, which have not arrived

turity.' These seeds do not appear -to be

surrounded with one common membrane;

they are, he srs, similar .to -those yellow

lib-stances
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tanc w1ich Malpighius observed in cows;

they, are round, of a reddish colour, their .stir

face sprinkled over with sanguinary vessels like

the eggs of viviparous animals, and together

form a. mass larger than the ovary; we may,

with a little address, and by dividing the mem

brane, separate these grains one by one, and

draw them from the ovary, where they each

leave an impression.

These glandular substances are not of the

same colour in every sow, in some they are red,

in others more clear; and they are of all sizes,

from the most minute point to that ofa grape

On opening them we find a triangular cavity

filled with a limpid liquor, which coagulates

by the fire, and becomes white 1ike that con.

tamed in the vesicles. Valisnicri hopéd to meet

vith the egg in One of those cavities, but al-

though he sought for it With the utmost assi

duity in the glandular subs-tan e df the' ovalries'

of four different sow and aftërwärds in those

of other animals, yet he could never discover

the egg which Malpighius asserts to have met

js'ith once or twice. . 1

"
Below these glandular substances ffi-e vesicles

of the ovary were seen, and which were in a.

greateror lesser number as the glandular: sub

stances
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stances are thicker or smaller, for in proportion

as the glandular substances
increase, the vesicle

diminish. Some of these vesicles were the size

ofa lentil, and others as small as a millet-seed.

In crude testicles twenty, thirty, or thirty-five

vesicles might be counted, but when boiled

a greater number are seen; and they are so

strongly connected by fibres and mcmbrancous

'vessels, that it is impossible to separate them

without a rupture.

having examined the testicles of a sow,

which never had littered, lie found there, as in

the rest, glandular bodies, and their triangular

cavities filled with lymph, but never met with.

the egg either in the one or the other. The

vesicles of this sow which had never littered

were greater in number than in those which

had littered or conceived. In the, testicles of

another sow which had conceived, and whose

young were much expanded, he found two

large glandular substances, that were empty,.
and others smaller, in their common state.

Having also dissected many others 'when with

young, he found that the number of glandular

substances was always greater than that of the

ftus, which confirms our observations on

Dc Graaf's experiments, and proves they am

7 not
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not exác; hat lie terms the follicules of

the ovary being only the glandular substances,

ivbose number always exceed that of the fatus.

In the ovaries of a sow but a few months old,

lTie lèstcls were large, and sprinkled with.

vesicles pretty well tumefied: between these

resides there we're four rising glandular sub.

S't, 's e I(Ince in one of the t-sticles, and more in the

other.

After having finished his experiments on

sow, Valisnieri repeated those of M'alpighius

on the testicles of cows, and found that all he

had said was conformable to truth; only Valis-.

nieri owns that he has never been. able to find

the egg which Malpighius thought he had seen

once or twice in the internal cavity of glandu

lar bodies. Valisnicri proceeded in his experi

nents upon a variety of other animals to dis

cover this egg, but in vain; nevertheless his

prejudice for that system induced him, con

trary to his experieñée, to admit the existence

of eggs, which neither he nor any other man.

ever did or ever will see. It is scarcely possible

lb make a greater number of experiments, or

better than he has done. He observes, as some

thing particular to a,,ewe, that there are never

more: glandular substances in the testicles than
"

fatuses
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ftcuscs in the matrix. In young ewes, which

have never been with the male0'




re is but uii

gluid ti lar substance i i each csticl., which

wlicri worn away, another is found; ad If it

ewe has oidy one ftus in her )IlatiiX, there IS

but one glandular substance in the testicles ; it,

there are two ftuscs there will be two glan

dular substances. This substance occupies the

greatest part ofthe* testicles; after it disappears

another is fornied Ibr the Impost- of another

geiieratioii.

In the testicles of a she-ass lie perceived ve

sides the size of small cherries, which evident

v prove they arc nJt eggs, since, being of that

size they could not enter into the horns of the

matrix, which arc too narrow in this animal

for their reception.

The testicles of a female dog, wolf or fox,

have a kind of co1 or coverinr Which is proft

(.lUCCd by the expansion of the niembrane that

surrounds the horns of the matrix. In a bitch,

whose heat was just begn aiid had not been

brought. tu a dog, Yal is!lieri found this cowl,

which is not adherent to the testicle, intctnally

bathed with a liquor like whey: lie discovered

also two glandular substances in the right testi-

cle, which run almost its whole length. These

yoi. iii. IL glaiduiar
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gimiular s:iitmces hat! each a small nipp

With a little orifice, trout Nvhich of itself issued

a clear liquor like whey, and when pressed, t

re:t(er quantify came out, which made h un

that th is liquor was the same as that

iou ud withir the cowl : he blew into this on-

lice, by the means of a small pipe, and imrnc

duuclv the Q'lalidular body was ptitkd up;. and

having ml no;! aced a bristle, lie easily penetrated

to the end of it: lie opened this glandular sub

SliLIICC the saiue way as the bristle vas

and found with in a cavity which communicated

with the Orifice) an(l which also contained a

good deal of liquor. Valisnicni was also in

hopes to discover the egg, but, notwitlislancL.

ing all his endeavours and 1rict attention, he

erer could perceive it. lie remarked, that the

extremity of these nipples, from winch this Ii-

cpior flowed, was contracted by a sphincter,

which served to shut up, or open the orifice of

the nipple: he lOufl(1 also in the left testicle two

glandular bodieswitli the like cavities, nipples,

orifices, and liquor distilling from them. Still

not being able to find the egg,. neither in this

liquor, nor in the cavilywhicli c&ntained it, he

boiledtwo of theseglandular substances, hopirig

that by this means he might discover the ob-

.jt
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je'ct lie sas in of, but it was all in

v:in.

I htving opened another bitch. 01 flifl(

(lays alter she had been with the iiiak, e 1nuitl

flO (1 illereiice in the testtch's ; h('re were tI ree

gll(luiar substances like the preceding ones,

and, like Ihiem, distilled a. liquor from the up-

P1" Here lie also persevered in his titlss

researches after the By the Itcip ola liii-

CrOSCOpC, 1I(' I)cr(i ved Ihieglinid ular su bta aces

were a. kind of vascular net-woik, h)rII)ed L an

infinite iiumbcr o small globular vesicles. which

served to uiltre the liquor that isstcs li rough

the end of the nipple.

After this he opened another bitch -whose

heat was od, and Ii Ving i i W(1 uced U
"
Iwtwceu

the csIicic and is C)&iujr. he fund it dilated

like a bhuider by means of iiitation ; having

sub-rai,;Cd this cowl, lie found thre.rlanduLtr sub-

.bta flCCS on the lies( ide, but hey had 1) appa-

rent nipple, nor orifice, fl01 (lid any liquor

(isiLl from theill.

In anolherl)ilch (11iii )upped twoilTlOllllnIS,

a.'icl had live )LIj)pieS, he found live glaiidulai

substances, \vlliCh were iccoimie very small, and

began to obliterate) w ii bout 1ca' ing any cict

trices ;
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trces there still renia med a sniail cavity in

the in i(ldlt' but it was cL-y and ('lB

\o1 contci I wi Ii I hese and many more cx

periments, t'alisn term, who wOIIl(l not give up

his rsei rches a tIer the pretended cg, Called

toLeI her the most ex ert anatomists of LIS

country, among -, 110111 was ANT. 11101-Crao-Iii,

having 01w1w(1 a von ng bitch at the time of her

first lit-0, and had been with a male three days

before, they examined the Vesicles oft he test:-

c1. s, the glandular Substances with their

nip-orifice,ahd liquor -which flowed from

hem, aand in their internal cavil ies, but not an

ezg was to be found After this he made ex-4

perimens on female goats, foxes, cats, and a.

great number of mice, &C. He always found

iesicles in I he lest jcles of all those ammals, a rid

oficn tile danduhr ul)stances, and the liquor

they c'in'ainrd, but ncvcr any er.

AI kngli, desirous of C.-~1'11'11111;wr Ow

ch' of a wonan, he had au O;;Or(n;tv of

o ening a farmer's wife, a 1,0111"r womaa t uit

was killed by a fall Limi tree. C had 1X'fl

married several years' but although Of a- good

habit ofhody, yet. she had never borne a ciihh

He sought if hc cause of her tcrihity was fl: t

(1 IsCOverable
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discoverable




in the tel i''1es ; and he found the

vesicles all 1e1)lcte with a blacLish and cor-

I1 0 nriticr.-Lif tC( L.

fit III,,! teticlcs of i girl of e:hfrcn, who lmd

beeii hrou'lit up 111 a convent, and, according
In all appeara; ces, was a virgin he found th

right l( ticlconewhat larger than the left

its SllL pe w::- ou1, (and its surface a little un'.

(1L,. '1ii ifle( iaijty iv:is produced by the

proj til;'iance Of 1iv or six vesicics of this te&

I LC1C which ad \TaflCc(I frivards ; one of which

Was inorepron nent. han any of i lie rest. Hav

ing opened this vsele, a spirit of lymph issued.

out: around it there was a glandular-substance

in lorin of a crescent of aycllowish colourrather

bordering on he red, lie cut the remainder

part of I lie ts1 idle t ransvcrs('i , and foundmany

VCSiCICS filled with a limpid hquor,an(1 remark

ed that I he corrc'ponuing tuim to this testicle

was very red and a ii I le hmger flum the other,

as lie had frequcnthr oi)servcJ in female ani

when hi tinr amorous senson.

A- lit! left te1ick was as round as the right, it

was WhUC and it's SUrhiCe more inoot1i ; for

a ihoughi I TC era some vcsclcs a liltie pro.

tjcfli y't fliere were not.,my in form ofa 1-Lip
"1
pe tiRv were all alike, withouL any Ql:Indular

SU)StaaCC,
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UIStanCC, and the corJ1OHUi1iç trunk vra'

icfl her ir1tanwd nor red.

In a Iitl gIFt of nV(.' years 01(1, be ibund I lie

testicles wi Ii the VCsIC1CS, blood vessels, fibres

and nerves cam iec.

In the tcsticles of a woman sixty years of

ige, he found some vesicles, and the vestiges

of a glandular suhsancc, -which were as so

many (luck points of matter of a dark brown-

ish colour.

1roln Ii EhCSC observations VaT :srncri con

eludes, I hat 1 bebunn'ss ofgenerat ion is cmi-ied

on in the female tCSI ides, WIIICO he looked upor

as ovaries,althongh lie never Ibtuid any eggs in

them, but on the contrary, evidently saw that

the vesicles were not eggs. Tic aIo says, that

it is not necessary for the seed of the male to

enter into the matrix to im prcnatc t 'l(.- egg

supposes that the egg comes from the nipple of

the glandular substance, after im precn ;ition ii"

The ovarium ; that from tfunce ii, liifls into the

trunk, and (lcSCcn(1s by li 'rces, l ill at last it

fastens to the matrix. He adds, he is persuaded

that the egg' is Concealed in the glandular sub-

stance, and that, all 1 he business of general 1011

is performed in the cavity, although iicit her he

fbi.
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nor any other anatomist, have ever seen or

b(111 able 10 find it.

Accurding to Valisnicri the spirit of the

male seed ascends to the ovariurn, forces its

is'ay into the eg, and gives motion to the

fdIThls that pre-exists therein. In the ovarluin.

of the first oniau were cg's, which nit only

inclosed in mi nial tire every child she brought

forth, but of the whole l1tlmafl race. That if

we cannot conceive tins infini(e chain of in

divkluals contained in one, it i's the fault ofour

minds, the weakness of which is every day

perceptible ; but it is, upon that account, n

less true, that every animal which has been, is;

and will be, were created all at. one time, and.

iriclosed in the first females. The resemblance

of children to parents only proceeds, continues

1w, from he imagination of the inot her, the

power of winch is so great on the fetus that

it can produce on it spots, marks, dspropor

thms, and extraordinary births, as we'll as per

feet resemblances.

This systein of the eggs, which is unrea

sonabic, and without fbundation, would, nevcr

theless, have obtained the unanimous su irragcs
of all physicians, if, when it was first endea

voured to be established, another, system had

not
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flO been formed on the discovery of sperutk

zuiiiiiuls.

rIlJ1jS (.liscovcry, for which we are indebted

to i1cctiwcii hO('Ck a nd ha rtsoeker, hats beell

coniiriued by Andri, \aiisuien, i.ourguet, an:1

ninny othcr obscivers of Na ure. I shall re..;

late what. hs been said conccmning the spcr

matic animals viiicIi are found in the seminal

liquor of all males : they are in such vast num

bers Oat the semen seenis C) be entirely coin

posed of them ; and Lecuwcnhocck pretdn(!s

to have seen ninny millions of I hem in a drop

smaller than tine smallest grain of sand. A I

thouli we (10 not meet with any in fina1e

animals they abound in all males, both in the

semenemittetl naturally and that in the testicles,

as well as in the seminal vesicles. if the semen

of a man is exposed to a model.-ale heat it

tiickcns, and the motions of all tle a

cules ininiediaeiy cease, but if allowed to

cool it becomes thinner, aIl(l the aninals pie-

serve their motion till the liquor th ickeiis as it

dries away. The thinner 4he liquor 1)CCoinc.

the more the anunaicule incrcaEc, and if water

is added it will appear like a SU1ThUUCC ofsmall

animals. \\hien the motion of these animal

cule is nearly finished, whether from heat, or

any
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any other cause, they seem to assemble closer

together, and have a whirling motion in the

centre of a small drop which may have been

taken out for observation, and appear all to

)erisli at one and the same time, whereas in

the larger portion of the liquor they are easily

seen to perish successively.

The animalcul, say they, have different

figures in different animals; nevertheless they

are all long, slender, without any appearance

of limbs, and move with rapidity. The fluid

which contains them, as we have already ob

served, is heavier than blood. The semen ofa

bull afforded Yerrheyen, bya chemical process,

first phlegm, afterwards a considerable quantity

of fcetid oil, but little volatile salt and much

more earth than lie could have thought.* This

author appears surprised that in rectifying the

distilled liquor lie could not draw any spirit

from it, and being persuaded it contained a

great quantity, be attributed the evaporation to

its great subtility: but may it not be more rea

sonably imagined that it contains very little or

no spirits, as neither its consistency nor smell

'announce any ardent spirit, and which is only

plentifully found in fermented liquors? besides,

III. I witl

See Yeetlieyen, sup, anat. tom. ii. page G).
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with respect to volatile spiriS, the horns, bones,

and other solid parts of animals, afford more

than all the liquor of the animal body. What

anatomists have called animal spirits, aura sc

minabs, may possibly not exist ; awl it is cer

tainly not these spirits which agitate the par

ticks seen moving in the seminal liquors; but

we will here relate the principal observations

that have been made on this subject.

Lceuwenhoeck observed, in the semen of a

tock, animals which resci.nblc the figure of an

cc], but ,-o exceedingly minute, that. he pretends

fifty thousand would not equal in size a grain

of sand ; and in Iliat of a rat many millions

would be required to make the thickness of a

hair, &c. This observer imagi!IC(i that the

vholc substance of the semen was only a mass

of thcse animalcules. He perceived these ani

malcuh in the semen of men, quaclrupeds,

birds, fishes, insects, &c. In that of grass.grass

boppers they were long and slender. They are

attached, hesas, by their extremities, hnd the

inferior of which he calls the tail, had a quick

motion , like hat of he tail of a serpent, when

the upper part ismotion less. I-fe further adds

that in the semen of young animals the animal-

cu1 are motionless, but as the age for repro

ductiori
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duction comes on they move about with great

vivacity.

In the semen of a male, frog lie obsevd

animalcuirn, at first they were imperfect and

motionless, but some tune afterwards he found

them living: they were so very small, he says,.

that ten thousand would scarcely equal the size

of a single egg of the female.. It was only

those in the seminal liquor of the frog which

had life and motion.

In the semen of a man, and that of a dog,

he pretends to have seen two kinds, which he

looked upon as males and females. Having

inclosed the seed of a dog in a vial, he says,

that numbers of the aiiimalcul died the first

day; the second and third there died still more,

and very few remained alive the fourth. But.

having repeated this experiment on the semen

of the same dog, he found, at the end ofseven

days, live aninialcuIa, some of which swain

with as much swiftness as in. fresh-extracted

semen ; and having opened a bitch which had

been three times with the same dog, lie could

not perceive by the naked eye any seminal

liquor of the male in either of the horns of

the matrix; but by help of a microscope he

discovered the spermatic animals of the dog

12 iii
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in both horns of the matrix, and great number

of them in that part of the matrix adjoining t@

the vagina, which, says he, evidently proves

that the male semen enters the matrix, or at

least that the spermatic animals ofthe dog had

got there by their own motion, which is suf..

ficient to carry them four or five inches in half

an hour. In the matrix of a doe rabbit, which

had just received the buck, hclikewise observ

ed an infinite number of spermatic animals ;

he says, that their bodies are round, with long

tails, and that they often change their forms

especially when the humid matter in which

they swim evaporates and dries.

Leeuwcnhoeck's experiments have bceii

frequently repeated and found conformable tG

truth. There have been some inclined to

exceed him in these discoveries. Dr. Dalen..'

patius having observed the seminal liquor of a

man,. not only pretended to have discovered

animals like tadpoles, whose bodies appeared

iiearly the size of a grain of wheat, and their

tails four or five times longer than their bodies,

and which moved with great agility, but, what

is still more marvellous, he observed one of

These animals quit its covering; upon which it

was no longer an animalcule, but had become

a human
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aliuman body, the two Ie'2-s of which, he at-fl

firms, were very discernibLc, as were the arrs

breast, and head. But by the ui uros 'which

this aulhot has given of this pretended e!n

bryo, it is evident his assertion is kitIe. 11:

night suppose be saw hat he reies, ht ii

was inistakeu; for the embryo, such as he

describes, was more fofmed on quitting this

covering, and the state of a spermatic worm,

than it would have been at the end of a month.

or five weeks in the maftix of its mcher

there1re this observation of iJatenpatius, in

s-tcad ot' having been couLimed by other ob-.

servations, has been rejected by every natura1-

the most exact and accurate of which

have only discovered, lit the seminal liquor

ofman, round and oblong bodies, whjch seem

cd to have long tails, but without any kind of

members -

It might be said that Plato had spoken

f these spermatic animals which become hu

man forms; for he says,." Vulva quoque ma

trix pie in fominis eadem ratione animal

avidem generandi, quando procul a fotu per

atatis florem,. aut ultra diutius detinetur, gr

fer

See NouveJie e Ia Repb1que de Ltres.

pLg 5'.5?.



iirt norani ac plnr nm in i udigna tir, passhnquc

per C()Efl S (Yb"rl1 ris, iiicatiis spirit us iffi erclu-'

dit, respirare non unit, c:dremis vexat angus..

i, niorbis (leItiquc Omnibus premit, quoquc

nl ro:umque Cuiido amorque quasi ex arbo

rihus fcet.um fructnmve producunt, ipsuin

deuide (leccipWlt, & in niatriccni. velut agrent

inspargiut ; hinc aniinalia prilnum talia, ut

lice propter parvitatcin vidan t ur, nccdum ap..

pareant fonnala, concipiu;t ]T1OX qe con

flaverant, explicant, ingentia, intus enutu ant.,,

deinuni educunt in Incem, aiiimaliutnqucgenc

rat ionemn peruiciunt.'' i{ ipp.crates, in hi

that-treatise Dc i)i1a, seems also o insiuua.e, that

the seed of animals is replete with anirnaicuics.

Democritus speaks of certain worms which

take the human figure, and Aristotle says, that.

the first men came out of the earth in tile foTal

of worms ; but neithcr the authority, of P1o,

Jiq)pocrates, Deinocritus, Ari.totic, nor the

observation of Dalenpatius, cai make us re

ceive the idea that these spermatic worms are

small human bodies, concealed under a cover

ing for it is evidently contrary to experience

and observation.

Yahisnieri and Bourguct, WllOIfl we have

quoted, discovered small worms in the seed of

4 a rabbit,
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a rabbit, one of whose exLremitics was thicker

than the other ; they were very Iiv&iy and ac

tive, struck the 1iqur with their taiI, and

tv isLC(I and turned 1henel yes like snacs. At

last (Says Vahsn icri) I cie:r]yperccivcd them to

be real aililUt1s, g;i rjcouobui, e gli (r*be

scnz:t (lU)tanlC;1tO alcuno per Yen, VC.

flssum arcivcrissinii vcrmi.'' This ai!j(ho.r.

who was prejudiced with the system of eggs,

has, nevertheless, admitted ofspermatic worms,

and taken them for real animals.

MI. Antlry having made observatiors au these

spermatic worms of a mail, pretends that they

are onlyfound in the age proper for generation;

that in the younger years, ad in old age, they

do not exist : that in those a1iced with vcne

real disorders there arc very few, and (hose are

languishing, and. for the most part dead : that

iii impotent persons we do not see any alive ;

that these worms in the semen of men have

larger heads dian in that of other animals,

which agrees, lie says, with the figure of the

fixtus an:.l time child ; and he adds, those

P,01)tewho too a-mours(

have generUy but fe\v or none, of these aui

malcules in their semen.




J4ecuwcnhocck,

Opee dell. Cv, Valisnier Vol. II. page 103.
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Lceuwcuhocck, A ndry, and many othezs

strenuoll3lv o1poscd the egg system; they had

(1"()V'M'e(l in the semen of all males living ani

fl2klales ; bey proved that these animalciilcs

ilc not be rcgardd merely as dwelling in

this iiquor, since their bulk was greater than

that of the liquor if-self ; and that nothing like

them was found cither in the blood, or in the

lher animal liquors. They asserted that fe

malc:; farnishel nothing similar, nothing alive;

and it wa therefore evident that the fecun

dity a(tributd to them belonged, on the con

Ira ry, to mlcs alone: and that the discovery

of hese spermat ic animals in the semen tended

mere to the explanation of generation than all

that had been before supposed; since, in fact,

what was most difficult to conceive in genera

tion, was the production of the living part, all

the rest being only accessary operations, and

therefore no doubt could remain but these little

animals were destined to become men, or per

fect, animals of their kind. When it was op

Posed to the partizans ofthis system, that it did

iiot seem natural to suppose that so many"mi1

lions of animalcules, every one of which might

become a humanI eing, should be employed for

purpose of which one alone was to reap the

advaiiUge;
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advantage ; when it was asked the'tn, 101Y this

nse1essi,rofnj(J!I of the shoats ofhumanhemgs

they answered, that it was only cQnsoaant with

the common munificence of nature : that out

of many millions of seeds which plants and

trees produce, but a very few succeed, and

therefore we must not be surprised at the same

circumstance in spcrmatic anima's. When

the infinite minuteness of the. spermatic worm,

compared t man, was objected to them, they
answered, by the example ofhe seed of trees;

and they added, with some foundation, meta

physical reason ings, by which they proved

that great and small being only relations, Uie

transition from small to gTeat, or from great to

small, was executed by nature with still mOre

facility than we can conceive.

Besides, cont inne they, have we not very fre

quentexamples oft.ninsformation in insects? do

we not see small aquatic worms become

wing-tdanimals, by only throwing off their coats,

which were their -apparent and external forms?

and may not pernatic animals, by :a similar

transformation, become perfect unimals? All

therefore, they conclude., concurs to £a1:ux

this system of generation, and canfuting that

founded en eggs; and ifthere are eggs. in vi4

in K parous
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parous females, the same as in the oviparous,

these eggs will only be the necessary matter for

the growth of the spermatic worm, which en

ters into the egg' by the pedicle that adheres to

the ovarium, and where it meets with food rea

dy prepared for it. All the worms which find

not this passage through the pedicle into the

egg will perish, and that one which alone has

traced its way will arrive at its transformation.

The difficulty of meeting with the passage in

the pedicle ofthe egg, can only 1)e compensated

by the infinite number of spermatic worms. It

is a million to one that any particular sperina

tic worm will meet with the pedicle of the egg,

and therefore w hat at first appears a profusion

is highly necessary. When one has entered, no

other can introduce itself, because, say they,

the first worm entirely shuts up the passage, or

there is a valve at the entrance of the pedicle,

which is free when the egg is not absolutely

full; but when the worm has filled the egg, the

valve can no longer open although impelled by

another worm. This valve is very well imagin

ed, because, if the first worm should chance to

return, it opposes its egress, and obliges it to

remain and undergo the transformation. The

spermatic worm then becomes the ftus, the

substance
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substance of the egg its food, the membranes,

its covering, and when the nutriment in the

egg is nearly exhausted, the ftus adheres to

the internal skin of the matrix, and thus de

rives nourishment from the parent's blood, till

by its weight, and augmentation of its strength,

it breaks through its imprisonment, and comes

perfect into the world.

By this system it was not the first woman

who inclosed all mankind, but the first man

who contained all posterity in his body. The

pre-existing germs are no longer embryoswith

out light, inclosed in the eggs, and contained

one in another, ad infinitum; but they are

small animals, the little homuncukn organized

and actually living, included in each other in

endless succession, and to which nothing is

wanting for them to become perfect animals,

and human beings, but expansion, assisted by

a transformation similar to that which winged.

insects undergo.

As our present physicians are divided on

these two systems of spermatic worms and

eggs, and as all those who have lately written

on generation have adopted one or the other

ofthese opinions, it seems necessary to examine

them with care, arid to shew that they are not

K 2 only
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only sufficient to explain the phenomena of

generation, but are also founkx1 oil supposi

tions void of all prol-Pablifily.

Both stpposcan infinite pA()gression ; 'which,

as we have said, is hot so much a reasonable

supposition as an illusion of the mind. A sper

niatic worm is more than a thousand million

times smaller than a man; if,. therefore, 'we

suppose the body ofa man as an unit, the size

ofthe spermatic worm can o:ly be expressed by

the fiaction -; and as man is with

respect to the spermatic worm of the first

gone-ration,what this worm is to that ofthe second

generation, the size oCthe last spermatic worn-

cannot be expressed but by a number coinposed

of nineteen cyphers ; and so likewise the size

of the spermatic worm of the third generation

will require 8 cyphers; that of the fourth

generation 37; the fifTh 4(, and the sixth 55

cyphers. To form an idea of the minuteness.

represented by this fraci'n, let us take the

dimcisions of the sphere of the uiiverse from

S1 to Saturn, and supposing the sun a million

times larger than the earth, and about a thou,

std ..solar diameters distant from Saturn,. we

shall perceive that oily 45. cyphers arc re

quired to express the. number of cuic lines

" 4 cuitaincd
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contLne(l in this sphere ; and, by re1ucng

each cubic line into a tbousaiid millions f

atoms, 54 cyphers are only required to express

that number; consequently a liwnan being

will be greater, -with relation to a sperinalic

worm of the sixth generation, than the sphere

of the universe is with relation to the smallest

atom which is possible to be perceived by the

assistance of a microscope. What would it

be if we were to carry it to ten generations?

The minuteness wouh be so great as to leave

us no mode ofexpressing it. The probability
of this opinion, therefirt, evidently disappears

in proportion as the object diminishes. This

calculation may be applied to eggs as well as

spermatic worms, and the want of probability

is general to both; it will, no doubt, be said,

that matter being divisible, ad il?finituln, there

no impossibility in this diminution of size;

and although it is not probable, yet we must

regard this division ofmatter as possible, since

we can always,by thought, divide an atom intG

a number of parts. But I answer, that the

same illusion i made use of on this infinite

divisibility as on every other geometrical and

arithmetical infinity; they areonly abstractions,

of the mind, and have no existence in nature.

If
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Ifwe look on infinite divisibility of matter as

an absolute infinity, it is easy to demonstrate

that in that sense it does not exist ; for, ifonce

wcsuppose the smallest atom possible, by that

supposition this atom will ncccsarily he indi

visible, since if it were divisible it would no

longer he the smallest atom possible, v,hich

would be contrary to the supposition, it tlicrc

tore seems to me, that every hypothesis where a

progress, ad infinitum, is admitted, ought to b'

rejected not only as false, but as void of all

probability ; and as the system of eggs and

pcrmatic worms supposes this progrcs, they

should not be admitted in philosophy.

Another great difficulty against these two

systems is, that in the egg system flic. first

woman contained the male and female eggs :

the male eggs contained only a generation of

males ; and that, on the contrary, the feina]t

eggs contained thousands of generations, both

of males and females ; insomuch that. at the

same time, and in the same woman, there ivas

always a certain number of eggs capable of

developing themselves to infinity, and another

number which would be unfolded but once.

The same circumstance must occur in the

other system, and therefore task- if llxre is.

the
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the smallest appearance of probability in these

suppositions?

A third difficulty arises against these two

systems, which is, the resemblance that chil

dren bear, sometimes to the father and sonic

times to the mother, and sometimes to both;

and the evident marks of extraordinary diii

rence in mules, &c. If from the sperniatic

worm of the father the ftus is produced, how

can the child resemble the mother; and if the

fetus is pre-existing in the egg of the mother,

how can the child resemble its father ? or if

the spermatic worm of a horse, or the egg of

a she-ass contains the ftus, how can the mule

participate in the nature and figure ofboth the

horse and the ass ?

These general difficulties, which are

invin-cible,are not the only ones that can he made

against these systems; there are particular ones

which are no less potent. To begin with the

system ofspermatic worms, may it not be asked

of those who admit of it, how they think this

transformation is made? and object to them,

that insects have not, nor cannot have any re

lat ion with what they suppose. For the worm

which is to become a fly, or the caterpillar

which is to become a butterfly, passes through

iniddle
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a rnddic state, and when it ccass o he a chry

salis, it is completely Ionned and has acquired

its full size, and is then in a condition of eii

geideriri' ; whereas in the pretended transfor

na'tion of the sprmatic worm into man, it

cannot be said to be in a state of chrysalis, and

ven if we shouki suppos.c one during the first

days of conception, Why does not the poduc

t"orL of this chrysalis, instead of an un&rrned

embryo, snpposc an adult and perfect being?

We plainly see how analogy is here violated ;

and that. fir 1mm confirming this idea of the

ran.sforrnation of the spenmiatic worm, it is

instarrtly destroyed by examination.

Besides,. the worm which is transformed into

a fly proceeds from an egg; the egg is the

produce of the copulation of the male and fe

raie,.and iii clidcs the ftims, which -must after

wards enter into a chrysalis, before it arrives

at its state of perfection, as a fly; in which

form- alone it has an engendering power;

'whereas the spermatic worm has no .fci1ty

f generation, nor proceeds from an egg.

Even shuId we allow the semen to contain

eggs, from whenee issue spermatic worms, the

same difficulty will still, remain, for these sup

posed eggs. have not the copulation of the two

sexes.
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sexes for their principle of existence, as in in-

sects ; consequently the partizans of that opia

111011 cannot preterLd any similarity, nor derive

any advantage fr9i. the trailsformation of in

sects ; which rather destroys the basis of their

.cxplauat ion.

When the innumerable multitude of sperm

mtic worms are opposed to those physicians

who are prejudiced by this system, they an

swer, as before observed, by he examples of

plants and trees. But this comparison is not

entirely just, because all the spermatic worms

excepting one ,perish by absolute necessity,

which is not the case with the seeds of a tree

or plant, for those which do not become vege

tables, serve as food for other organized bo

dies, and for the expansion and reproduction

ofanimals; -whereas we do not see any use for

the spermatic worms, or any, end to which

we can refer their prodigious superthity. O.

the whole, I, only make this remark in reply

to what is, or May. be said on tis matter;

for I own, that no arguments drawn from final

causes will either establish or destroy a physic.

al system.

Another objection made against t ion

is, there being, to all appearance, an equal

VOL. III. Li number
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number of separate worms in the seed of all

kinds of animals, for, say they, it is natural to

imagine, that in those kinds where ftiiscs are

most abundant, as in fishes, insects, &c. the

number of spermatic worms should be more

numerous than in those where generation is least

abundant, as in man, quadrupeds, birds, &c

for if they are the immediate cause ofproduc

tion, why is there no proportion between their

number and that of the fatus ? Besides, there

is no proportionable difference in the size of

most kinds of spermatic worms, those of large

animals being as small as those of the least.

Those of a rat, and those of a man, are nearly

the same, and when there is any difference it is

io ways relative to the size of the individual.

The Calmar, which is a very small fish, has

spermatic worms above one hundred thousand

times larger than those of a man or a dog.

Another proof these worms are not the imme

diate and only cause of generation.

The particular difficulties that maybe raised

against this egg system are no less considerable.

If the fetus exists in the egg before the

com-municationof the male with the female, why

do we not perceive the 'foetus as well in those

cgs produced before a after copulation? We

have
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Ytave before recounted the observations of Mal-

pighius, who says lie always found the fetus in

those eggs produced by hens that had received

the cock, and only a mass or mole in the ci

catrice of those who had not; it is therefore

very clear that the ftus does not exist in the

egg till after impregnation.

Another difficulty against this system is,

that not only the ftus is not seen in eggs be

fore the junction of the sexes, but even the

existence of eggs in viviparous animals is by

no means proved. Those physicians who pre

tend that the spermatic worm is the ftus en

veloped in a covering, are at least assured of

spermatic worms ; but those who affirm that

the foetus is pre-existing in the egg, have no

proof of the existence of the egg itself; on the

contrary, there is a probability, almost equi

valent to a certainty, that these eggs do not

exist.

Although the partizans of the egg system d

not agree what must be looked on as the true

egg in the female testicle, nevertheless they all

think that impregnation is made in the testicle

called the ovariuin, without paying any atten-,

tion that if it was so most ftuscs would be

frntnd in the abdomen instead of the matrix,

L2 for
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for the superior etrcinity of the trunk being

separated from the ovarium, the pretided

eggs must often 1J1 into the abdomen. Now,

it s certain that this case is extremely rare,

and, I believe, never happeied, unless occa

sioied by some accident.

The general difficulties and objections

agiist these two systems have been noticed

by the author of Venue Pkpipce, 'whose trea

tise, although very short, has more philosó

phical ideas than there are in many folio vo

lumes on generation. As this book is very

public, and the accuracy with' which it is writ

ten will not permit any extract, I shall only

cbee, this author is the first who has re

turned into the road of truth, from which e

were fthther trayed
thtm ever, since the sup*

Position of the egg system, and the discovery

of spèrmatic animals. Nothing therefore re

mains farther to be said, and I shall conclude

-with reh1 ing a fe particular experIrniils,

some of which have appeared favourable, and

others contrary, to these systems.

In The History of the Academy of Sciences

of rari., iQi, -some objecions ar,~; proposed

iy M.Mery against the- eg' system. This

aMc rtothit sip1±ts;*ith reason, that the

S vesicle
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vesicles found in the female testicles are pot

eggs, but are so adherent to the internal sub

stance of the testicle that they cannot be na

turally separated therefrom; that if they could

separate themselves from tl is substance it would

be impossible for them to get out, because the

Common membrane, which surrounds all the

testicle, is a web of too firm a texture to admit

of a conception; that. a vesicle, or round soft

egg, could open a passage in it; and as the

greatest number of physicians an-d anatomists

were prejudiced in favour of the egg system,

and, from the experiments of Do Graaf, be-'

ijeveci that the number of cicatrices in th

testicles marked the number of ft uses, M.

Mery mentions the teticks of a woman, where

there was such a quantity of these cicatrices,

that, agreeable to this system, would have sup

posed a. fecundity almost beyond imagination.

These difficulties excited other partizans of t.he

Du-egg system to make new researches. M. Du

vcrriey examined and dissected the testicles of

cows and sheep: he pretended that the vesicles

were eggs, because there were some less ad

hernt to the testicles than others, and insisted.

i1 was natural to believe, that when the cane

to perfect inatnriy they were separated alto

goIher,
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gc'Uier, cspecativ as by inflaling the internal

cavity of the testicle the air passed between

ihcsc vesicles and the adjoining parts. M.

Mery only ansscrs that this is not a sufficient

proof, Sli ICC these vesicles have never been seen

eparatc from the 1.stic1s. M. Duverney rc

marked the glandular bodies on the testicles

hut lie did not look on them as an essential and

necessary part towards generation, but merely

as accidental cxtIl)cra.uccs, hke gall-nuts on

the oak. AT. Litre, whose prjiidicc for the

egg system was still greater, pretended, not

onEy that the vesicles were eggs, but even as

serted lie had discovered in one of them a

well-fi)rmed ft ii s. of wliich he distinguished

the head and trunk very perfectly, and even

gave the dimensions. But besides this wonder

being only seen by that gentleman, and no

other naturalist, it is sufficient to read his Me.

moirc to perceive how doubtful was the fact.

By his own words we &A the matrix was

scliirrhous, that the testicle was corrupted, and

that the vesicle, or egg, which contained this

imaginary Ins was smaller than the other

vesicles, or eggs, which did not contain any

thing, &c.
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A famous experiment, in favour of the egg

system, is supplied by Dc Nuck; lie opened a

bitch three days after copulation; he drew out

one of the horns of the matrix, and made a li

gature in the middle, so that the upper part of

the passage could have no communication ii-it It

the lower; after which he replaced this horn,

aid closed up the wound, with which the bitch

seemed but little iliCOiflifloded. At the end of

twenty-one days lie opened it again, and Ibtirici

two ftuscs in the upper part, that is between

the testicles and the ligature ; but in the lower

part there was no fatus. In the other horn of

the matrix, which had not been tied by a liga

ture, lie found three ftuses, which were re

gularly disposed, which proves, he says, that

the ftus does riot proceed from the seed of

the male, but exists in the female egg. Sup

posing this experiment, which has only been

made once, was always followed with the same

eflct, we should not then be right, in conclud

ing that fecundation is made in the ovary, and

that eggs are detached therefrom which con

tain the ftus completely formed. It would

only prove that the ftus may be formed in

the upper parts of the horns of the matrix as

well as in the lower; and it seius very na

tural
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tural to imagine that the ligature, Compressing

the middle of the horns of the mairix, impelled

the seminal liquors, which are in the lower

parts, to issue out, arid thus destroy, the busi

ness of gcneraion in tlieiii.

Thus we have gone through the opinions of

anatomists and physicians on the subject. of

generation; and it now only remains for Me

to recount what I have been enabled to draw

from my own researches and experiments, and

it will then be seen whether my system is not

infinitely more agreeable to Nature than any

of those I have given an account of.

C1APTER
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JIIAPTLR VI.

.. 1 "1
EXPERIMENTS ON THE METHOD OF GENERATiON...-, 1. . .

J
OFT N reflected on the above system, and

"wisevry day more and more convinced

that my theory was infinitely the most pro

to suipose that, by

ruicroscopè,I niighthe able td àttaina dis

covery- of the living orariic particles, from

which I thog!:t every animal ahd vegetable

dre4rheirorigin .....M' first supposition was,

that the spirrnatic animalcules'-seen the eed

of. every male, 'rni'ht possibly be These Er

1fli'C ..particles on which I reasoned as fol-

IOWs!::
.. " - " .

If 'every animal and vegetable- -contain' a

quantity of livngrganic particles! the pr

VOL.- III. M tides
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tides would be found in their seed, and in a

greater quantity than in any other substance,

because the seed is an extract of what is most

analogous to the individual, and the most or.

anic; and the animalcule we see in the seed of

males are, perhaps, only these same living or

ganic molecules, or at least the first union,

or assemblage of them. Did if this is so, the

seed of the female must also contain similar

living organic niolecules, a tid, consequently,

we ought to find moving bodies there as well

as in the male: and since the living organic

particles are common both to animals and ve

getabics, we shou1d also find them in the SCC(

of plants, in the iiectarium, and-iii thc.stan-iria,1 1.

wlic1i arcthc most. essential parts ofvegetables,

and which contain the organic molecules

necessary 1 reproduction. I then seriously

thought of examining the seminal liquors. o'

both. se,, nd the germs of plants, with

microscope.. I thought, likewise, that th rei

ervoirs of the female seed might poskb1y b

the Cavities of the glandular bodies, in whcl

V1isiieri and. 'otbers, had ue1css1y sought for

the egg; and at length determined to uwi.er

takea course ofobservatinarn1 experiments.

I first niçated my. ids to Mr. Need,

bm
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ham, a genflcrnaii well known for his iicro

copical observatiolis, and read to him the first

part ôfthiswork; he seemedto approve ofthese

ideas, and did me the favour to lend me his mi-i

croscope, which was infinitely superior to my

own. At the same time I communicated my

system and project of experiments to Messrs.;

Daubenton, Gneneau and Dalibard, all of

whom encouraged me to persevere in my determ

ruination,and fromwhom, in the courseofmak

ing those experiments, I received much assist.

ance, particularly from Mr. DaubOnton.

Persons not experienced in the use ofth m1

croscope will not he displeased that I here in

sert some remarks Mhichl will be useful to them,

if they repeat the following experiments, or

make new ones. We should give the preference

to double microscopes, in which we see objects

perpendicularly, from their having a plain or

coficave mirror, which shews the objects clear;

the concave mirror is the most preferable wlieit

the observations are made with the strongest

lens. Leeuwflhoek, who undonhitedly has

been the greatest and most indefatigable of all

microscopical observators, is said to have only

Made use ofsimple microscopes,, with which lie

M 2 viewed
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viewed objects horizontally, If this is true,,it

is necessaryfo remark, that most of the plates

given by Leeuwenhock of inicroscopiqI ob-

jects, especially spermatic animals,. represents

them much thicker and longer than lie really

saw them, which renders the microscopes we

speak of preferable to the horizontal, as they

are iTior stable; the motion of the hand, with

which the microscope is held, producing a little

trembling, which causes the object to appear

wavering, and never presents the same part for

any time. Besides, there is always a motion in.

the liquors caused by the agitation. of the exter

nal air, at least, if we do not put the liquor

between two plates of glass, or even tine talc,

whichdiminishes somewhatofits transparency,

and greatly lengthens the experiment; but the

horizontal microscope, whose tables are vcrti

cal, has the still :greater inconvenience, that

the most ponderous parts of the drop of liquor

fall to the bottom ; consequently there are

three motions, that ofthe trembling ofthehand




,

the agiation of the fluid by the a.ctiqn ofthe air,

arid also that ofthe parts of the liquor falling to

the bottom :. from the combination of which,

ertaiu small globules, which we see in. these 1i

8 quors,
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quors, may appear to move by their own mo

tion and powers, while they only obey the

compounded power of those three causes.

When we put a drop of liquor on the table

ofthedouble microscope, although horizontally

placed,and in thçmost ad vantageous situation,

we still, see one common motion in the liquor,

which forces all what it contains to one side.

We must wait till the fluid is in an equilibrium

and at rest, before we make our observations;

for it -often .occurs, that this motion ofthe fluid

hurries away many globules, and forms a kind

of whirling motion, which returns one of these

globules' in a very different direction to the

others. The eye is then fixed on the globules,

and seeing one take a diffircnt coursefroin the

rest, supposes it an animal, or at least a body,

-which-moves of itself, whereas its inotion j

only owing to that of the fluid; and as the li

quor is apt to dry and thicken in the circum

ference of the dwp,endeavours must be made

to fix the lens on the centre of it. The drop

should also b is large as possible, and con

tairi as much liquor as will permit a suffi

cient .transparency, to see perfectly what it

contains.
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Before we begin to make observations, w

should have a perfect knowledge ofour micro

scope. There is no glass whatsoever but in

which there are some spots, bubbles, threads,

and other dcfecs, which should be nicely in

spected, in order that such appearances should

not be represented as real and unknown ob

jects: we must also endeavour to learn what

effect the imçcrceptible dust hAs which adheres

to the glasses of the microscope a. perfect

knowledge of which m:iy be acquired by

ob-servingthe microscope several times.

To make proper observations, the sight, or

focus, of the microscope must not precisely fall

on the surface of the liquor, but a

little-above-it;as not so much reliance should be placed

on what passes upon the surface, as what is seen

in the body of the liquor. There are often

bubbles on the surface which have irregular

motions produced by the contact of the air.

We can see much better with the light of

two short candles, than in the brightest day,

provided this light is not agitated, which is

avoided by putting a small shde on the table,

inclosing the three sides. of the lights and the

microscope.
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It will often appear as though dark and

opaque bodies become transparent, and even

take diftiret colonrs, or form concentrical

and coloured rings, or a kind of rainbow on

the surface; and other matters, which are

seen at first sight transparent and clouded, be

come black and obscure: these changes arc not

real, but only depend on (lie obliquity the sight

falls on the body with, and the height of the

plain in. which they are found.

When there are bodies in a 1icur which

seem. to- move with, great swiftness espccaHy

when they are on the surface, they form a far.

mved motions in the liquor, whidh. appears t

follow the moving body, and whih. we: might

be inclined to mistake for a tai-. This ap

pearanec deceived me at first, but I clearly per

ceived my error, when these little bodies met

others which. stopped. them; for there was no

longer any, appearance ôf tails. These are

the remais which occurred duri+ig my expc

r;irnents, andw1ichi I submit to thosewho would

make use of the microscope for the observatiom

of liquors..
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EXPERIMENTS

I. I took from the seminal vessels of a" man,

who (lied a violent death, and whose body was

till warm, all the liquor therein contained, and

put it into a small bottle; of this I put a drop

on the table of the microscope, withdut the ad-.

dition of water or any other liquor.,-_ The first

tiling whicit presented, was a vapourvhich

steamed from the liquor towards the'ieii4s, and

obscured it. These vapours being dissipated,

perceived, large fi[amcits,. (jig. 1.).. which iii

some places seemed to extend.; into,. liflèrcnt

branches, and in. others toin.termivgJe tgeLher.

Thesefilaments cicarly appeared tbinterally

agitated by an undulating motion,.. and looked

like hollow tube which coiitand sotlic :WOV

ing substance., I distinctly saw two ofhce fila

ments (fig. 2.) were joined together,. an1d had

a vibration nearly like that of two, extended

strings, which are tied at the two extremities,

and pulled asunder in the middle. These

filaments were composed of globules winch

touched each other, and resembled beads. I

afcrwards saw filaments which swelled in cer

tam
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fain parts, and I observed, that on the side so

swelled niall globules came out, which had a

distinct ino ion like that of a pendulum; these

small bodies were fastened to the filaments by

a small tlirqad, (fig. 9.) which leiigthenedgra

dually as the little bodymoved ; and at last I

saw these little bodies critircly separated from

the large filament, carrying after them the

small thread which COIIUCCtC(l them. As this

liquor was very thick,and the filaments too'

near each other, 1 dilated another drop with

rain water, in which I was assured there were

no animals. I then saw the filaments much

separated, and very distinctly perceived the,

motion of these little bodies, which was now

more free, and they swam much quicker; aiid

if I had not seen them separate from the fl1a.

nieits, and carry along with them their thrcid,

I should have taken the moving bodyin this

second observation for an animal,' and the

thread for its tail. I then attentively observed

one of these filaments, thatwas much thicker

than these small bodies, and I had the satisfac.

tion of seeing two of those bodies which sepa

rated with difficulty, drag along with them a

long and small thread, which obstracd their

motion.

VOL. Ills N This
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This seminal liquor was at first very thick,

but by degrees it became more fluid; in less

than an hour it was almost transparent; and

in proportion as this fluidity increased, the

phenomena changed, as I shall relate.

II. When the seminal liquor attained more

uidity, the filaments were no longer to be

seen, but the little bodies appeared in great

numbers;, they have for the most part a mo

tion like that of a pendulum, and they draw

after them a long thread, which it may clearly

be perceived they want 'to get rid of; their

motion forwards is very slow, vibrating to the

right and left. The motion of a boat fastened

in the midst of a rapid stream to one fixed

point, pretty well represents the motion of

these bodies, excepting that the boat remains

in the same place, whereas they advance by

degrees; but they do not always keep the same

parts in the same direction; but at each vibra.

tion they take a considerable rolling motion;

so that, besides their horizontal motion, they

have one of a vertical balance, which proves

that these bodies are of a globular figure, or,

at least, that their lowest, part is not suffi..

ciently extended to maintain them in the same

position.
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III.




At the end of two or three hours, when

the liquor was more fluid, we saw a greater

quantity of these moving bodies. They
seemed to be more free; the threads were

shorter; their progressive motion was more

direc, and their horizontal motion was greatly

diminished; for the longer he threads are, the

greater is the angle of their vibration ; and iii

proportion as these threads diminish in length,

the vibratory motion lessens, and the pro.

gressive motion increases. The vertical ba

lance still subsisted, and was always plainly

perceptible.

IV. In five or six hours the liquor attained

its utiost fluidity. Most ofthese moving subs

stances were entirely disengaged from their

threads; they were of an oval ñgure,fig. 4.)

and moved progressively with great swiftness,

and by their various motions had a stronger

resemblance than ever to real animals. Those

who had their threads still adhering, were not

so brisk as the others; and among these that

had not threads, some seemed to change their

shape and size, some were round, some oval,

and others thicker at their extremities than in

time middle; the balancing and rolling motion

was still observable.
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V. At the end of twelve hours a kind of

gelatinous matter was settled at the bottom of

the bottle : it was of an ash-colour, and of a

tolerable consistency ; the liquor that swain.

above as almost as dear as water, with a kind

of bluish tint, resembling water in which a

little soap had been dissolved ; nevertheless it

still preserved its viscidity. Tlie movingbodies

had then a great activity, were loosened from

their threads, and moved in all directions. I

saw some ofthieni change their form, and from

oval become round ; and others separate, and

from one oval form two. As they became

smaller, their activity encreased.

VI. In twenty-four hours the liquor had de

posited a greater quantity ofgelatinous matter.

I diluted it with water, but it did not readily

mix, and required a considerable time to dis

solve. It then appeared composed of an infi

nite number of opaque tubes that formed a

kind of net-work, in which no regular dispo

sition nor the least motion could be seen: in

the clear liquor some few small bodies were

still moving. The next morning there were

also a very few; but after that time I saw no

more in this liquor than in the globules, with..

ut any appearance of motion.




These
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These experiments were repeated several

times with the most possible exactness ; and I

'tin persuaded that those threads above men

tiOfle(l are not tails, nor do they make any part
of the individual body ; for these thrcad

have no proportion with the rest of the

body-theyare of different, sizes, although the mow-

ing bodies are always nearly of the salne., -at

the same time. The lobide appears ein1ar

rassed in its motion, as its tail is 1one! r

siorter; sometimes it cannot advance. hut

move only from right to.left, or from left to

right, when the tail is very long and it is

clearly seen that they use great ciforts to :et

ñd of them.

VU. Having taken the seminal liquor from

another man but just dead, and still warm, I

put a drop of it on the table of the microscope,

and it immediately liquified ; it had al first a

condensed appearance, and seemed to form a

compact web, composed of long and thick

filaments, which grew from the thickest pare

ofthe liquor. These filaments separated in pro

portion as the liquor became more Thud, and

at length they divided into globules, which at

first seemed not to have suJ1cient power to et

themnei vc
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themselves in motion, but this power increased

as they separated from the filament, from which

they made many efforts to disengage them

selves. Each of them in this struggle drew

out tails from the filaments of different sizes,

some of which were so thin and so long as to

have no proportion with the bodies, which were

all so much the more embarrassed as these

threads or tails increased in length. The angle

oftheir vibratory motion was also muchgreater

as those filaments cre longer : and their pro

gressive motion so much the more remarkable

as these tails were shorter.

VIII. Having continued these observations

for fourteen hours, I perceived that these

threads, or tails, were continually lessening,

and became so fine, that at last their extremi

ties were no longer visible, and at length the

whole entirely disappeared. At this time the

globtiles absolutely ceased their horizontal vi

brations ; their progressive motion was direct,

although they had always the vertical balan

cing motion, like the rolling of a ship. When

disencumbered ofthese threads, the bodies were

oval, transparent, and perfectly
like those pre

tended anirnak seen in the liquor
of an oyster

on
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on the sevenlh day, and still more to those

found in thcjclly of roast. veal at the end of the

fourth day.
IX. Between the tenth and eleventh hour

the liquor became cxl remcly fluid, and all the

globules appeared to proceed in ranks from

one and the same side ; (fig. 5.) they Passed
over the table of the microscope in less than.

four seconds; they were ranged seven or eight
in front, and moved on succ'ssivelr, as trop
march in files. I observed this singular in

stance for more than live minutes; and as their

course did not finish, I was desirous of finding

the source : and, having gently moved my

glass, 1. perceived that all these moving gb

bules came from a kind of mucilage, (fig. 6.)

where the filamentary net-work continually*

produced them more abundant and much

quicker than the filaments had ten hours be

fore. There was still a remarkable difference

between these moving bodies produced in the

thickliquor,and t I) 'SC 1)rod uced when the liquor

became more fluid ; these last had no thread

behind then, their motion was quicker, and

they went in flocks like sheep. I observed the

mucilage from whence they issued for some

time, and perceived it diminished, and was suc

4 cc.ivdy
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cesstvcly converted into inoving globules;, till

the diminution of more than half the bulk ;.

after which, the liquor being too dry, this mu-

ci1ige became obscure in its middle, and all

the ciwirons were (hvidecl by the small threads

wIiicJi appeared to be formed from the bodies

of these mvjug g-lobiiles which were destroyed

as. it dried. up, not in one single mass, but iii

long threads, regularly disposed, with quadran

guiar intervals, form i.n a itet-work, very like

to a cobweb. on which the moisture hung in a

infinite. number of fobuIes.

X.. I pCrCCiVe(l JJy tIU first cxpcrnncnt,,

that these little moving bodies change their

form, and I ihou'ht they in general diminish-

ed, hut of that I was nt certaui. In this last

observation, at the twelfth and thirteenth hour

1 observed it more djst.iiicllv; at the same time

reuarkingthat 1 hoigli diminished considerably

in size, yet they increased iii specific gra.ity ;

especially whèc their motion was nearly finish

ed', whicli generally happened
all at once and

they sunk to the bottom, forming a sediment O

ii.i.ash.-colour, plaiJtly pCrcept ib1& to thenaked

1TC and which appeared through the inicro.

scope- to be cwnposei of globules adherent

to one another, sometimes by threads, and

at
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it others in knots, bust al-ways in' a regular
rnaylrier.

Xi. having p;ociirtd the seed of a dog;
emitted naturally, I 'observed that this li

quor was clear, and had but. little tenacity. I

put it-' in a phial', and having camined it with

a-microscope, without diluting it with water,

prceived movi'n' bodies' entirely, like' those

I had observed in'thc human semen; they had

threads, or tails; perfectly the same; they were

also nearly of the same size; in a 'word, they

esmbled, as perfectly as possible, those I saw

mn the human Iiquor liquified during' two or

three hours. I theh sought for the filaméñt

hi'chi I had'seen in the hurhan 'liquor, but it

vas 'useless; I perceived only some Iorg threads

entirely like thOse 'which served tails to the

glObule.
:Thse threds were not attached

to any globules, nor had they any motion.

Those- globules which were in motion, and

lad, tails, appeared to me to move quicker than

those in the human semen: they had scarcely

any horizontal vibrations, but a rolling motion.

They were not in a great number; and, al-

though' their progressive motion was stronger,

'they took more time to cross the microscope

than those I had before remarked.

V(fl1, III. 0
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this liquor for three hours, hut pciccived n

change : after which I exainine(l it at another

time for four hours, and remarked, that the

number of moving bodies diminished by de

grees; the fourth day there. was still some,

though they were very few, and often .-I only

found one or two in a drop of liquor. The

second day most of them were deprived of

their tails ; the third day VCT few retained

tlieni, yet, at the last day, thre still remained

some which had them; the liquor had then de

posited a whitish sedimct, which appeared to

be composed of immoveabic globules,.

many threads, that seemed to be tails se

parated from the globules There were ais&

sonic attached to the globules, which appeared

to be the dead bodies of these little animals,

but whose ibrms were difirent from those that

-0 for they appeared. Tar(rer than the mov-ii- ved5 tl>

iwr globules, or the rest, which remained with

out motion at the bottom of the liquor, and

appeared to have a fissure or opening.

XII. Another time, having taken the se

minal liquor of the same dog, I again per

ceived the fore-mentioned phenomena;
and I

saw, besides, in one of the drops of this liquor,

a mucilaginous part, which produced moving

globules,
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globules, as in the ninth experiment, (fig. 6.)
and these globules formed a current, and went

in ranks like troops. This mucilage appeared
to me animated with an internal inflated

mo-tion,which produced smallbloatedap earances

in different parts, and from whence issued these

bloated forms, or moving globules, with a

nearly-equal swiftness, and in the same direc

tion. The bodies of these globules were not

different from the rest, excepting they had no

tails. I observed that many of them changed

thir shape, and lengthened considerably, till

they became utile cylinders, after which the

two extremities of the cylinders were bloated,

and diyidcd into two globules, both moving

and following the same direction as that be

fore they were united.

XIII. The phial, which contained this li

quor, havingbeen brokeby accident, I, a third

time, took the liquor of the same dog, but

whether the animal was wearied by too re

iterated emissions, or by other causes, the së

minal liquor contained none of the above

bodies, but was transparent and viscous, like

the serum of blood; I examined it then, and

at one, two, three, and even twenty-four hours

ftcrwards) but it presented nothing new,-. thetc

02 was
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was not a ingle moving body to be seen, nor

any mucilage; in a word, nothing that I had

ecn before.

XI V. I then opened a dpg, and, separated
.he testicles and the adherent vessels, but I per
ceived no seminal vesicles, and apparently. the

seed in those animals passes directly from the

testicles into, the urethra. 1 found but a small

_,quantity of liquor in the testicles, although the

dog was adult and vigorous. In the small

quantity I could collect I could not discover

any bodies that were in motion. I only per
ccved a great quantity ofvery small globules,

most of which were motionless, and some of

the smallest had some trifling approximating
motion, which I could not follow, because

the drops I gathered were so exceedingly mi

iiute that they dried in two or three minutes

after they were placed in. the microscope.
XV. Having cut the testicles of this dog

into two parts., I infused it in water, and

closely sealed up the vessel. Three days. after

I examined this infusion, which I made with

the design of discovering whether the flesh did

not contain moving bodies, arid 'I saw a great

quantity ofmoving bodies .of globular and

oval form, like .thoe I ha.d seen in the seminal

10 liquor
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liquor of the dog, excepting they had. not any
Ii reads. They moved in. all manner of direc

tions with great swiftness. I observed these bo

dies, which appeared animated for some time,

and saw many change their form; 1 perceived

'Some to lengthen, and others to contract, while

som swelled at both extremities: there were

numbers that were smaller and thicker than the

rest; but hey were all in motion, and were

about the size and figure f those I have de

cribed in;the fourth experiment.

XVI. The next morning the number of

these globules were increased, but they ap

peared. smaller; their motion was more rapid

and irregular; they had also another appear

ance with respect to their form and man

ncr of moving, which seemed confused.; the

next and several days after, till the fifteenth

day, there were moving bodies in the water,

'whose size gradually diminished till they were

no longer visible. The last, which 'I pc.rceived

with great difficulty, .was on the nineteenth.

and twentieth day, and they mpv.ed with

çter rapidity than ever. Upon the watera

kiudfpellicIe was formed, which ..appeared
to

be compsed.of the coyci:iugs of those ioving

dies. nTa1l threads,, scales, &c. but entirely

motionless
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motionless ; this pellicle, and the moving bo

dies could not come into the liquor by means

of external air, since the bottic had been kept

carefully sealed.

XV1I. 1 then successively opened ten rab.

bits, on different days, to examine their semi-

nal liquors the first had not a drop, either in

the testicles or seminal vessels. In the second I

was no more successful, although I was assured

he was the father ofa very numerous progeny.

J succeeded no better in the third. I then ima

gined that the presence of the female might be

requisite; I therefore put males and females

into cages so contrived that it was impossible

for them to copulate. At first these endeavours

did not succeed; for, on opening two, not

a drop of seminal liquor was to be found;

however, in the sixth that 1 opened, a large

white rabbit, I found, in the seminal vesicles,

as much liquor as could be contained in a tea

spoon; this matter resembled calves' jelly, 'was

nearly transparent, and of a citron colour.

JIaviig examined it with the microscope, I

perceived it to resolve, by slow degrees, into fi

laments and thick globules, many of which

appeared fastened to each other; but I did not

crnarkay distinct motion in them, onlyas the

matte
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Matter liquefied, it formed a kind of current

by which these filaments and globules seemed

to be drawn all to one side. I ex:pecfd to find

tiis matter take a greater degree of fluidiy, but

that did not happen, for, after it was a little li

quefied,it dried, and I could perceive nothing
further titan what is above mentioned. When

this. matter was mixed with water, the latter

did not appear to have power to dilute it.

XVIII. Having opened another rabbit,

i. only found a very small quantity of seminal

matter, which was ofa colour1and consistency

entirely different from the former; it was

scarcely tinctured of a yellow hue, and was

much more, fluid. As there was but very

little, I 'feared it would dry too hastily, and

therefore mixed it with water: from the first

observation, I did not perceive the filaments I

had seen in the other, but 1 discovered three

globules, all in a trembling and restless mqtion;

they had also a progressive motion, but it was

very slow; some moved round the others, and.

most appeared to turn upon their centres. I

could not pursue this observation because the

liquor so soon got dry.

XIX. I opened another of these rabbits,

but could not discover any of this matter; in.

the seminal vessels of another, I found almost

a
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as much congealed liquor as in xviith Expert.,
tncnt: I examined it in the same manner as the

test, but it afforded me no greater discovery.
I infnscd the whole I had collected, in aImot
double the quant ity ofwater, and after briskly

shaking them together, I suffered them

settle for ten minutes; after which; on inspect-

ing this infusion, T saw the sanic large glo
bules as-before ; there were but few and t1ioe

very distant from each other. They had àp

proxirnating motions with respect to each

other, but they were so slow, as 1o be scarcely

discerriable; two or three hours aftei, these

globules seemed to be diminished, their'.iiotioii

was'beccmie more distinct, aHd they, apparcd

to turn upon their cñtres. Althouglrfluis trem

bling motion was more than their progressives

nevertheless they were clearly seen to change

their situation irregularly with respect; tocach

other. Six or seven hours after t1 glObules

were béome still less and their action was in

creased: they appeared' to me to be inniuch

greater numbers, and.alI their mOtions fltinct.

The next morning there was a prodigious rniil

litude of globules in inotioh, Which were at

least three times smaller than those that at

first appeared. I observed. these globules for

eight days, arni observed that many of them

seemed
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eeined to join together, after which their mo

tion ceased; this uiion, however, appeared to

me only snperficial 'and accidental. Some were

larger than others; most were roundand

spheri-cal,and some of then wei'e oval. The largest
wcrc most transparent, and the smallest were

almotbiaok. tI1his.differcfie did not proceed
from the light, fo in whatever iua ti On. these

small .'g1Obuk eriEi, they we always of

the same appcaranc; the "rnotion: ofthe small

wr much more aid tbin the '1atge oies, and

what i tnake "*'ot clcaTly and most gene

rally in all, was 'their dimuutiônÔf size, 'so

That at t1ie eIghth.day they we're so, ex6cedingly

mall as to be hardly perceptible, and at l1ast

abslntel diappared.

XX. At length: 'having obtained, with no

rIiall difficulty, the seminal liquor ofanother

ibbit,. as it would hav been. conveyed to the

mnâle, 1 remarked -it to' be more. fluid than

pI( .w:hjjch had been taken from the serninat

vsicIes, and tIeheiiomena which, it offered

-were -also very indifferent; for in this liquor'

iIkre were afldlan1ents with

out motion; and also a kind of globules .with

threads or tails, resembling ti f:a dog or

a man, but only appearing Matter and brisker

VOJ iii. P (fig. 7.)
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(fig. 7.) They passed over the microscope *

an instant, their tails appeared shorter than

those PT other spermatic. .artimals, and I own I

am not certain whether some of those tails we

not false appearances,, produced by the fur

rows which these moving globules formed in

the liquor, as they moved with too great a ra

pidity. to admit of my clearly observing them;

'besides, the liquor, though sufficiently fluid at

first,. very, speedily dried away.

XXI. After, this I resolved to examine the

seminal liquor fa ram; I applied to a butcher,

who supplied me with the necessary parts ofat

leant twelve or thirteen, diretly,after they were

killed, but I cId not fid liquor sufficient for

any experiment, either in the epidklyinis or

seminal vesicles. In the little drops I was able

to collect, I.only pereived globules which had

nor motion. As I made, these eiperimen1s in

.MarchI supposed by repeating them in Octo

ber, the seasonof female I should

discover. more ernina1 liquor .n these vessels.

I cut many of these testicles: in two longitu

dinally,.and: cqllccted a small quantity of

them.
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juor, but found nothing more in them.

XXII. I took three of these testicles,ofthree

dfI'creit:' rams, cut each, of them into four

part';
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parts, and put them into separate bottles, with

a much water as was sufficient for them. 'Se-

uring these bottles from the admission of air

I suffered the infusion to remain for four days,

after which I examined the liquor of each by.'

time microscope, and found them all replete

with an infinity of moving bodies, most part

f which were oval, and the rest globular;

they were pretty thick, and resembled these

described in the vmuth experiment ; their

motion was neither brisk, uncertain, nor very

rapid, but equal, uniform, and in all 'directions.

These moving bodies were 'nearly of the same

size in each liquor, but differed one bottle with

the other. They had no tails, nor were there

any laments or threads in this liquor; during

the fifteen or sixtec (lays they were retained,

they often chamgd their form, and seemed

successively to throw off their exornal cover

ings; they, also became every.day smaller, and

on the skteet1i day, tly were no 1nger per

ceptible.

XXIII. In the month of October 1 opened

a ram, and found a great quantity of seminal

liquor in the epididymis; having examined it

vith the microscope, I peroeived an innu;

nerable multitude of moving bodies, so 4111-

P 2 merous,
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merous, that all the liquor seemed to be en

tirely composed of them; as it was too thick,

I diluted it with water, but I was surprised to

see the motion of these bodies suddenly stop,

though I perceived them very distinctly; hay-

ing many times repeated the same observation;

I perceived that the water which diluted the

seminal liquors of a man, a dog, &c. seemed

to coagulate that of a ram.

XXIV. I then opened another ram, and

in order to prevent the seminal liquor from

coagulating, I permitted the parts of genera.

tion to remain in the body of the animal, and

covered it over with warm clothes. By these

precautions I observed the scthinal liquor in

its fluid state; it was replete with an infinity of

oblong moving bodies, (fig 8.) traversing in

various directions; but as soon as the liquor

grew cold, the motion of all these bodies im.

mediately ceased. I diluted the liquor with

warm water, when the motion of the small

bodies remained for three or four minutes.

The quantity of these moving bodies was so

great in this liquor, that although diluted, they

nearly touched each other. They were all of

the same size and form, but none of them had

tails. Their motion was not very quick, and

when
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when it stopped by the coagulation of the li

quor, they did not change their form.

XXV. As I was persuaded, not only by my
own theory, but also by the observations of all

those who had made experiments before me,

that the female, as well as the male, has a

seminal and prolific liquor; and, as I had no

doubt, but the reservoir of this liquor was the

glandular body of the testicle, where preju
diced anatomists attempted to find the egg, I

purchased several dogs and bitches, and some

male and female rabbitswhicJi I kept separate

from each other; and in order to have a com

parative object with the Iiqnor of the female, I

again observed the seminal liquor ofa dog, and

discovered there the same moving bodies as

described in the xith experiment.

XXV1. While I ivas thus occupied, a

bitch was dissected which had been four or five

days in heat, and had not received the dog.

The testicles were readily found, and on one

of them I discovered a red, glandular, promi

rent body, about the size of a pea, which it

kctly resembled a little nipple; on the out

side was a visible orifice formed by two lips;

one of which jutted out more than the oilier.

Having
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Ha virg introduced a small instrument i n o

ibis orifice, a liquor dropped from il, %hich

we carefully caught to cxamic with the mi

eroscope. The suigeon replaced the testicles

in the body ofthe animal, which was Vet alive,

in order to keep them warm. I then exarnin

d this liqvmr with a microscope, and, at the

rsf, glame, had the satisfaction to see moving

bodks with tails, exactly like those 1 just be

forc saw in the seminal liquor of the dog.

(,. 9.) Messrs. Needhan and IDaubenton,

stir-W110 obrvcd them with me, were so sur

prizeil at. this resrnbiaiice that they could

war.cely believe but that these spermatic ani

mal were thc same, and thought 1 had for

gotten io change the table of the microscope,

or that the instrument it--h which we had ga

thcrcdtIie liquor of the female, might before

have been used for the dog. Mr. Needham

then took diflërent instruments, and having ob

tained some fresh Ik1uor, he examined it first,

and saw there the same kind of animals, and

was convinced, not only of the existence of

.spermatic animals in the seminal liquor of the

female, but likewise of their resemblance to

those of the semen ofthe male. We repeated

it
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it ten times at least, in different drops of tile

ne liquor, -without perceiving the smallest

variation in the phenomena..
XXVII Having afterwards ecamincd the

other testicle, I found a glandular body in it3

growing state; it had not any external orifice,

was much smaller, and not so red as the first.

Having opened it, 1 found no liquor; but only
a small fold in the hitmial part, which I

judged to be the origin of the cavity that was

to contain the liquor. This second vesicle

had some very small lymphatic vesicles

exter-nallyI pierced one of them with a lancet,

and a clear and limpid liquor flowed oit,

which I examined with the microscope; it

contained nothing sitnilar to that of the lan-.

dular body; it was a clear matter, composed

of small globules, which were motionless.

Having often repeated this observatioa, J was

assured,. that this liquor in. the vesicles -was

only a kind of lymph, which contains noiliing

animated, or similar to that seen in the female

seed, which is formed and perfected in the

glandular bodies.

XXVIII. Fifteen days after I opened -an o

ther bith that had been in heat seven'or eight

days,
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clays, but had not received the dog. I found

the testicles contiguous to the extremities of

the horns of the matrix; these horns were very

long, their external tunic sürrôünded the tes

ticles, and they appeared covered with ; that

membrane like a cowl. In. each testicle I

found a glandular body in its full maturity.

The first was halfopen, and there was a passage
which penetrated into, the testicle, and which

was replete with seminal liquor.; the second

was somewhat more large and prominent, and

the orifice, or canal, which contained the ii.

qiror was below the nippIe. I toàk these two

liquors, and having. compared them, tbftnd

them perfectly alike.. The seminal liq'dor.of

the female is at least as liquid as that. of the

male. Having afterwards exaninexl the two

liquors with the microscope, . I pcrccivcd the

like moving bodies, (fig. 10.). and the. same

phenomena, as. in the seminal liquor ;of the

other. I saw besides many globule's which

moved very briskly,. and endca.vonied to dis

engage themselves from;the mucilag that sur

rounded them: there was a great quantity of

them as in the seed. of the fema1.

XXIX. From these. landulr bodies I

pressed out all the liquor, and having collected

10 it,
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I found enough to last for four or five hours

observatioiis. .1 remarked that' it deposited
sømewliat 'to the bottom, or at least began to

thicken. 'I took one drop ofthis, which was

thicker than the rest, and having put it on the

microscope, perceived that the 'mucilaginous

pirt of'the seed was condensed, and formed a

continued netwok. On 'the external border

ofthis network, there was a torrent., or current;

composed of'globules, which mored with ra

pidity.' These' globuics were lively, active;

and appeared to be disngaèd from 'their

mucilaginous 'cthrering, and their tais..' This

stream pefectl rcsrnb1ed 'the course of thó

blood in small transparent veins; for they

ap-pearednot only to be animated, by their own

powers, but alo to be impelled by a common

force, and constrained to follow in a Jierd6

From this experiment; and the xith and xiith,'

I concluded, that when the fluid begins to

coagulate' and 'thicken, these active globules

break and tear their mucilaginous coverings,

and escape by t'hat side where the liquor re

mains most fluid. These moving bodies had

then neither threads nor tails they were' for

the most part oval, and appeared 'to be flat at

the bottom, for they had no rolling motion.

VoL.' lii. Q
'
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XXX. The horns of the matrix were ex

ternally soft;. I opened them longitudinally,
and only found a very small quantity ofliquor,

which, upon examination, appeared to contain

the same as that pressed from thcglandular sub

stance ofthe. testicle. These glandular bodies

are placed so as easily to sprinkle this liquor on

the horns of the matrix; and I am persuaded

that, as long as.the amorous season remains,

there is a continual dropping of this liquor

from the glandular substance into the horns of

the matrix; that. this dropping reinans till

the glandular. substance has emptied the vesi

des; it then becomes fluid by degrees,, is ef

faced, and only leaves a little reddish cictr.icc

on the external part of the testicle.

XXXI. I took this seminal liquor o the

female, with the same quantity f that just

emitted from the male, and mixed thein toge

ther, and having examined this mixture with

the microscope, I perceived nothing new, the

liquor remaining the same, and the moving

bodies were so similar, that it was impossible

to distinguish those of the male from those of

the female; I only thought their motion ztp

peared
a little slackened.

XXXII. Having dissected ayoLng bitch

that had never been in heat, I only discovered

a small
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small protuberance on one of the testicles,

which I supposed to be the origin of a glan
dular body. The surface of the testicles was

inooth and even, and the lymphatic vessels

could scarcely be seen externally, until- thetu

nic,which covered the testicle, was separated;
but these vesicles were not considerable, and

contained but a small quantity of liquor, in

which I could only perceive some little glo

bules-without any motion.

XXXIII. In another bitch, which was

younger, and only three or four months old,

there was no appearance of glandular bodies

on the testicles; tiey were. white, smooth, and

covered with a cowl like the rest. There

were some little vesicles which contained little

or no liquor ; and it was with great difliculty

we could perceive any vesicles externally. I

compared one of these testicles with that of a

young dog of nearly the same age, and they

appeared internally of a fleshy nature, and per

fectly similar. 1 (10 not mean to contradict

what some anatomists have said concerning the

testicles of dogs, but only that the appearance

of the internal substance of the female testicles

is like that of the males, w'heii the glandular

substances are not yet grown.

Q .XXXW.
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XXXIV. The genital parts ofa cow, which

had been just killed, was sent to me, covered

over with hot cloths, and put info a basket

with a live rabbit, which likewise squatted on

a cloth at the bottom, so that I received them

almost as warm as when taken out of the body.

J immediately inspected the testicles, and

found them of the size of a lien's, or, at least,

a pigeon's egg. One of these testicles had a

glandular body, about the size of a pea, pro

tuberating outwardly like a small nipple, but

it was not pierced, nor had any external orifice:

it was close and hard. I pressed it with my

fingers, but no liquor issued from it. I oh

served, before this testicle was dissected, there

were two other glandular substances at a dis

tance from the other; but these were just be

gun to grow; their colour was a whitish

yellow, whereas that which seemed to have

pierced the membrane of the testicle was of a

rose colour. I opened this last, and examined

it with the greatest attention, but could not

discover that it contained any liquor, I there.

fore judged that it was far distant from. its

maturity.

XXXV. The other testicle had no glan.

dular body which had pierced the common

membrane
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membrane that covered the testicle, there were

only two small ones, which began to form a

little protuberance below this membrane. I

opened both of theta but no liquor issued

therefrom : they were hard, whitish, and with

a little yellow tint; each of them had four or

five lymphatic vesicles, very easily

distin-guishableon their surface, and appearing

transparent. I judged they contained a quan

tity of liquor, and having pierced them wilt a

lancet, the liquor issued out to some inches

distance. I collected a sufficient quantity of

this liquor to observe it easily; I only saw

some very minute immoveable globules; and

although I continued my examination for two

days, I neither discovered alteration, change,

nor motion, therein.

XXXVI. Eight days after, two more ge

nital parts were brought to me in the same

mode as the last. I was assured that one was

taken from a young cow that had never calved,

and the other from one that had had several,

but was not old. I first examined the testicles

of the latter, and on one of them I found a

glandular substance, as large and as red as a

cherry,which appeared a little soft towards the

nipple. I distinguished three small holes, iii

which
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which a hair might he introduced. Having

pressed this substance with my lingers a small

qimntilv oflimior issued. which I placed on the

tal)li of a microscope, and had the satisfaction

to see some rnovin giehuks there, but, quii

diffirent from those which I had seen in other

seminal 'liquors .11.). These globules

were obscure and little; their progressive mo-

t ion, although ci istinci, was, nevertheless, very

flow. The liquor was not thick ; the little

glohules had no appearance ofthreads, or tails,

ilfl(i thtv were not all in motion. This is all

I W1S able to pe1c1vc in the liquor this glan

dular substance afforded me, for although I

pressed it arain, it only afforded a less quantity,

mixed with blood. I again discovered it. in

the small moving globub's, but. they seemed to

be at lru.t four times smaller than the sanguin

arv g'l(1)uIes.

XXXYII. 9'his giandular body was situate

at one of the extremities by the side of the

horn of the matrix, and the liquor, which it

prepares, must fall upon this horn ; neverthe

less, on Opening this horn I found no material

quantity of liquor. This ghth(hilar body pe

netrated very tbrward h the testicle, and oc

cupied more than a third of its internal sub

stance.
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ance I opened them longitudinally, and

found. a pretty large cavity, but entirely void.

of any liquor. At some distance from this

glandular body there was a small one of the

same kind, about the ze of a lentil. There

were also two small cicatrices, about the same

size, which formed two small indeittions, of a

deep red colour: they were the remains ofobh

terated glandular bodies. hing afcrwads

examined the otliçr testicle', . I counted, four

cicatrices- and three glandii1a bodies; the lore

most of which had pierced the membrane,

was of a flesh colour, and the size ôfa pea. It

was solid, and without any orifice or liquor:

the two others were smaller, hirder, and of a

(led) orange colour. On the first testicle only

two or three apparent lymphatic vesicles re

mairxd. I counted eight on the external part,

and havimg" examined the liquor of these vesi

cles I perceived only a transparent matter,

without any moving bodies.

XXXVIII I thenexamined the testicles of

the young cow which had not calved, which,

notwithstaridwg, were something larger than

the other, but it is true there were no cica

t.rices on either of them ; the one was smooth

ud very:white, and a number of lymphatic

yesides
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vesicles were sprinkled about it, but there was

not the least mark of a glandular body. On

the other testicle I perceived the marks of two

glandular substances, the one had just began
to grow, and the other was the size of a pea ;

there was also a great number of lynphatic
vesicles, which I pierced with a lancet, but the

liquor did not contain any thing;; htviiig

pierced the two small glandular bodies some

blood alone issued thereout.

XXXIX. I divided each testicle of both

cows into four parts, and, having put them

into separate phials, I poured as much water

on as would cover them, and after' having

closely corked them up, I suffered to infuse for

six (lays; I then examined these infusions, and

discovered an innumerable qmtn t ity of living

moving bodies (fig. 12.); they were all, in

these infusions, extremely small, moved with a

surpris.in rapidity in all directions. I observ

ed them for three diys, and they always ap

peared to diminish, till at last 'on, (lie third

day, they entirely disappeared.
XL. The Ibliowing day they brought to

me the genital parts of three more Cows. I

immediately searched the testicles to find one

where the glandular substance was in perfect

maturity
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maturity; but in two ofthem I only discovered

some growing glandular substances on the tes

tides. I could not learn whether these cows

had calved or not, but there was a great ap

pearance they had all been in season, for there

were a great number of cicatrices. on all these

testicles. In the third I found a testicle, on

vhichwas a glandular substance, as thick and

as red as a cherry; it was inflamed, and seemed

to be in full maturity. Its extremity was a

&pple, with a small hole; I pressed it a little

between my fingers, and a quantity of liquor

issued out. I found,-in this liquor moving gb

bules, exactly. like those in the liquor pressed

from the glandular body of the other cow, I

have before spoken of in experiment xxxr.

They appeared to be more numerous, their

progressive motions were not so slow,and their

size larger. Having observed them for some

timeL peroeived same to lengthen and: change

their form. Ithen introduced a very fine in

strument into the little hole of the glandnlar

sthstance, and haviBg opened it I found the

internal, cavity replete with liquor; this liquor

fferedrne the same pheiiomena, and the same

moving globules, as I before observed inexperi-

VOL. IU, R ment
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ruent xxxvi. vith either filaments, threads,

or tails attached to them. The liquor of the

-vesicle presCntC(I me with nothing more than

nearly a transparent niatter,whichi did not con

tain one moving tliing

XLI. At different times they brought me

the genitals of several other cows. In some I

found the testicles loaded with an almost ma

ture glandular substance; in others they were

,of different growths, and I remarked nothing

new, excepting that in the two testièles of two

different cow's I perceived the glandular sub

stance in a decayed state; the base of one was

as broad as the circumference ofa cherry.; the

extremity of the nipple was soft,. wrinkled and

shrivelled; the two small holes were very per

from whence the liquor had flowed.

With some difficulty I introduced a small

hair, but there was no liquor in the canal, nor

in the internal cavity, 'which was still., to be

seen. The flaccidity of these glandular sub

stances begins, therefore, at the most external

part, or extremity of the.nipple. They di!.

minish at first in 'height, and afterwards. in

breadth, as .1 observed in another testicle, where

this glandular substance had,diminished: more

than three fourths.
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XLII. As the testicles of doe rabbits, as

well as the glandular bodies formed there, are

v.ry small, I could observe nothing very

exactly with respect to their seminal liquor.

I only discovered, that the testicles of doe

rabbits are different, and that none of those I

saw resembled what Dc C raaf represents in

his engravings ; for the glandular substances

(lid not enclose the lymphatic vesicles; and

I never saw a pointed end, as he has depicted

them.

XLIII. I found on the testicles of some

cows a kind of bladders, replete with trans

parent liquor. I remarked they were of dif

ferent sizes, the largest about that of a pea;

they were fastened to the external membrane

of the testicle by a strong membraneous pe

dicle, as was also another, still smaller; and a

third, nearly of the same size as the second,

appeared to be only a lymphatic vesicle, much

more apparent than the rest. I imagined these

bladders., which the auatomists have called

1t?Jdalides, might possibly be of the same na

ture as the lymphatic vesicles of the testicles,

for having examined the liquor they contained

I found it to be perfectly similar; it was a

R 2 transparent
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transparent and homogeneous liquor, which

did not contain one moving substance.

XLIV. At the same time/I made observa

'ions on the liquor in an oyster; on the water

in which pepper had been boiled; on the water

wherein pepper had been only infused; and on

the water wherein I had put some vegetable

seed; the bottles 'which contained these waters

'ivere firmly closed, and in two days I perceived

in the oyster liquor a great quantity of oval

and globular substances, which seemed to swim

like fish in a' pond, and had all the appearance

of being animals; however they had no limbs

nor tails, but were very large, transparent, and

visible. I perceived them change their forms,

and' become smaller for seven or eight days

successively; and at length I and Mr. Needhain

observed animals similar to those in an infusion

ofjelly of roast veal, which had been alsovery

exactly corked; so that I am persuaded they
are not real aninials, at least according to the

received acceptation of the words, as we shall

hereafter explain.
The infusion of the seed presented an inriu

ierable multitude of moving globules which

appeared animated like those of the seminal'

liquoTs,
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liquors, and in the infusions of the flesh of ani-

mals: these were also large, and in violent

motion during the first days, but they dimi

nished by degrees, and disappeared only from

their minuteness.

I Perceived the same thing, but later, in the

liquor wherein pepper had been boiled, and

the like, though still later, in that which had.

not boiled ; from hence I supposed that what

is called fermentation may possibly be only the

effect of the motion of these organical parts of

animals and vegetables; and in order to see

'what diflèrence there was betwceii this kind.

of fermentation and that of minerals, I placed

a little powdered stone on the microscope, and.

sprinkled thereon a drop of aquafortis, which

however produced a different phenomena, con

sisting of great balls, which ascended to the

surface, and almost instantaneously obscured

the focus of the microscope: this was a disso

lution of the grosser parts, which being com

pleted it became motionless, awl. had not the

smallest resemblance to the oilier infusions I

had observed.

XLV. I examined the seminal liquor in the

roes ofdifferent fish; such as carp, tencli, bar

bel, &c. which I took out while they were liv

ing,
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n(r,,, and having observed three different liquors.

with reat atcntion, I perceived a great quan

ty o obscure globules, all in motion. I took

evcral more of Illese fish alive, and with fl)

!r'rS rmnl ly compressed that part of (lie belly

ivhcre ; his liquor is emit (ed ; arid in that which

1 oh! ained, I perctivcd an infinity of moving

g1ohues the rein, very black and very small.

XLVI. Befbre 1 finish this chapter 1 shall

rcae the experini'nts of Mr. Ce(iharn on (lie

sped. of a kiicl of cuttic fish, called calmar.

.fhi; aie nuralist having sought for sperrna

c animals in !if- mitts of many diflerent fish,

fbz;.d 11, cm in the roe of' a calmar., apparent to

(lie naked eye. During' tii summer he dis-

sected calinars at Lisbon, but found no

appear-anceof any roe, nor any reservoir which

ap-pearedto be destined for the reception of the

seminal liquor; and it was in the middle of

Dcccmhcr that he began to discern the first

traccs Ofa new vessel replete with a milkyjuice.
This reservoir increased, and. the seed which it

contained was diffused very abundantly. By

examining this liquor with the microscope, he

perceived only small opaque globules., which

fi.oatcd in a kind, of serous matter, ithout the

tst arpearancc of life. But some time after,

i
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in the rnilfof another calmar, he found these

organic parts completely formed; they seethed

like spiral springs shut up in a kind of iraspa
rent case. They appeared as perfect at first as

they did at last, excepting that by degrees they
contracted and fbrined a kind of screw. The

lid ofthe case was a species ofvalve that opened

outwardly and bywhich all the contents might
issue; it contained another valve, a barrel, and

a spongy substance ; therefore the whole ma

chine consisted in an external, transparent, and

cartilaginous case, whose upper extremity is

terminated by a round head, formed by the case

itself, anti Which performs the office of a, valve.

In this, external case is contained a transparent

t the, which encloses the spring, piston,or valve,

barrel, or spongy substance. The screw oc

cupies the upper part of the tube and cascthie

piston and barrel are placed in the middle, and

the spongy substance occupies the lower part;

These machines pump up the lacteal liquor,

of which the spongy substance is full'; and

before the animal spawns, the whole milt is

no more than a composition of these organic

parts'-which have absolutely pumped up. the

lacteal liquor. As soon as these little machines

are taken from the body ofthe animal, and dc-

O'scd
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posited either in water, or held in the air, they

begin to act; the spring ascends, followed by

the piston, the barrel, and the spongy substance

which contains the liquor; and as soon as the

spring and the tube which contain it begin to

quit the case, the spring folds up; and all that

remains within begins to move, till the spring,

the sucker, &c. are entirely come out: as soon as

that is done, the remainder immediately follow,

and the lacteal liquor, which has been pumped

out, and which was contained in the spongy

substance flows out by the barrel.

As this observation is very singular, and in

contestibly proves that the moving bodiesfound

in the milt of the calmar are not animals, but

simple machines, a kind of pumps., 1 have

deemed it necessary to give Mr. Needharn's

own words.*
" When the small machines, he says, are ar

rived to their perfect maturity, many of them

act the moment they are in the open air; ne

verthelessmost of them may be commodiously

placed, so as to be seen with .a microscope, be

fore their action :begins; and even to make

them act, the upper extremity of the external

case

See New Discoveries madewith the microcape.by Mr.
Needharn, chap. vi. Lydeu 1 747.
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ease must be moistened with a drop of water

which then begins to expand, while the two

small ligaments which issue from the case twist

and turn in different manners: at the same time,

the screw ascends slowly, the volutes, which are

at its upper cud, approach and act against the

top of the case: those at the bottom also ad

vance, and seem to he continually followed by
others which come from the piston. I say, they
seem to be followed, because I do not think

they are so effectually, but oiily a deplion

produced by the nature and motion of the

screw. The piston and barrel also follow the

same direction extend lengthways, and at the

same time move towards the top of the case,

which is perceived by the vacuum at the bot

tom. As soon as the screw, with the tube in

which it is enclosed, begins to appear exter

nally from the case, it folds, because it is re

tained by its two ligaments: nevertheless, all

the internal contents continue to move gently

and gradually, until the screw, piston, and

bladder, are. entirely come out. When that

is done, the rest follow directly after. The

piston separates from the barrel, and the appa

rent ligament, which is below the latter, swells

TOL. III S and
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and acquires a diameter equal to that of the

spongy substance which follows it. rIlIjs,

although much larger than when in the case.,

becomes still five times longer than before.

The tube which in closes it all is straightened in

its middle, and forms two kinds ofknots, about

athirdof its length distant fromeach extremity:

the semen then flows through, and is composed

ofsmall opaque globules, which float in aserous

matter, without showing any signs of life, and

which are precisely such as I have said to have

seen them when they were diffused in the reser

voirofthe milt. In the figure, the part botwcn

the two knots seems tobe broken: when it is exa'

4nined'attentively, we find that what causes it t

appear as such, is, that the spongy substance

within the tube is broken in nearlyequal pieces,

lwhich the following phenomena will clearly

prove. Sometimes it happens, that the screw

and the tube break by the piston, which remains

in the barrel; then the tube closes in a moment,

and takes 'a conical figure, by contracting, as

much as it is possible,above the endofthescreWs

which demonstrates its great elasticity in that

part: and the manner inwhich itaccommodates

tselfwtli the-figure ofthe substance it incloses,
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When it receives the least change, proves, that

it is equal in every other respect."
Mr. Needham from this conceives that we

might imagine the actions of all this machine

were owing to the spring of the screw, but he

proves, by many experiments, that the screw,

on the contrary, only obeys a power which

resides in the spongy part. As soon as the

screw is separated from the rest, it ceases its

action, and loses all its activity. The author

afterwards makes this reflection on this singu

lar machine:

"If, says he, I had seen the animalcule

pretended to be in the semen f living animals,

perhaps I might bein a condition to determine

whether they are really living creatures, or

simple machines prodigiously minute, and

which are in miniature, what the vessels of the

calrnar are in the great."

By this, and some other analqgies, Mr.

ecciham concludes, there is a great appear

ance that the spermatic worms ofother animals

are only organized bodies and machines, like

to those of the calmar., whose actions are

made at different times; " for, says he, let us

suppose, that in the prodigious number ofsper

S2 matic
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matic worms seen on the table of a microscope,

there are some thousands which act at the same

time, that will be sufficient to shew us, they

are all alive. Let us also conceive, adds lie,

that the motion of these spernuatic worms re

mains, like that of the machines of the calmar,

about half a minute ; then the succession of

action of these small machines, will remain

a long time, and the pretended animals will

appear to decrease successively. Besides wily

should the calmar alone have machines in its

seed, whereas every other animal has spermatic

worms, and real animals ? Analogy is here of

such great weight, that, it does not appear pos

sibleto refuse it." Mr. Needham likewise very

justly remarks, that even the observations of

Leeuwenlioek, seems to indicate that the sperm
inatic worms have a great resemblance with

the organized bodies in the seed of the calmar.

1 have, says Leenwenhoek, speaking of the

cod, taken those real substances for hollow and

extended animalcule, because they were four

times as large as the living animalcule." And
in another part,

44 I have remarked, he says,

speaking ofthe seed of a dog, that the animal

cules often change their farm, especially when

the

4
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the liquor in which they float evaporaics.

The progressive motion does not ex tdfl(1 above

the diameter of a hair.
"

After considering all these circumstances

ME. eedlian conjectures, that the SnPposed

spermatic animals might possibly be only na-

tiiral machines, substances much more simply

organized than the bodies of animals. I have

seen with the microscope, these machines in

the calinar, and the descrij)tion lie gives of

them, is very fhithful and exact. His observa

tions then shiew its, that the seminal liquor is

composed ofparts which seek to be orL'aflized;

that it, in fact, produces Organized substances,

but that they are not as yet, either animals or

organized substances, Ike the individual wil icli

produced them. We might suppose, that t1iec

,substances are only instruments which serve to

perfect the seminal liquor, and strongly impel

it ; and that it is by thcir brisk and internal

action, that it most intimately penetrates the

seminal liquor of the female.
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CtiAPTER VII.

"OMPARISO' OF MY OBSERVATION'S WITH T1iCI

OF LEFE1WENHOEK.

A LTHOUGH I made the preceding ex
..LI .

perititents with all the circumspection

possible; and although I repeated them a num.

her oflimes, I am persuaded that many things

escaped my notice; I have only related what!

saw, and what all the world may see, with a

little art and much practice. In order to be

free from prejudices, I endeavoured to forget

what other naturalists asserted to have seen,

conceiving thatby so doing, I should be more

certain of only seeing in fact what really ap

peared;
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peared; and it was not till after I had digested

my observations, that I compared them with

those of Leeuwcnlioek, &c. 1 by no means

pretend to have greater abilities in microscopi

cal observations than that great naturalist, who

passed more than sixty years in making van.

ens experiments.

Notwithstanding the authority his observa

tions may justly claim, it is surely permitted

to examine and compare others with theni.

Truth, can only be gained by such

examina-tions,and errors discovered, particularly as

we do it without any partiality, and in the sole

view of establishing something fixed and cot-

tam on the nature of those moving bodies seen

in the seminal liquors.

InN'ovem1er 1677, Lceuwenihoek, who had

already communicated to the Royal Society

f London many microscopical observations

the optic nerve, the blood, the juice of

the plants, the texture of trees, rain-water,

8cc. addressed to Lord Brouncker, President

of the Society, in the following words

"Postquam Exc.* &c. Dominus Professor

Cranen me visitatione sua sapius honorarat,

Iitteris rogavis, Domino Ham concrato SUO

qusdarn

See Phit. NQ, 141 pg 1Q41.
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(luas(lam observationu iii incarum, videndasda

rem. ilic (lOmi,ius 11am me secundo iiivisiis,

secum in laguncula, vitrea semen vn:i, goiJorr

Iuea laboraritis, sponte dcsti11aurn, atlulit,

dicens, se post paucissimas teuhIx)ris iluilullils

(cum inaicria illa jam in antuni c,-,set resoluta

lit fisu1e vitrca iinmif(j posset) anima1cuia

viva in co obscrvasse, qiia cauclain & ultra f

lioras non viventia judicabat ; ideni reiciebat

c animalcula observasse niortua pest sumptam
ab a'roto Uiercbintinai-n. J{aeriajii prti
caani uis u1a vitrca irnmissani, 1)1se1te IJo-

rnino Ham, observavi, quasdanque in a ciea

tuias vivcnk, at post decursuni aut 3 liora-

ri:n camdeni solus materiam obseryans, mor

has vidi.
"

Earndcrn materiam (semen virile) non

aigroti alicuj us, non diuturna conservatione

Corrul)tarn, vel post aliquot moinenta fiuidi

orciii factain, sed said yin stathn post -ejec
t ioneni, ne mterlabentibus quidem sex arteria

pulsib us, sapiuscu1e observa vi, tan tarnqu e in

ca Viveiitjrnn anirnalculonim inultitudineni

v idi, utinterdum pltiia quam 1000in magnitn

dine arcn sese movereiit ; non in toto SC1flifl,

sed in materja fluida crassioni adlirente, in

gentein illam aniinalculoru ni m iiliit ud i c it

S ObSCrva\-j
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obscrvavi ; in crassiori vero scniinis matcrit

quasi sine motu jacebant, quod lide proven ire

inihi irnaginabar, quod materi illa crassa ex

tam variis co1iareat partibus, ut anirnalcula

in Ca se nioverc nequireiit ; ininora globulis

sanguin i ruborein adferentibus hac animalcula

erant, utjudicein, inillena millia arenatn grau

diorctn magnitudinc non quatnra. Corpora

corunt rotunda, anteriora 01)1usa, posteriora

ferine in aculeurn deirientia habebant; cauda

tenni longitudine corpus quinquies sexiesvc

excedente, & pellucida crassitiern vero ad 25

partem corporis liabente prac1ita erant, adeo

tit ea quoad figurain cum cyclarninis rninori

bus, longarn caudarn habentihus, optirne, coma

parare qucarn ; mom caud serpentino, ant Ut

anguilke in aqua natantis progrediebantur;

in materia vero aliquaiitulutn crassiori caudazn

octies decicsve quidein CVil)iabaflt antcquarn

lat itud i rieni cap illi procedebant. Interd urn

inihi imaginabar mc internosccre posse adhuc

varias in corporc horurn anirnalculorum partes,

quia vero continuo eas videre nequiba.m, de us

tacebo. His animalculis ininora adliuc ani"

malcula, quibus non nisi globuli figurain aUm

buere possum, pcrrnissa erant.

VOL. III.
" Memini
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" Memini me ante tres ant qnatuor annos,

rogatu Doinini Oldenburg, B. M. semen virile

observasse, & prrdicta animalia pro glohulis
liabuLssc; sed quia fastidicbam ab iilteriori in

quisitione, & magis quidem a descriptiomx,
tune temporis earn omisi. Jam quoad partes

ipsas, ex quibus crassam seminis rnatcriarn,

quoad nmjoiem sui partem consistere sapius
cum admiratione observavi, ca sunt tam varia

ac multa vasa, imo in tanta multitudinc hac

vasa vidi, ut credam me in unica serninis gutta

plura observasse quam anttomico per integrum
diem subjectum aliquod sccanti occurrant.

Quibus visis, firmiter credebarn nulla in corpore
hurnano jam formato esse vasa, qme in semine

virili bene constituto non reperiantur. Cum.

materia hac per momenta qucdam ari fuisset

xposita, pradicta vasorum inultitudo in aq no.

sam magnis oleaginosis globulis permistarn
materiam mutabatur,

The Secretary of the Royal Society, in an

swer to this letter, says, that it 'would he p-

per to make the like experiments on the seed

of other animals, as (logs, horses, &C. hot

only to form a better judgment on the first

discovery, but to know the differences which

P4i(rV
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might be found in the number, and the figure
of those animalcules. And with relation to

the vessels of the thickest part of the seminal

liquors, lie greatly doubts they were only
fila-mentswithout any organization,

"
que tibi

videba i ur vasorum congeries, fortassis seminis

S Unt qt1a(larn filameii(a, haud organice con

s tructa, sed darn permeanmt vasa gencrationi
inservicn tia in istiusmodi figuram elongata.

Non dissimili modo ac sapius notatus sum sa

livam crassiorem ex glandularuin fauciimt

foraminibus editarn quasi e convolutis fibrilis

coilstan teni.

Lecuwenhoek answered him on the 18th of

March, 167S, in the Ibliowing words : Si

quando canes coeunt marcia a fmiua statini

seponas matcria quadam tenuis & aquosa

(lympha scilicet spermatica) e pene sotet pau

lat ira cxstiliare; hancmateriam nuinrosissun is

animateulis repictam aliquoties yidi, corm

magnitudinc qua! in scmnilie virili conspiciun,

thr, quibus particu1 globulares aliquot quium

quagies in aj ores periniscebantur.
"
Quod ad yasorem in crassiori senhinis viii

I is portionc spectabil ium observationem a ti

1f 2 net,

* See the Secretary's answer to Leeuwenhoek' Letter i

the Phil. Trans. No. 141, page 1043.
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net, denim non semel ifcratam, saltern miiii

inetipsi comprobasse videor ; mcqiic oinrnno

persuasurn liabco, cun iculi, ca nis, felis, arte

rias venasve fusse a peritissitno anomico

baud unquam rnagis perspictie obscrvatas,

quam mihi va.sa in sernine virili, ope perspi

cilli, in confecturn vencre.
" Cum rnihi prathcta vasa prirnum iino

tuere, sta.tirn cliam pituitarn, turn & salivain

perspicillo applicavi ; verurn Iiic mininie cx

istcnia anirnalia frustra quasi vi.

C A cuniculorumn coitu 1yrnpha spcrmaticrn

guttularn, unarn et acrani, e feniella e.si1

lantern, exarnini subjeci, ubi aniinalia pradic.

thrum similia, sed longe paucora, corn pa..

Tucre. Glohuli item quarn plurimi, picri-.

cjue inagnitudine ariimali urn, iisdem permi sti

stint.
C ilorum animaHurn aliquot etia;n (TCiEflCfl-

tiones transmisi, fgura a (plate 3.) exprimit

corurn aliqiiotvivurn (in semrie ci:njculi arl)i

1.ror) caque forma qua vidcbathr, dum spici

cutem rue versus tcndit. A B C, capitulum

cum trunco indicant ; CD, ejusdem caudani,

quam pariter tit suarn anguilla inter nataridurri

vibrat. J[onnn millena iuitIia, quari UlU con,

3cctarc est, arcnu1 inajoris inolem vix supe,

rant,
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-rant, (fig. 1), e, d,) sunt ejusdem generis ani

malia, sed jam mortua.

"(iIg.e.) Delineatur vivurn animalculum,

qucmadmodtirn in seminc canino sese !iqtio
ties mill atcntius intuenti exhibuit. E F G,

captit curn trunco indigitant, G H ejnsdcm

caudani, (fig. f, , h) alia sunt in semine ca

nino quac, & vita privantur, qualiuiu

ctiam vivoruin riumerum adco ingentem vidi,

ut juclicarcin portionern ly iii pha spcrmatica

arenulrn rnediocri rcspondcntcrn, corurn ut

minimum decena millia continere."

By another lcttr written to the Royal So.

Vxty, the ".1st of Afiv, 167S, L( X, a I ' I -emi-CIIII-C,

adds, " Scminis canmi tantillum miCrOSopio

applicatum iterum confrmplaf us sum, in euquc

antea descripta anirnalia nurnerosissime con

spexi. Aqua phivialis part quanlitafr adecta,

iisdein COD fist im mortem acccr.si t. .Ljusdcin

Cninis canini. portiuncula in vitreo tUi)Ul()

Ii I)Cli par1cii d uodecimalcm crasso servat,

sex & triginta horartim spat io conterita

I ia. 'vita dcst itua picraquc, reliqua n1011bU11(Ia.

videba utur.
'
Quo de vasorum in semine genital exis-

tentia magis coirtaret, dclweat mm Corn In

aliqualern initto, ut in figura ALC1E

7 (JUiI)1S
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(ubus literis c.ircurnscriptum SpatlUin areu-

Ltin nW1 IOCreni VIX superat.

I have copied these first remarks of Leen.

wenhoek from the Philosophical Trausactioris,

Tcaus, in matters of this kind, observations

made without any systematical VieW arc those

hich are the moat thihfalty described, and

even this able nai1urdist no sooner formed a

:1steIT1 (;n permati.c animals, than he hc;an to

vary in esseiItai 1)OliltS.

It is e idcn by the above dies, that iiarL-

oekcr is not. th iuist 'who published, if he was

the first 'who discovered spermatic animals.

In the Jonrnal dc Savans, in the year i77l,

there is a letter {ioin Mr. iluguens, on the sub-

ect ot a microseoe, made by one small ball

øf glass, with which he asserts he perceived

animals in the water, wherein pepper had been

infused for two or three (iEyS, as i.iccuwenliouk

hctore had observed with the like microscopes.

out whose balls were not so niiiiutc. "
There

are also other seeds, he continues, which en.

gender such aiiimd, as coriander seeds, &c.

and i have wen the same Oill(T in the pith of

the birch tree, aftcr having kept it for four or

five days ; and some have observed them in

the water 'where nutmegs and cinnamon have

been
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been soaked. These animals may be sae.

('ilgender from some corruption or ferniena

lion : but there are others which must have a

dificrent origin; as those in the seed ofanima

hicli seem in such great numbers, as 40 ,be

almost comped of them ; they are all Irans-

parent, have a quick motion, and their figuve4

are like the tadpole."

lingueris does not mention the author of thi

discovery ; but in the Journal of the 29th 1

August in ihesame year,thec is all cxtr2ctof.

letter of M. Hartsocker., in whici he gives he

method of forming these gia halls by mea'

f the flame of a lamp ; and the author ofThe

Journal says,
''
By this method he has disco

vere(l that (itle animals are en'eY]c1ered in arin

wh.4-1i has been kept for some days, arid have

the figure of' little eels lie found sonic in the

wed ofa cock, whichtappered ofthe sameforn

but quite diirent from those found in the
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of other animals, which resemble tad po'lt's, r

young frogs, beibi their legs are

The author se'ms to attribule the invem;lion t

Ilarisoeker ; but if we reflect on the uncctaia

rnauncr in which it s there represented, and o

the iirtictilar manner in which LLTuwer.ho.,,k

pcaks in his letter, wri ten and paUlisbed above

a year
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a year before, we must allow him to be the

fiist who made this observation but betweca

tIwn a coiltest look place as o the discovery
S%i1lCl1 has never been decided. Be this as it

ci1!, Lceuwcnlioek was uiidonbtccily the' first

inventor of the microscope, whose tbcuses tire

balls of glass formed by the flame of a lamp.

But to return, to his observations.

I shall first. remark, that what lie says of

the number and motion of these pretended

animals is true ; but the figure of the body

is not always the same as he describes it :

sometimes the part wliicli precedes the tail

is round and at others long ; olten fiat, and

frequently broader than it is long, &-,-. and

with respect to the tail, it is often much

larger and shorter than he asserts. The mo.

lion of vibrations 'which he gives to the tail,

and by means of which he pretends that the

animalcules advance progressively in this flu iii,

has never appeared to me as he has described

it. I have seen these moving substances make

eight or ten oscillations from the right to the.

left, or vice versa, without advancing the

breadth of a hair; and I have even seen many

more which could not advance at all; because.

this tail, instead of being of any assistance to

them,
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fliem was, on the o!Jtrar'-, a Thread tadied

êi&r in the filaments or iiuci1ainos partof
the liquor, and -rather retained the moving siih

stance like as a thread fhstNèd to the point re

aiiis'thc ball of aenu1uth ; and:when:ThL

Mil had any motion; it only resembled ki- thread

'Whi'ch. forrnsa curve at the ehd ofan oscillatióij

1-have geen thesethreads, or tails, fiistend to t

Iarnénts 'which Lceuwcnhoek stile vescls(

have seen them separate after many reiterated

efforts of the rnOving bodies; I have seen tlichi

at first lengthen"' theri' diminish3 and at lásth

tally disappear. I therefore think these tails

shOuld be considerècl a accirlCiihl part,id
notas essential to the bodies ofthese

'
piotefi(l6d

animals. But 'hat is thost reinafkbIe, Lc'eu

'wenhock precisely says, in his letter- to Lord

J3rounckcr, that, besides these animals that had

tails, there were also smaller animals in ibis li

quor, which had no other form than that of a

lobule. " His animalculis' (caudatis scilicet)

iinora. adhuc animaktila, :qujbiis 'non n1isi

g'lobuli figuram aI.tribucre possum, permisth

erant." This is the truth ;but after Leeuwen..

hock htd advanced that these animals were

only efficient principle of generation, and 'that

they were transformed into human figures, he

vrJ. Ill. U has
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has only regarded those as animals vhkh had

tails; and as it was consistent for animals that

were transformed into human figures, to have

constant form, he never afterwards mentions

those smaller animalcules without tails; and I

was greatlysurprised, on comparing thecopy of

this letter with that he published twenty years

after, in his d volume, where, instead of the

above words, the following are found: "Ani..

inalculis hisce perrnisfa jacebant aiim ininu

tiores particuJa7quibus non aliam quamglobu

loriim sen sphmricam figuram assignare quco ;"

which is quite different. A particle ofmatter to

which lie attributes no motion, is very different

from an animalcule: and it is astonishing that

Leeuwenhock, in copying his own works, has

altered this essential article. \V hat he adds

immediately after likewise merits attention: lie

says, that by the desire of Mr. Oldenburg he

had examined this liquor three or four years

before, when he tQok these animalcules for glo..

bules; that is, there are times when these pre.!..

tended aninialcules are no more than globules,

without any remarkable motion, and others

when they move with great activity; sometimes

they have tails, and at otlers they have none.

peaking in general of scrrnati.c anirmils he

s,tys,
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says, "Ex liiscc meis observationibus cogitare

empi, quamvis antehac de animalculis in semi.

nibus masculinis agefis, scripserirn me in illis

caudas non detexisse, fieri tamen posse itt illa

animaicii{a aque caidis fuerint instructa ac

nunc comperi de animalculis in gallorum gal..

linaccorum seminc mascu(ino;" another proof

that 1e has often seen spermatic animals of all

kinds without tails..

In the sond place we must remark, that the

filaments which are seen in the seminal liquor

before it is liquefied were discovered by Leeu

wc"nhoek, and that in his first observations, b

fore he hd made any bypheis on spermatic

animals, he considered these filaments as veins,

nerves, and arteries; and firmly believed all the

parts and vessels of the human body might

clearly he seen in the-seminal liquor. This opi..

nion he persisted in, in defiance of the repre

sentations which Oklenburg made to him ot

this subject.from theRoyal Society but as soon

as he thought o( transforming these pretended

spermatic animals into men, he no longer men

tioned these vessels; and instead of looking on

them as nerves, aTteries, and veins, of the hu

man body already formed in the seed; be did

ot ecn attribute to them the functions they

U 2 really
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really possess,. the producing of these movin.g

bodies: and e says, vol. 1. p. 7.,
"
Quid fict

deomnibus; illis particuus scu corpusculis pr,-.
ter illa anirnaictila semini virili lioriijiiuin in-

"Jiren.tibus? Olin& priusquamhac scriberem,

in, ea sententia: fui, piadictas strias vel vasa cx

sticu1is pnncipium securn ducere, &c.'1 A.nd

n another part ,he says, that if he had formerly

'written any thing on the subject. of these vcs

eis found in the seedy we in.ust.pay no atten..

lion to it.
. . ,. 0

We shall observe in the third place, that if

compare the figures a, b,c,d, (1r4A'!1II.)

copied from. the Philosophical Transactions,

with those vIi icli Lecuw¬nhoek had engraved

many years after, (PLATE iv.) we shall find

considerable difference, especially in the figures

oftlie dead animals, or' a rabbit and in

a dog, (which plate we bave also copied for the

..satisfaction ofour readers) from all which. we

-ny con.cltc, that :Leeu.wenhoek has not

'0-.ways,-observed.objects. entirely alive: that,. the

g bodies, which he looked upon as ani

,na'is,appear(l. to him tinder di-ffircit forms.;
and that he has varied in his assertions, with: a

yew of makiug.the species QfIPCn and nii.j

perfectly consistent; he has not only varied .ip

the
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the basis of these experiments, but even in the

manner of making them, fbi he cxprusJy says,
that he always diluted the honor with water I1

order to separate, arid to give more ,motion to

these aflilTialCules : fle rheiss, in his letter to

Lord J3i'ouncker, he says, that having mngled
an equal quantity of rain water with the seminal

liquor of a. dog, in which he had before per
ceived an infinity of living aiiirnalcules, et the

fluxing of this wa(er killed them. 'l'hc (irstex

periiient ofLek1 WCnhOCk'S there'brc wa: made,

like mine, without any mixture ; and it even

seens, that he was not of opinion to mix any

water with the liquor tilt a long time afer; be.

cause' he thought hehad discovcred,by his first

essay, that water caused (hedeatli of the animal

cti1a ; which however is not the fitct. I think

that the mx.i tire of 1IIC Water O1iIy Olksol vest lie

ilamenis vervsuddcnlv; IbrI haveseen but very

few filaments in all the experiments I have wade

after mixing the water with the seminal liquor.

As soon as. Lecuw:cnhock was persuided that

spermatic an iinais were transformed into men,

.arid other ai,uimals, he imagjncd he saw two sorts

n the SrU1i1 icr of every animal, the one

.n'alc, arid the other female and fill,-; (1 iflerence,

according to him., served not only br the re-

7 jierat k;a
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neraf ion of themselves, but for the production

olmales and finiaIes, which was very difficult

j conceive by simple transformation, lie

speksof the male and female-animalcule, in his

!tr prntccl in the Pliilosopli iCal Transactions,

No. 145, and in many parts of his wrks,* but

ie does not describe the difference of these male

and female animalcules, and which in fact ne-

er existed but in his own imagination.

The famous Boerhaave having asked Iccu.

erihock, if he had not observed in spermatic

animals dircrit. dgrces ofgrowth ai%d size?

Leeuwcn'' ock answered, that having dissected

a mbhit, he observed in the senien an infinite

number of living animals.
" Incredibilem, says

he, viventiwn animalculorum, numerum con

spexerunt, curn hzc anirnalcula scypho impo

sita vitrco & illic emorfua, in rariores ordines

parasent, & P continuos aliquot dies s

PUS 'visu examinassem, quadam ad justani

rnagnitndinem nondurn excrevisse adverti. Ad

1iac qnasdawi obscrvavi particulas pefexiles &

oblongas, alias aliis majores, &-, quantum oculis

pparebat, cauda dcstitiitis; quas quidem par.

ticulas non nisj animalcula sse credidi, qua ad

justarn

Se voLt. page 163, and vol. III. page 101, of his works.
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justam magnitudinem non excrevissenL" *

Here then are animalcules of different sis,

somewith tails andothers without,which nwch

better agrees with my experiments, than with

Leeuwenhoek's own system. We differ only

in one particular; he says, that those wit1out

tails were young annalcula, which were not

arrived at their full growth; while 1, on th

contrary, have seen these pretended animals

quit the filaments with tails or threads, and

afterwards lose Iheiii by degrees.

In the same letter to Bocrhaave, 1 says, in

the semen of a ram, he perceived animalcules

following each other in swarms like a flock of

sheep.
" A. tribus circiter anilis testes arictis,

adhuc calentes, ad ades meas dcfrri curave

fam, curs igitur materiarn ex cpididyiuibu

eductam, ope rnicroscopii contemptarer, non

sine ingeiiti voluptafe advertebarn animalcnla

omnia, quotquot innatabant semini mascuUno,

euiidem natando cursum teiicrc, ita nimirum

t quo it mere priora prinatarent codein

riora subsequerentur, adeo at hisce auiinalcuIi

quasi-,sit iugeuituin, quod OYCS factitare vide

m.us, scilicet ut precedentiu in vest ig us grex

iuiversiis incedat." This observation, which

Lceuwenhock

ee vol. IV. pages 280 and, 21.
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14eeuwenliotk made ill i7l3 and, :y1ijcli h

loOks upon as singtilar and ive1, proves M

me, that he had iievcr examined the seminal

liquors of anini"a!s with aftentioi, at least suffim

cient to give very-exact descripiinisof t1icrn

ieeiiwenhoek was sixty-one years old in 1713,

lad made microscopical observa-tion for more

than forty-five years, had published the dis.

covery of spermatic animals for about thirty

ix years, arid then, for the first time, saw in

the seminal liquor of a ram, what is seen in all

seminal liquors, and what I have described

in Experiment ix. in the seed of a man;

Experiment -x ii. in the seed of a dog ; and in

Experiment xxix. in that of a bitch. It is

not necessary to suppose the spermatic

ani-mals-ofthe ramarc endowed with instinct, t

explain the floating of these animals, in flocks

like sheep, since those ofa min, dog, or bitch,

does the same; and which motion depends

soHy on particiila r circumstances, whose prin

ciple is, that all the fluid matter of the seed

is on one side, while the thick matter is 014

the other ; for then all the bodies in motiori

will be disengaged from the mucilage, and

follow the same road into the most fluid part
of-the liquor.




Iii
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In anoflier letter, written the same year, to

Boerhaave, he relates some further observations

he made on rams, and says, that he has seen, ii

the Tasa deferenfia, flocks of animals which

float all on one side, and others which go. in a

contrary direction; and he adds, "Neque illud

in unica epididyrnurn parte, sed& in aliis quas

pracideram parfihus, observavi. Ad hac, in

quadain Iarastataruln. resecta portionc corn-'

plura vidi animalcula, que necdurn in justani

magnitudinem adoleverant, iiarn et corpusc ula

jIlis exiliora & cauda triplo breviores crant

quam adultis. Ad liac, caudas non habebant

dcsinentes in mucronern, quales tameii adultis

esse passim corn pcrio. Praterea in quandai pa..

rastatarum portionem iflCi(li, animalcuhisquan

turn disceriiere potui, (.leslitutarn, tantum dli

quadam pcrexigua inerant part icula, partini

longiores, partiai breviores, sed altera sui cx

treinitate crassiuncuh?e; istas particulas in ani

malcula transituras esse non dubitabarn.." It

is easy to see, by this passage, that Lecuwen

hock had seen, in this seminal liquor, what I

found in all; that is to say, moving bodies of

diflerent. sizes, figures, arid motions; and which

agrees much better with the idea oforganic par

ticles in motion than of that with real animals.

VOL. III. X It
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It appears, therefore, that Ieeuwen1ioek'

observations are not contraryto mine, although

1e has drawn very different conclusions from

them. I am persuaded that if any person

would take the trouble of making the like ex

periments they would not have any difficulty
in discovering from whence these differences

proceed, and would find that I have advanced

nothing which is not conformable to truth;

and to enable the reader to decide thereon, I

shall subjoin a few remarks.

The filaments I have spoken of are not al-

ways to be perceived in the seminal liquor of a

man. To discover them it must be examined

the moment it is taken from the body, and

even then it will sometimes happen that there

is not one to be seen. Sometimes the seminal

liquorpresents, especially when it is very thick,

only large globules, which may be even distin

guished with a common lens. By inspecting

them with the microscope they appear like

Young oranges; they are very opaque, and a

single one often fills up the whole table of th(

microscope. The first time J saw these glo

bules I thought they were some foreign inat

ters fallen into theliquor, but having eXamined

different drops I discovered that the whale ii as

Coin
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composed of these thick globules. 1

one of the roundest, and whose size was ucl
;1 '

that, its centre being in the middle of thetble

of the microscope, I could at the sane time

observe the whole circumference; at
flrsç

it was

absolutely opaque; a short time aftc'ds

1 perceived a bright luminous ring 1orm on

its surface, which remained about half I1Qr,

and then approached by degrees towards tile

centre, which became clear, and of different

colours, while the remainder of the globule

continued opaque. This light, which bright
ened in the centre of the globule, resembled

those seen in the o'reat air hubbies. The o'lo

buic then beo'an to oct a little flat and acquire

a small degree of transparency. Having exa:

mined it more than three hours I perceived n9
more alteration, nor any appearance of mo

tion, either internally or externally. I then

imagined, that by mixing this liquor with

water, these globules might be changed ; in

fact they did change, but they presented only a

transparent and homogeneous liquor, wherein

was nothing remarkable. I suffered the

se-minalliquor to liquefy of itself, and examined

it at the end of six, twelve, and twenty-four

hours, but saw nothing more than a fluid, with

out
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out the smallest resemblance of life or motion.

I only relate this observation to she' that there

are times when the common phenomena are

not to be seen in the seminal liquor.
At. times all the moving bodies appear to

have tails, especially in the semen of a man

and a clog; the motion is then the least brisk,

and performed with difficulty. If this liquor
is suffered to dry, the tails or threads are de

prived of motion the first ; the anterior exfrc

mity continues to vibrate for some time, and

then all motion entirely ceases. These sub

stances may be preserved in this state of dry
ness for along time : if a small drop of water is

mixed therewith, their figure changes, they
are reduced into many globules, which some

times appear to be in motion, as well by their

approximation to each other, as by the trepi
dation and twirling round their centres.

These moving bodies in the seminal liquor
of a man, dog, or bitch, so nearly resemble

each other, as to admit of mistaking one for

The other, especially if they are examined the

moment the liquor is drawn from the animal.

Those of the rabbit appear smaller and brisker;

but these differences proceed more from the

different states in which the liquor is at the time

of
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of observation, than from the nature of the

liquor itself, which ought lo be differentiñ

different kinds of animals ; for example, in

that of a man I have seen streaks of thick- lila

ments, (fig. 3.) and have perceived the mov

ing bodies separate themselves from these lila-

ments from whence they appeared to proceed;

but 1 have never seen any thing like it in the

semen of a dog; where, instead of filaments, or

separated streaks, it is commonly a mucilage

whose texture is more compact, and in which

we with difficulty (1 iscern any fi 1 nwiithSy

parts; yet this mucilage rives birth to moving

bodies like those ii the scmc of men.

The motions of these bodies remain a longer

time in the liquor of a do, than in I hat of a

man ; from which it is more easy to be cortaiii

of the alicral iOu of' 1OIIi nbOYC n(1t iond.

The moment the liquor isiis from the body

of the animal we perceive the aiiimalcules to

have tails; in twelve, tveniy-tour, or thirty-six

hours after, we shall Fund they have 'lost those

tails, and are then no more than ovals in Ino

tion, often much brisker than at first.

rube moving bodies are always a little be-

low the surItce of the liquor. On he surface

some large transparent air bubbles, which have

no
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no motion, generally appear, though sorne

limes these bubbles stir and secin to have a

progressive motion, but which is nothing more

than the agitation of the air. Below the mov-

in.. sn.hs1anccs 'we often see others much small-

er,. nd which only appear like globules, hav

ing no tails, but the greatest number of which

are oftentimes in motion. I have also genc

.rally remarked, that in the infinite number of

ifbUlcs, in all those liquors,, those which are

very small, are commonly black, or darker

than the rest ; and that those which are ex-

tremely miniie and transparent, have but little

or no motion ; they appear also to weigh spc

ificaUy heavier, for they are always the deep

.tst. in: the liquor.




CflAPTE'1
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CHAPTER X11110

LICTIONS ON THE' PRECEDING EXPERIMENTS.

the experiments we havejust described, I

was assured that females, as well as males,

have a seminal liquor which contains moving
substances; that these substances were not real

animals, but only living organic particles; aiid

I hat those particles exist, not only in the seminal

liquors of the two sexes, but even 1i the f]eh

of animals, and in the germs of vegetables.

To discover whether all the parts of animai',

and all the germs of vegetables, contained

living organic particli's, I caused infusions of
"

7 the-
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the flesh of diifl'reut aminals lo he made, and

of more than wenty hinds of seeds o d iffer

en t plants ; and after they had infused four or

five days, in ph ia is closely stopt III), I had tile

satislactioii to see moving organic parts in

them all ; some appeared sooner, and others

laler ; some preserved their motion for months

together, while others were soon deprived of

it ; some directly pr&)dncecl large moving

vr oblilesI that had the appearance of real

animals, which chaned 1 heir figi ires, sepa

ratei, niJ J)ecane uecCsve1y snialier : others

1roduccd only small, gobnies, Vi' hose niotions

iverc very brisk; oIers 1 ednced filaments

lengthened and seemed to vegetate,

Swelled, and afiersvards 1 housand of moving

globules issued therefruin but it is useless to

detail my obscrvation' on the infusion of

since, Mi. NCCI1LUfl has published so

excellent a trcatse on the snbjcct. I read

the preceding treatise 10 that able naturalist,

and often reasoned with him on the subject,

part1t1at1y on thC probability that the germs

of vegetables contained si inilar moving bodies

to those in the seed ofmale and female animals.

He thought those views sufficiently founded to

deserve to be pursued; and therefore began

to
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to make experiments on all parts of vegetables;
and I must own that the ideas I gave him on

this subject have reaped greater profit under

his hands than they would have done from me.

I could quote many examples, but shall con

line myself to one, because I indicated the cir

cunistance I am going to relate.

To determine whether the moving sub

stances seen in the infusions of flesh were true

a nimals, oronly, as I supposed, moving organic

particles, Mr. Necdham imagined that lie had

only to examine some roasted meat, because

if they were animals the fire must destroy
them; and if not animals, they might still be

found there as well as when the meat was raw;

having therefore taken the jelly of. veal, and

other roasted meat, he infused them for several

(lays in water, closely corked up in phials,

and upon examination lie found in every one

ofthem a great quantity of moving substances.

lIe shewed me some of these infusions, and

among the rest that of the jelly of seal, iii

which there were moving substances, perfectly

like those in. the seminal liquor of a man, a

(log, and a bitch, when they have-no threads,

or tails ; and although we, perceived tbein to

change their figures, their motions so perficthy

VOL. ii!. y resembled.
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rescifibled those ofan animal which swims, that

whoever saw them, without being acquainted

with what has been already mentioned, might

certainly have taken them for real animals. I

shall only add, that Mr. Needhain assured

himself, by a multiplicity of experiments, that

all parts of vegetables contain moving organic

particles, which confirms what I have said,

and extends my theory on the composition of

oiganized beings, and their reproduction.

All animals, both male and female, and all

vegetables whatsoever, it is therefore evident

are composed of living organic parts. These

organic parts are in the greatest abundance in

the seminal liquor of animals., and in seeds of

vegetables. It is from the union of these or.

ganic parts returned from all parts of the ani

or vegetable body, that reproduction is

performed, and is always like the animal or

vegetable in -which it operates; because the

Lithon of these organic parts cannot be made

but by the means of an internal mould, in

which the form of an animal or vegetable is

produced. It is in this also the essence of the

unity and continuity of the species consists,

and will so continue while the great Creator

permits their existence.




But
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But before I draw general conclusions from

the system I am establishing, I must endeavour

to remove some objections which might be

made, and mention some other circumstances

which will serve to place this matter in a better

light.

It will be asked why I deny thOse moving
substances in the seminal liquors to be animals,

since they have constantly been regarded as

such by Leeuwenhoek, and every other natu

ralist, who has examined them? I may also be

told, that living organic particles are not per

fectly intelligible, if they are to be looked upou

as animalculie; and to suppose an animal is

composed of a number of small animals, is

nearly the same as saying that an organized

being is composed of living organic particles.

I shall therefore endeavour to answer these ob

jections in a satisfactory manner.

It is certain that almost all naturalists agree

in looking on the moving substances in semi

nal liquors as real animals; but it is no less cer

tain, from my own observations, and those of

Mr. Needham, on the seed of the calmar, that

these moving substances are more simple and

kss organed beings than animals.




The
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The word animal, in the acceptation we.

commonly receive it, represents a general idea

formed of particular ideas drawn from parti

cular animals. All general ideas include many

different ones, which approach, or are more or

less distant from each other, and consequently

no general idea can either be exact or precise.

The general idea which we form of an animal

may be taken principally from the particular

idea ofa dog, a horse, and other beasts, which

appear to us to act and move according to the

impulse of their will, and which are besides

composed of flesh and blood, seek after their

food, have sexes, and the faculty of rcproduc

tion. The general idea, therefore, expressed

by the word animal, must comprehend a num

ber of particular ideas, not one of which con

stitutes the essence of the genera! idea, for there

are animals which appear to have no reason,

will, progressive motion flesh nor blood, and

which onlyappear to be a congealed substance:

there are sonic which cannot seek their food,

but only receive it from the element they live

in: there are some which have no sensation,

not even that offeeling, at least in. any sensible

degree: there are some have no sexes, or are

both in one; there only belongs, therefore, to

IJ C
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the animal a general idea of what is conunor

also to the vegetable, that is, the faculty ofre

production.

rit)e general idea then is formed from the

whole taken to'ctlicr, vh ich whole being coin

posed of different there is consequently

between these parts degrees and links. An in

sect, in this sense, is something less of an ani

mal than a dog an oyster still less than an in

sect ; a sea-nettle, or a fresh-water poiypus,

still less than an oyster; and as nature acts by

insensible links, we my find beings which are

still less animated than a sea-nettle, or a poly

pus. Our general ideas are only artificial me

thods to collect a quantity of objects in the

same point of view ; and they have, like the

artificial metliols we shall speak of, the defect

of never being able to comprehend the whole.

They are likewise opposite to the walk ot'na

ture, which is uniform, inse:siblc, and always

particiiltr, insomuch that by our endcavourwg
to comprehend too great a number of pard
cular ideas in one single word, we have no

longer a clear idea ofwhat that word conveys;

because, the word being received, we imagine
that it is a line drawn between the productions
ol nature ; that all aboyc this line is animal)

-in I
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and all below it ege1ahic; another word, a

general as the first, and w hidi is used as a line

of separation between organized bodies and iP

animate matter. But aswe have already said,

these lines of separation do not exist in nature;

there are beings which are neither animals,

vegetables, nor minerals, and which we in vain

might attemj)t to arrange with either. For

example, when Mr. Trembly first observed the

polypus, he ern)loyed a considerable time be

fore he could determine whether it was an ani

inal or a. plant ; and possibly from this reason

that it is perhaps neither one nor the other,

and all that can be said is, that it approaches

nearest. to an animal; and as we suppose every

living thing must be cii her an animal ora plant,

we do not credit the existence of an organized

being, that cannot 1)e referred to one of those

genera! names; whereas there must, and in fact

are, a great number of organized beings which

are neither the one nor the other. The moving

substances perceived in seminal liquors, in jam

fusions of the flesh of animals, in seed, and

other parts of plants, are all of this kind. We

cannot call these animals, nor can we say they

are vegetables, and certainly we can still less

assert. they are minerals.
I-
4 .,
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We can therefore affirm, without fear of ad

vancing too much, that the grand division of

nature's productions intoAnimals, Vegetables,

and Minerals, do not contain every material

being ; since there are some that exist which

cannot be classed in this division. We have al

ready obscrved,that nature passes by insensible

links from the animal to the 'vegetable,butfrorn,

the vegetable to themineral the passage is quick,

and the distance considerable; from whence-the

law of nature's passing by imperceptible de

grees appears untrue. This made me suppose

that by examining nature closely we shall dis

cover intermediate organized beings, which

without having the power of reproduction, like

animals and vegetables, would nevertheless have

a kind of life and motion; other beings 'hich,

without being either vegetables or animals,

might possibly enter into the composition of

both, and likewise other beings which would

be only the assemblage of the organic molecules

I have spoken of in the preceding chapters.

In the first class of these kind of beings

eggs must be placed ; those of hens, and other

birds, are fastened to a common pedicle, arid

draw their nourishment and growth from the

body
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body of the animal, but when fastened to the

ovary, they are not then real eggs, but only

yeIl&wglobuies which separate from the ovary
as sooii as they have attamcd a certain growth.
Their ii&rnal organization is such that they
derive nourihnicit, tiom the lvwnh, the ma

trix of the hen, and by which they lorm the

white nicmbanes, and at. last the shell. The

egg' therefore has a kind of liiè and orgartiza
tion, a growth, expansion, and a form which

it assumes by its own powers. It does not live

like an animal, nor vegetate like t plant nor

is possessed of the power of reproduction ne

vertheless it g'ro s, acts cxternalh, and is or-

,man:I ized. Must we not then look upon it as a

being of a seFarate class, and which ought riot

to he ranicd either with animal or mineral ?

for if it. i ptcnclcd that the egg is only an

animal 1)rO(lLtCtOfl, destined for the nutriment

of the chicken, and should be looked upon as

a part of the hen ; I answer, that the eggs,
vhct.bcr impregnated or not, \vill be always

organized alter the same mode ; that im

pregnation only changes an almost invisible

part ; and that it, attains its perfection and

growth, as well externally as internally, whc

flier
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ther it contains the chicken or not, and that

consequently it ought to be considered as a s

parate being.

What I have said will appear more clear, if

we consider the formation and growth of th

eggs offish; when the female deposits them iii

the water they are only the outlines of eggs,

which being separated from the body of the

animal, attract and appropriate to themselves

the particles which agree the best for their

nourishment, and grow thus by intussuscep

tion. In the same manner as the hen's egg

acquires the white and membranes in the ma

trix, wherein it floats, so the eggs of fish a

quire their membranes and white in the wa

ter; and whether the male impregnates them,

by emitting on these the liquor of its roe, or

whether they remain unimpregnated, they do

not the less attain their entire perfection. It

appears to me, therefore, that the eggs should

be considered as organized bodies, which being

neither animals nor vegetables, are a genus

apart.
" A. second class of beings, of the same kind,

are the organized bodies found in the semen

of all animals, and which, like those in the

milt ofa cairnar, are rather natural machines

vor. in. Z than
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than animals. These are properly the first

assemblages which result from the organic

molecules we have so much spoken of, and

they are, perhaps, the parts which constitute

the organized bodies of animals. They are

found in the semen ofall animals, because the

semen is only the residue of the organic mole

cules that the animal takes in with its ailment,

and which, as we have already observed, are

those parts most analogous to the animal itself,

and most organic; it is those particles which

compose the matter of the semen, and conse

quently we must riot be astonished to find or

ganized bodies therein.

To be perfectly convinced that these or

ganized bOdies are not real animals, we. need

only reflect on the preceding experiments.

The moving bodies in the seminal liquor have

been taken for animals, because they have a

progressive motion, and are thought to have

a tail; but if we consider, on one hand, the

nature of this progressive motion, which

finishes in a very short time without ever re

newing its motion; and on the other, the

nature of these tails, 'which are only threads

which the moving bodies draw after them, we

shall begin to hesitate; for an animal goes

sometimes
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sometimes slow, sometimes fast, and sometimes

remains in a state of rest; these moving bodies,

on the contrary, always continue the same

motion, and I have never seen them stop and

renew their movement again. I ask, whether

this kind of continued motion, without any

rest, is common to animals, and if that ought

not to make us doubt these moving bodies

being real animals? An animal of any kind

must also have a constant farm and distinct

limbs; but these moving bodies vary, and

change their forms every moment, have no

(listi ct limbs, and Iheir tails apear as a part

v1iicli does not belong to the individual. Can

we then imagine these bodies to he real ani

inals? In seminal liquors filaments are seen

which lengthen and appear to vegetate ; after

which they swell and produce moving bodies.

These filaments may be kinds of vegetables,:

but the moving bodies which spring from them

cannot be animals, for a vegetable has never

yet been seen to produce an animal. These

moving bodies are found in all vegetable and

animal substances; they are not produced by

the modes of generation, they have no uni

formity of species, arfd therefore can neither,

be animals nor vegetables. They are to be

Z2 met
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met with in the flesh of animals, and in the sub.

stance ofvegetables, but are most numerous in

their seeds; is it not therefore natural to regard

them as living organic particles which compose

the animal or vegetable; as particles which

having motion and a kind of life, ought, by

their union, to produce moving and living

beings, and so form animals and vegetables?

But in order to leave this matter as little in

doubt as possible, let us examine other sub

stances. Can it be said, the active machines

which Mr. Needham perceived in the milt of

the calmar were animals? Can it be thought

that eggs, which are active machines ofanother

kind, are also animals? If we turn our eyes to

the representation of almost all the moving bo

dies Leeuwenhoek saw in different matters,

shall we notbe convinced, even at the first in

spection, that thosebodies arenot animals,since

not one ofthem has any limbs, but are all either

globular or oval? If we afterwards examine

what this celebrated naturalist says, when he

describes the motion ofthesepretended animals,

we can no longer doubt of his being in an error

when he considered them as such; and we shall

be still more and more confirmed that they are

only moving organic particles by the following

7 examples;
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examples: Lecuwenhock gives the figure of

the moving bodies which he observed in the

liquor of a male frog. This figure only repre

sents a slender body, long, and pointed at one

of its extremities ; and of this he says,
" Uno

tempore caput (thus lie calls the thickest ex

treinity of this moving body) crassius mihi

apparebat alio ; plerwuque agitoscebam ani-,

malculurn hau(I niterius quarn a capife ad

medium corpus, ob caud tenuitatem, & cum

idem animalcul u 111 paulo veliemenhiUS move

retur (quod tamen tarde fieba) quasi volumine

quodam circa caput ferebatur. Corpus fere.

carebat motu; cauda tamen in tres quatuorve

flexus volvebatur." This then is the change

of form which I mentioned to have seen, the

mucilage, from which the moving bodies use

all their cilrts to be disengaged, the slowness

of their motion before they are disengaged;
and the animal, according to Leeuwcnhoek,

one part of which is in motion, and the other

dead: for he afterwards says, "Movebant.

posteriorem solum partern, qu ult.ima, morti

vicinia esse judicabam." All this does not

agree with an animal, but with what I have

spoken of; excepting that I never saw the tail

move
* Vol. 1. P. 51.
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move but. by the agitation of the body. lie af-.

terwards s7iys, speaking of the seminal liquor

ofa coi, ' Non est putanduni omnia animal

cula in semine ascili contenla uno eoclemque

temporc vJVerC, Sed illa })OtUlS tantum vi'vere

exitni sell partui vicmora sunt, qnie &

Coploslorl humido innatant pre reliquis vita

careiiibus, adhuc in crassa mateyia, quarn hu

nior comm. efilcit, jacentihus."

If these are animals, why have they not all

life? why arc they in the most fluid part of the

liquor alive, while those. in the thickest are,

not so ? i,ceiiweulicek did not perceive that

the thick matter, the origin of which he at

tributes to the humour of the anirna1cula,

is nQlhing but a mucilaginous matter which.

produces them. By diluting this mucilage

ith water, he would have given life to the

-whole of them. Even this mucilage is often

times only a mass of those bodies which are'

et in motion on bcig separated ; and conse

quently this thick matter, instead of being a

humour, produced by the animalcules, is only

the substance of the animals themselves, or ra

ther, as we have already observed, the matter

from which they originale. Speaking of the

seed of a cock, Lecuwenhock says, in his let

ter
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ter to Grew, "Contemplando inateriam (serni

iialem) anirnadverti ibidem tantarn abundan-

tiam viventiurn animalium, ut ca stupercm ;

forma sen externa figura sua riosratcs angu'il1a

iiuviatiles referebant, vehemeiitissimaagitatiorie

movebantur; quibus tamen substrati videbaniur

multi & admodum exiles. 'lobuli, item rnuUi

plan-ositles figune, quibus etiam vita posset

attribui, & quidem propter earundcm corn

notiones ; ed existirnabani omnes hasce corn

motiones & agitationes provenire ab animal

cubs, sicque eflam res se habcbat; attamen

ego non opinionc solum, seci etiam ad yenta

tern mini erstidco has parliculas planarn &

ovalem Ilguram habentes, esse quaiam ani

malcula inter se ordine suo disposita & mixta

itaque adhuc carenhia." Here we see in the

same seminal liquor animalcules of different

forms; and lam convinced, 'by my own expe
riments, that if Leeuwenhock had closely ob

served these oval substances, lie would have dis

covered that they moved by their own powers,

and that consequently they were as much alive

as the rest. This change perfectly coinci,11

with what I have said, that they are organic

particles which lake different fonrs, and not

constant. spccies of animals; for in the present

case,
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case, if the bodies, which have the figure of

an eel, are true spermatic animalcules, each

destined to become a cock, which supposes a

very perfect organization, and a very constant

form, what will those be which have an oval

figure, and what end do they answ Cr? He says

indeed afterwards, that these ovals may be con.

ceived to be the same animals, by supposing

their bodies to be twisted in a spiral forl"111; but

then how shall we conceive that an animal,

whose body is constrained, can move without

being extended P 1 maintain, t1iercfre, that

these oval substances arc no other than the

organic particles separated from their threads,

and that the eels were the separated parts

vhichi dragged those threads after them, as I

have many times perceived in other seminal

liquors.

Lecuwenboek, who imagined all these mov

ing bodies were animals, and cstablisbed.a sys

tem thereon; who also pretended, that sperma

tic animals must become men and animals, now

suspected they were only natural machines, or

organic particles in motion ; for he does not

doubt these spermatic animals contained the

great animal in miniature, he says,
" Prod

generatio animalis c animalculo in seminibus

masculinis
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tnscul!nis omni exceptiOnC majOr est; narn

ètiamsi in animalculO cx seinirle mast unde

OT1Ufl) est, figurain an imalis consp:cere nequea

in us, attarnen satis supcrquc c.crli esse posswtiuS

flgurain animalis ex qua animal ortum est, in

hnimalculo quod in semine rnasculo reperitur,

conclusain jacere sive esse; & quanquam rnihi

smpius conpectis anirnalculis in sernine mash

cub anirna',is, imaginatus fuerim i-nc posse

(licere, en ibi caput, en ibi liinncros, en ibi

femora; aiarnèn enin ne minima quidem cci"

titU(luIe de us judiciuin ferre potueriin, 1iu

usquc cerli quid statuere supersedeo, done

talc animal, cujus sernina mascula tarn rnagn

erunt, tit in us 1i'uram creature c* qua

pro srcn it, agnoscere queam, invenire secühda

obis concedat fortuna
9

This fort unate

chance, which Leeuwcnhoek desires, present-
ed itself to Mr. Needham. Every part of the

spcrrnatic animals of the calinar are easy t

be seen without a microscope ; but they are.

not young calmars, as Leeuweiihoek thinks,

nor even animated, allhowh they are in mo-

tion, but only machines ivhich must be rc

garded as the first produce of the union of oi

ganic partic1cs

in. Aa Although



Although Lccuwcnhoek had not such an'

pportumty of Un(lCCCiViflg himself, lie never-P

had another phenomena which ought

to have had that effect ; for example, lie had

remarked that the spermatic animals of a dog

olien change their figures, especially when the

liquor was on the point of evaporating ; that

these pretended animals had a hole in the head

ivhcn they were dead, and that this hole did

not appear when they were alive;. he had seen

that the part which lie looked upon as the

head was full and plump when it was alive.,

and flaccid and flat when dead. All this ought

to have led him to doubt whether these moving'

bodies were real animals ; and consider it as

agreeing better with a machine, whichi emp

ties itself like that of the calniar,. than with a

inoving au imaF.

I have said iht these moving bodies, these

organic particles, do not move like animals,

nor have an interval of rest. Lceuwenliock has

observed the same: "
Quotiescunque, says lie,

aniunalcula in semine masculo anirnaliurn fuc

rim contemplatus, attainen ihla se unquarn ad

quietem contulisse, me imnquam vidisse, mihi

icendum cst, si inedo sat fluid superessetma

terie
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ferim in qua sese commode rnoverc 1)Ofcraflt;

eL eadem in continuo inaneut nio ii, & tern

pore quo ipsis moriendum appropinquante,

rootus magis magisquc deficit, usquc(l urn niil

lus prorsus 'motus in illis agnoscefl(1US sit."

It appears difficult to conceive that uiimal

can exist, from the moment of their birth (j:j[

that of their death, in a continual rapid mo

tin without the least. interval of rest ; and -1

cannot possibly imagine how these animals it

the semen of a dog, which Lceuw;ihoc'k saw

the seventh day in as i-ap'id mof ion as they

were When they were first taken "frori the body

of the animal, preserved a mothm during that

time so exceedingly swill, that no animal has

sufficient power to move in for an hour ; espe

cially if we consider the' resistance which pro

ceeds from the density aid the tenacity ofthe

liquor. This kind fcoutumed lnOt1(m, on the

contrary, agrees with the organic particles,
vhich, like artificial machines., produce their

effects in a continual :Operat.ion ,nid which stop
svhen that effect is over.

A inoug the great number of l4ccuweithioek's

experiments, be, without dO1IJ)t, oflcin (T-

ecived spermatic animals without, tails ;

and-liecidcayour.s to CNl)liIi.l1 this Phelloille?1K

A a '2
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by a. supposition ;, ftr exam pTe, he says, speak

ing of the semen ofa cod, '' Ubi vero ad lac

thrn a cccclcrein observa tionern, in us partibus

pas animalcuit CSSC censebam neque vitain

neque caudam dignoscere potui; cujus rel ra

tioncn esse exislirnabain, quud qua mditi ani

rralcula natando 'loca sna perfecte mutare 11011

possunt tam din etiam cauda concinue circa

corpus maneat ord inata., quodq ile 1(1CO singula
an unalcula rotundurn rc-prsentent. corpuscu
lorum."

It would have been better to have said, as it

in fact is, that the spermatic auiinals of these

fish have tails at certain times and none at

others, than to suppose their tails twisted so

exactly round their bodies as to give them

the shape of a globule. But this must not lead

us to think that Lceuwenhoek only attend

ed to the moving bodies which he saw with

tails, but rather that he did not describe the

others, because, although they were in motion,

lie did not regard them as animals ; and this

is the cause that all the sperinatc animals ho

has depicted resemble each other, and drawn

with tails, since he only took them for real.

animals in that state; and that when he saw

them under other forms, lie thought them un-

1erfect,
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P01 or rilti,cr that they -were dead. OneYfect I A

the whose it appears, by my experiments, that

far from displaying their tails the more as they

are in a more perfect condition of swimmipg,

as Leeuweuhock says, they, on the contrary,

lose their tails in a gradual manner, til1.t last

these tails, which are no more than foreign ho-.

dies of the animalcules, ani -which they drag

a 11cr them, entirely disappear.

In another ptrt Leeuwcnhoek, spcald ngofthe

sperrnalic animals of man, says,
"
Aliquando

etia.rn animuad yen i iu cr aniinacu1a particulas

quasdain UAiIIOECS subrofundas; cum yew se

ca abquolics CO iIlOd() OCU1Is meis exliibueniut,

ut mihi iinagiiiarer eas exiuis instruclas esse

caudis, cogitare cccpi annon ha forte 1)art1c11l
forent auima1cuL. rcceris naa ; ccrtum enirn

inihi est ea etiain aniinalcula per gciicrationem

proveinre, vol ex mole minuscula ad adultani

procedere quantitatern : & quis sit annon ea

a iinia icula, ubi moriuntiir, aliorurn animalcu

loruni nutritioni aue augmini inservi:tn.t ?"

iy this passage it appears that Leenwenhoek

had sce; animals without tails in the seminal

liquor ofa man, and that he is obliged to sup

pose them to he just born, and not adult; but

lave observed quite the contrary; for the

moving
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moving bodies are never larger than when th

separate from the fllamenls,nnd begin to move.

When they are entirely disengage(l from the

mucilage they become smaller, and continue

iecrcasing as long as they remain in motion.

With respcct to thegeneration of I hes animals,

which Leeuwcniwek speaks of as certain, I am

persuadc(l no sian of generation has ever been

discovered; all lie says is advailccd on merestip

Fositidus, which it is easy to prove by his OWfl

observations; t)r example, TIe Says that the milt

"otccrthirm flsh, as the c0(l, fills y (legrees with

cminal liquor, which after the fish has emitted

The milt dries up,Ieaving only a membrane de

iitutc of any liquor.
" E tempore, says lie,

pUM) ascellus major lactes sues cmisil,.ruga jibe,

cti tort iles lactiu'm parks, itquc adco contra_*

huntur, ut nih ii prrntcr pelliculas sen membraflab

se videanfur." how then does he understand

That this dry membrane, in which there is no

longer either seminal liquor or animalcules, can

Teproduce animals of the same kind the succeed

ing year ? if there was a regular generation in

these animals, there could not be this ifltcrrU1)

flon,which in most fishes lasts for a, whole year.

To draw himself out of this difficulty, lie says,
'

ccessario stat tic nd inn cr1!, lit ascelins major

Selile)I
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smcn suuin emiserit, in lactibus etiamnuin

multum matcria scmiiialis gigitendis animal

culis apta iCfliaflsissC CX qua materia plura

oportet provenire animalcula scmiiialia quani

aiiiio proxirne clapso CnlLssa fucraiit-" This

supposition, that thereremains Gmet14ing in I lie

seminal liquor in the inilts to producesperniatic

animals for the succeeding year, is absolutely

contrary to observations, for the milt is in this

interval only a thin and absolutely dry niem

brane. But what reply can be made to a stilt

further opposition to this point, there being fish

like the calmar, the seminal liquor of which is

not only renewed every year, but even the re

servoir which contains it? Can it be said, that

there remains a seminal matter in the milt for

theproductionof (lie animals for the succeeding

year, when even the milt does not remain? it is

therefore very certain that these pretended sper

inatic animals are-not multiplied, like oilier an

mals, by the mode of generation; which alono

is sufficient to make s presume,that those par

ticles which move in the seminal liquors arc.

not real animals. Thus Lceuwenhoek, hI

in the passage above quoted says, it is eertaut

that spermatic animals multiply and propagaie

by generation, nevertheless ow us, in-another

1
"
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part, Iliat. the manner in which thes anirñals

are pro(lucvd is very obscure, and that lie lenycs

to others the th.sk of clraring up this matter.
'' Persuadebam in ihisays he, speaking of the

Spermatic animals of the dori~m!ls,

anitnalcula ovibus prognasci,qnta. (liversa in or-

bern acen(ia cSz in seniet convoluta vidbarn ;

sed nude, queo, prirnam illonim originern ('11c

rivabirnus? in an irno nostro concipiemn us horum

animalculorum semen j'm pF0C urn ese in

ipsa generatione, It ocque semen fa in din in tCS

licu uS 1) Orflifl uni harere, usq nedurn ad annum

aatis decimurn-qnartum vel (Iccimitni-qu in-'

turn ant sextuin pervcnernt, eadcnque arii

maicula turn demum vita donari vel in justain

staturam cxcrevisse, iiloaue teinpons articulo

generaudi rnaturitatem adesse ! sed kuc lain

pada aijis trado." I do not think it necessary

to make any remarks on what. Lecuwenhoek

says on this subject : he saw spennaic animals

without tails, and round in the seed of a dor

mouse; "in seniet COilvoltitasays he, because

he supposes that they should have tails, and in

stead of being certain, as lie before had been,

that the animals propagate by generation, he

here seems convinced of the contrary. But when

he had observed the generation of puccrons,

and
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and was assured,*: that they engendered without

(01)L1l1011, he caught the idea to explain the

generation of sperinaticanimals.
"
Quernadmo

duni, says he, aninialcula hec qu pediculo

Tn in aiitea nominc (lcsigna v I mus(the piicerons)

(1 urn adli tic in utero materno latent, jam pnedita

sunt materia seminali ex qua ejusdem gencris

proditura stint aninmicula, pan ratione cogitare

licet an irnalcul in semi n ibu s masculinis ex

animaliuin tcsticulis non migrare sen ejici quiii

post se relinquant mimi tita au iinalculaaut salteiu

materiam seminal.em ex qua itcrum alia ejus

(tern generis aniinalcula provenlura sunt idquc

absque coitu; cadcrn rationequa supradictaani

inalculagenerari observavimus." This ppo

sition gives no more satisfaction than the pre

ceding: for we do not understand by this com

parison of the generation of these aimirnalcules

with that of a puceron, why they are not found

in the seminal liquor of a man, before he has

attained the age of fourteen or fifteen years;
iior (10 we knowfrom whence they proceed, nor

--how they are renewed every year in fish, &c.

and it appears, that whatever efforts Lceuwen

'hock made to establish the generation of sper
matic animals on some probability, it still re

"V0 L. iii. B b maine1

See vol. 11. page 499, and vol. III, page
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mained an entire obsciirilv, and would,

per-haps,pcrpetwilly have remained so, if the

J)reCtd i11 CXl)CrI111CIIIS had not evinced that

they are J)Ot animals, but moving organic par
tc1es contained in the nutriment the animal

receives, and which are found in great num

bers in the seminal liquor, which is the most

pure, and in the most organic extracts drawn

from this nutriment.

Lecuwenhock acknowledges that lie had not

always found animalcules in the seminal liquor

of males ; in that of the cock, for example,

which he had often examined, he saw sperma..

tic animals in the form of eels but once, and

some years after he could not discover any un

der that form, but observed some with large

heads and tails, which his designer could not

He says also, that one season lie could.

not find living animals in the seminal liquor

of the cod. All these disappointments pro

ceeded from his desire of finding tails to these

animals ; and although lie perceived little bo

dies in motion, lie did not consider them as ani

mals, because they were without tails, notwith-

standing it is under that form they are

gene-rallyseeii,cither in seminal liquors, or infusions

of animal or vegetable substances. He says, itt

11 the
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the same place, that he was never able to make

his designer perceive the spermatic animal

cules of a cod, which he had so often seen

him-Non solurn, says he, ob eximiarn eo

ruin exilitatem, sed etiain quO(i corurn corpora

acleo essent fragilia, ut corpuscula psin di

rumperentur; unde factum fuit ut nonnisi raro,

11CC sine atteiitissiina observatione, aiiiniadver

terem pirticults plaias atcine ovoriun in mo

rein longas, in qnbus ex pr cauclas digno

scere licebat; particulas has ovifbrmes existi

mavi aniinalcula essc diruj)ta, quod parttcu1

bLe dirup1a qu a(1 ru 1)10 fere viderentu r majores

corporibus anim alculoruni vivoruin." \Vhen

an animal of any kind ceases to live, it does not

then suddenly alter its form, and Irorn being

long, like a thread, becomes round like a ball ;

neither does it become four times larger after

its death than it was bere. Nothing that

Lceuwcnhioek says here agrees with the nature

of animals ; but, on the contrary, the whole

corresponds with a kind of machine, which,

like those of a calinar, empty themselves afier

having performed their functions. But let us

pursue this observation ; he says, he has seen

the spermatic animals of the cod in different

forms, " multa apparebant animakula sph-

Bb2 rain
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ram peilucidam representantit ;" lie has a15(1

seen theni of (l!llcrdnt sizes, " lirc aninialctila

minori videbantur mole, quam ubi eadern an

tcliac in tubo vitreo rotun&io examinayeram,"

There needs nothing more to sliew that

there are no constant and uniform species of

these animalcuics; and that consequently they.
arc not animals, but only organic particles in

Blotion, v1iic1i, by their diflcrent combina

lions, lake djflercnt forms and sizes. These,

orgaii!e eying particles are found in great

quan i fes in the extract an{l residue of our

nutriment. The matter which adheres to the

teeth, !!.III vhich in healthy people has the

same s;nil as th seminal liquor, is only a rc~-

sidue of the Juod, and a great number of these

pretended animals are also found there, some

of which have tails, and resemble those in the

seminal liquor. Mr. Baker had four dif

frent kinds of them engraved, and which

were all of a cylindrical or oval make, or

globules with and without tails. I am per-

suaded, after having strictly examined them,

that not any of them are real animals, but are

like those in the seed, only living organical

parts of the nutrilent which present

them-elvesl}Rder different forms Lecuwenhoek

wli
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who (lid not know how to account for these

pretended animals in the matter which adhered

to the teeth, Supposed them to proceed from

certain 'food they were previously in, as cheese,

&c. but we find them amoI)g the teeth ofthos

who do not. eat cheese, as well as in those that

do ; besides, they have not the least

resem-blanceto mites, nor the other animalcules seen

in rotten cheese. In another place he says,

these animals of the teeth ''v proceed from

the cistern water that is drank, because lie ob-

served animals like them in dew and rain wa

ter, especially in that which sta'nates upon

lead and tiles ; but with which we can prove

there is not the least resemblance.

Most seminal liquors dilute of themselves,

and liquefy when exposed to the air or a cer

tain degree of cold ; but they thicken when a

moderate degree of heat is communicated to

them. I have exposed onw of these liquors

to a very intense cold, as water on the point oT

freezing but it did no injury to these supposed

animals ; they continued to move with the

anie swiftness, and as long as those which had

not been so exposed, but those which had suf

fered but a little warmth soon ceased to move,

because the liquor thickened. If the moving

bodi
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bo I crc an U1als, hey we-i0 of a COJU piexlorr
annltenipcrainentquitc (1iflt'ren fro in all others

to % lioni a gciil Ic and in o(lcrale heat. st rengi liens

their powers a11(l iilOl WIlS, which the cold stops
awl (IeSl JOyS.

i\otwitli stand irIg it ill ay be thought I ha

dwelt too long Upon this subject, I cannot Con

clude it without making one ream r1, from

v, h ichi some useful conclusions m;iy be drawn.

These pretended spermal ic animals, which are

only living organic it ick lie iiutrimciil,

not only CXist in the SCiIiInJ! hi(plOrS of the

tWO sexes, and in the residue of the natrirnent.

which adheres to the teeth, but also 11 the

chyle and excrements. Lccuwciiiock having
met W Liii them in t ilk- excrement's of frogs, and

oilier aniIiais, winch he dissected, was at

first very much surprised, aII(I notable to con

ceive from whence these animals p10C(C(ied,
su enireh like those lie had observed in the

Seminal liquors, accuses hiniseif of having, in.

dissecting t he an inial, opened I he seminal ves

sels) and that the seed had by that means been.

inixd with the excrements. But having after

wirds found them in the excrements of oilier

animals, and even in his %I1 he no longer
knew to what to attribute thnu. Lecuwenhuek,,

it
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it is worthy remark, neVer met with them in his

Own CXCrcnCnfS, but when they veie liquid.

J.very lime he was (i!o!dere(l and the somach

did not perform is fUfl(iOflS and was relaxed,

he discovered these ;niiilcule birt when the

concoction of the food was well pertornwd,

and the excrement was hard, there was not a

Single one, although it was diluted with wali'r.

This seems perfectly to agree With all we have

before advanced for when the stomach and

intestines periirm their functions, the excrv

mcnls are only the grosser parts of the nu

triment ; and all that is really nutritive and

p'es into the vessels iviiich serve to. ,iss I

nourish the animal ; whereas if the stomach

and intestines are not in a. condition to corn

minute the food, then it passes with the in

au imat c parts, awl we find the living organic

molecules in the excrements from whence it

may be concluded, that- those which are often

lax must have less seminal liquor, and be less

proper for generation, than those ofa diffircnt

habit of body.

In all 1 have said, I constantly supposed the

female furnished a seminal liquor, which was

as necessary to generation as that of the male.

.t have endeavoured to establish in Chap. I. that

cvcry
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vev orZTaizCd body 111(1St ('( ltaui livin,r or..

ganic paiichs, aIl(1 1 have cndeavourccl to

Prove ( :!ap. I and lu. t!1fl. nutrition and re-

production oein (e hy the SRIIIC cause ; that

nul nf ion N math' )y tile iiitiniate pCllel rahioil

ofi hese r'nnic ar ic!c th roui.'h each part of

the body, and I hat reproduction Operates by

the superfluity of these same organic particles

olicctcd together from au parts of the body

'and (1cposted in proper reservoirs. I have ex

In Chap. .1 V. how this theory must be

Lnd{rStOO(l in the generation of man and

am-n"11-which have sexes. Females tlieui being or-

Di t b0diCS like 11MICS, theV must, also haveIM'. 11

some reservoirs fir the superfluity of organic

particles returned from every part of their

bo-dies.This superfluity cannot come there

through any other form than that of a liquor,

since it is an extract of all parts of the body ;

and this liquor is that to which I have given

th name of the female semen.

This liquor is not, as Aristotle pretends, an

inkcund matter of ite1f, 'which enters neither

as matter nor form into the business of gene

ration. but as essen in I ly prolific as that of time

male, containing characteristic parts of the fe

jflu11((X_Wl1iC11 tile knmlealonecan produce.,

tiesameas the male cotitainspart ides necessary

to
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to form the masculine organ; and. each of

them. contains every other organic particle that

can be looked on as common to both sexes;

which causes that,by theirmixture, thedaugh
ter may resemble her father,'and the son his mo

tlier. This semen Hippocrates says, is comm

posed of two liqur; the one strong, fot the

production of males; and the: other, weak, for

the production offemales;. B Lit ti)iS supposition

is too exteuded; j do not see ho it is to becona

ivd that a Uqtor, which is the extract of

every, part of the &i-nale,body should.,contain

par,ic1es for the fo4on of the nale qrgans.
Tis. liquor iust enter by some way into the

inatrj pfanimals, which bear and nourisl4 their

fcet withnthebody, and, in others, as ovipa
rous animals, it must be absorbed by, the eggs

whiclny, be looked upon as portable ma.

trics. Each of these matrixes contains a

small drDp.of this prolific liquor of tle female,

in the part th is, called: the ciatrice. When

there Jbas been no, communication with the

male, this prolific drop collects under the form

a small mole, or mass, as Malpighius ob

serves ;. but when impregnated by that of the

male, it produces a ftus which receives its

nutriment from the juices of the egg.
VOL. III. C c Eggs,
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Eggs, irifad of being parts generally found

in every female, are therefore only instruments

made use of by Nature to serve as the matrix

in fema1es which are deprivedof that organ.

Instead also of being active and essential to the

first kcuridtion,thy only serve as passive and

accidental parts for the nutrition of the fetus

already fOrmed by the mixture of the liquor of

the. two sexes in a particular part ofthis matrix

Instead also of' being existing bodies, inclosd,

id ii!fi1i(um, one within 'the other, eggs, on the

contrary are bodies formed from the super

fluity of a more gross and1 less' organic part of

the food, tIiar that which produces the seminal

and prolific liquor; and are inoviparous feiiiaks

something equivalent, not only to the nitrix,

but even to the menstrua in the viiparbus.

We should be perfectly onvinced,that eggs

arc only destined by Nature to serve as a ma.

trix in animals who have hot that visceht, by

those females producing eggs independant of

the male. In the same manner as the matrix'

exists in viviparous animals, as a part apper

taining to the female sex hens, which have no

matrix, have eggs in their room,' which are

successively produced of themselves, and ne

cessarily exist in the female independantly of

any
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any coinmunicatii with flue male. To pre.

tend that the foetus is pro-existing in the eggs,

and that these eggs are contained., ad i11/initffflz,

within each other, is nearly the same as to pre

teid that the ftus is pre-existing in thematrix,

and that the matrix of the first female inc1oseç1

all that ever were or will be produced,.

Anatomists have taken the word egg in-seve

ral acccptations and meanings. When Harvey
took for. his motto, Omnia ex o, he under

stood by the word egg,as applied to viviparous

animals., the meinbruue which includes the foe.

tus and all is appendages: he thought, he per

eived this egg, or membrane form immedi

ately after the copulation of the male and the

female. But this egg does iwt proceed from the

vium of the female; and he has even main

tained, that he did 'sot remark the least altera

tion in this testicle, &. We perceive there is

here nothing likewhat is commonly understood

by theword-egg unless the figure ofthe bagmay
be supposed to have some resenIance tiereto.

Harvey, who dissected s many viviparous fc

males, did not, he says,ever perceive any altera

.tion in the ovaria; he looked on them even as

rmaUglands, perfectly useless to general ion,*al

C c 2 though

See Harvey Exercit, 64 and 65.
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though they undergo very remarkable blianges
and alteratiOns in them, sinccwe may perceive
in cows the glandular bodies grow from the size

ofa millet seed to that of a cherry. This great
anatornist was led into this errorby thesmallness

of the glandular bodies in the species of deer,

to which he principally paid his attention. 'C.

Peyerus, who' also made many experiments on

them, says," Exigui quideIn sun'tdamar"urn

testiculi, sed post coituin fcicunc1um,in alter..

utro eorum, papilla, sive tuberculum fibro

sum, semper succrescit; scrolls autem pr.-g.

iiantibus tanfa accid it testiculorum mutatio,

ut inediocrem quoque attentionem fugere ne

queat."* This author imagines, with some

reason, that the minuteness of the testicles of

does, is the cause of Harvey's not having re

marked the alterations; but he is %rong in ad

vancing that the alterations lie had remarked,

and which had escaped. Harvey's notice, did

not happen till after impregnation.

It appears thatHarvey was deceived in many

other essential points; he asserts, that the seed

ofthe male does not enter into the matrix of the

female, and even that it cannot; yet Verheven

found a great quantity of the male seed in the

matrix

Vide Conradi Peyeri Merycologia
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matrix of a cow, which he dissected six hours

after copu1aion.* The celebrated J{uysch

asserts, that having dissected a woman who had

been caught in the act ofadultery, and was as

sassinated, he found, not only in the cavity of

-the mat-rix, but also in the trunks, a quantity of

the seminal liquor ofthe male.± Yalisnieri af

firms, that Fallopius and other anatomists had

also discovered male seed in thematrix ofmany

women. After the positive testimony of these

great anatomists, there can remain no doubt but

Harvey was deceived in this important point;

especially when to these are added that ofLecu

weiihoek, who fouud.t lie male seed in the inatrix

of a great numberof females ofdifferent species.

Harveymakes another error in speakingofan

abortion in the second month, where the mass

vas as large as a pigeon's egg, but without any
ftus regularly formed; whereas, it is main

tamed by Ruysch, and many other anatomists,

that the fetus is perceptible, even to the naked

eye, in the first month. The History of the

Academy mentions a ftus, that was com

pletely formed in twenty-one (lays after impreg
nation. If to these authorities v.c add that of

Malpighius,

See Verheyeii Sup. Anat. Tra. v. cap. iii.
- Sec Ruysch, Thc. Anat. p. 90, tab. vi, g. 1.
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Malpighius, who perceived the chicken in the

cicatrice, immediately after the egg was laid

by the hen, we cannot doubt, but that the

itus is formed immediately after copulation;

consequently, we must not pay any credit to

vbat.IIarvcy says on the parts encreasing one

after the other by juxta-position, since they are

all existent from the first, and graduallyexpand

until the whole is complete.

Dc Graaf took the acceptation of the word

egg in a quite diflërent light to Harvey: he in

sists that the testicles of women were true ova

ries, and contain eggs like those of oviparous

animals, only that they are much smaller, do

riot quit the body, and are never detached till

after impregnation, when theydescend. from the

ovary into the horns ofthe matrix. The expe

rinwnts of Dc Graaf have contributed most to

establish the existence of these pretended eggs,

which yet is not at all founded; for this famous

anatomist is deceived, first, by mistaking the

vesicles of the evarium for eggs, whereas they

are inseparable from it, form parts of its sub

stance, and are filled with a kind of lymph.

Secondly, he is also deceived when he considers

the glandular bodies to be I lie covering ofthose

or vesicles; for it is certain, by Malpig-

11 hius's,
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lilus's, VaIisnieri', and my on observations,

that the glanduhtr bodies neither surround nor

contain one of those' vesicles. Thirdly, he is

deceived still more 'hen hesupposes the glan

dular body is never form& till a'ter feeinda

tion; astheyareinvariably found iii every femitte

wholias attained the acre 'ofpuberty 'Fourthly,

he is no less deceived' 'when he believes that the

globules vhich he aWlithe matrix, andwhich

contained the fetuses, were the same vesicles,

or eggs, w:hi'th had faIhti from the ovarirnn,

and which, lie remarks, 'were becOme ten times

smaller than they were M the ovary. This re

mark alone, one would inlagine, should 'have

made him perceive his error. Fifthly, he' is

wrong in saying that the glandular bodies are

only the covering of the fecundated eggs, ad

that the number of'coverings, or empty foll

des, 'alWays answer to the number of fQetucs.

This assertion is entirely contrary to truth;'

for on the testicles of: al Temales we find a

greater i4uhiber of glandular bodies, or cica

trices, than there are pr&ltictiôns of ftses,

and they are also found in those which have

never brought forth.
'
To this we may add,,

that neither lie, Verh'ei, nor any other pi
son, have ever seen these eggs, much less thes

pretendé
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pretended coverings, on which they have, not

withstanding, established their system.

Malpighius, who perceived the growth of

the glandular bodies in the female testicles,

was deceived when he thought he had seen

the egg in their cavities, since they contain

only liquor; nor indeed has any hiig like an

egg ever been discovered.

Valisnieri, who was not deceived in facts

has yet drawn. false conclusions inasserting
that, although neither himself, nor any ana

tomist in whom he could confide, ever found

the egg in, the ca.v;ity of the glapdulir body,

yet it must there exist.

Let us, therefore, examine what may be

fairly called the real discoveries of these natti

ralists Graaf was the first who perceived
there were alterations in the, female testicles,;

and he had reason, to 'affirm, they were parts.
essential arid necessary to generation... Mal-'

pighius demonstrated, that these alteratioxis

were occasioned bythe glandular bodies which

grew to perfect maturity, afterwards they be

come flaccid, obliterated,. and left only a slight

cicatrice, remaining. Valisnicri has ..placed

this discovery in. a very clear light ;. he bass,

shewn. that these glandular bodies, are, fouiit

in the testicles of every female; that they

are
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are augmented considerably in the season of

love, that they increase at the expence of the

lymphatic vesicles of the testicles, and that at

the time of their maturity they were hollow

and filled with liquor. This, then, is all that

can he reduced to trutli,on the subject of the

pretended ovaries and eggs of viviparous ani

mals. What must we conclude therefrom ?

Two things appear very evident; the one, that

there does not exist any eggs in the female tes

ticles; the other, that there exists a liquor in

the vesicles of the testicle, and in the cavity of

the glandular bodies. We have demonstrated

by the preceding experiments, that this last

liquor is the true seed of the female, since it

contains, like that of the male, spermatic ani

mals, or rather organic moving particles.

We must, therefore, now be assured, that

females have, as well as males, a seminal li

quor. After all that has been advanced, we

cannot doubt but the seminal liquor is the su

perfluity of the organic nutriment, which is

sent back from all parts of the body into the

testicles and seminal vesicles of the males, and

into the testicles and glandular bodies of fe

males. This liquor, which issues by the nipple
of the glandular bodies, continually sprinkles
VOL. iii. D U the
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the horns of the matrix, and may easily pro
Cure admission either by the suction of the

membrane ofthese horns, or by the little open

ing which is at the upper extremity, and thus

enter into the matrix; but in the supposition
of these pretended eggs, which were ten or

twenty times larger than the opening of the

horns of the matrix, we cannot comprehend
how they could enter therein.

The liquor emitted by females, when they

are excited, and 'which, according to de Graaf,

issues from the neck of the matrix, and the

orifice of the urethra, may be a superabundant

portion of the seminal liquorwhich continually

distils from the glandular bodies on the trunks

ofthe matrix. But, possibly, this liquor may*

be a secretion of another kind, and perfectly

useless in generation. To decide this question

observations with a microscope are requisite;

but all experiments are not permitted even to

philosophers. I can only say, that I am in

dined to believe that the same spermatic ani

mals would be met with in this liquor as in that

ofthe glandular bodies. I can quote an Italian

doctor on this subject, who made this observa

tion with attention, and which is thus related

by Valisnieri: "Aggiugne ii lodato fig. Bono

"d'averghi
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"d'avergli anco veduti (animali spermatici) in

"questa linfa o siero, diro cosi voluttuoso, che

" nel tempore deli' amorosa zuffa scappa dalle

CC femine libidinose, senza che si potesse sospe.

"tare che fossero di que'del maschio, &c." If

this circumstance is true, as I do not doubt, it

is certain, that this liquor is the same as that

found in the glandular bodies, and that, conse

quently, it is the true seminal liquor: and al

though anatomists have not discovered the

communication between the vacuities of de

Graaf and the testicles, that does not prevent

it being once in the matrix, from issuing out

by the vacuities about the exterior orifice of

the urethra.

From hence we must conclude that the most

abandoned women will be the least fruitful,

because they emit that liquor which ought to

remain in the matrix for the formation of the

fetus. Thus we see why common prostitutes

seldom have children, and why women in hot

countries, where they have stronger desires

than in the cold, are much less fertile; but we

shall have occasion to speak of this hereafter.

It is natural to think that the seminal liquor
of the male or female would not be fertile but

when it contains moving bodies; nevertheless

Ddf2 that
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that is still a question, and I should be led to

think, as there are difThrciit states of this liquor,

that in winch these organic particles are seen in

mot ioii is not absolutely necessary for the pur.

POSe of generation. The Italian physician,

above quoted, never perceived spermatic

ani-malsin his semen till he had attained a middle

age, although he was father of several children

before, and continued to have them afterwards.

These spermatic bodies, which move, may

be looked upon as the first assemblages of the

organic molecules which proceed from every

part of the body ; when a quantity of them

collect, they may be perceived with the micro

Scope; but if they collect only in small quan

tity the body which they form will be too mi

nute to be perceived, and in this case we shall

not be able to distinguish any in the seminal

liquor. A very long continuance of observa

tions would be necessary to determine what can

be the cause of all the differences remarked in

the states of this liquor.

.1 can assert, from having often tried it, that

by infusing the seminal liquors in water closely

corked, at the end ofthree or four days an infi-

nite multitude of moving bodies will be found,

although- the seminal liquors-had no motion on

being
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being first taken from the body of the animal.

Flesh, blood, chyle, urine, nay all animal or e

getable suhstan ces, contain organic particles,

which move at the end ofsome days in an iii

fusion of water; they appear to act and move

nearly in the same manner, and though pro

duced from different bodies are perfectly smi

lar, without any of them having a power pecu

liar to themselves, if these bodies must abso

lutely be termed animals, it must be allowed

they are so imperfect that they ought to be

looked upon as the outlines of them, or rather

as bodies simply composed of particles th

most essential to the existence of an animal; for

natural machines, such as those found in the

roe of a cairnar, although they put themselves

in action at certain times, are certainly not

animals, although they are organized, acting,

and, as I may say, living beings.

If it is once allowed, that the productions. of

Nature follow in an uniform order, and ad

vance by imperceptible degrees and links, we

shall have no difficulty in conceiving there are

organic bodies existing, which belong neither

to animals, vegetables, nor minerals.

It is certain, however, that all animals an:I

vegetables contain an infinity of organic living

molecu1c.
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molecules. These molecules successively take

different forms, and different degrees of motion

and activity, according to diifèrent circum

stances. They are in a much greater number

in the seminal liquor of both sexes, and in the

germs of plants, than in other parts of the ani

mal or vegetable. There exists, then, a living

substance in animals and vegetables, common

to both, and which substance is necessary to

their nutrition. An animal procures nutria

ment from an animal or vegetable substance,

and the vegetable can likewise be nourished

from an animal or vegetable in a decomposed

state. This nutritive substance, common to

both, is always living, always active, and pro..

duCeS an animal or vegetable, as it finds air

internal mould or an analogous matrix, as w

have explained in the first chapters; but when

this active substance collects in great abund

ance, in those parts where it can unite, it forms

in the animal body other living creatures, such

as the tape-worm, ascarides,aud worms, which

are sometimes found in the veins, in the sinus

of the brain, in the liver, &c. These kinds of

animals do not owe their existence to the ani

rnals of the same species, and we may, there

fore, suppose, they are produced by this or

10 gariic
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ganic matter when it is extravasated, or is too

abundant for the lacteal vessels to absorb.

We shall hereafter have occasion to examine

more largely the nature of those worms, and

many other animals which are formed in a si

milar manner.

When this organic matter, which may be

looked on as an universal seed, is collected in

any great quantity, as in the seminal liquors,

and in the mucilaginous parts ofthe infusion of

plants, its first effect is to vegetate, or rather

to produce vegetating beings. These zoo

phytes swell, extend, ramify, and produce

globules, ovals, and other small bodies, of dif

ferent figures, which have all a kind ofanimal

life, a progressive motion, which is often very

swift, and sometimes very slow. These gb.

bules themselves decompose, change their

figures, and become smaller; and in propor

tion as they diminish in size the rapidity of

their motion augments.

I have sometimes thought that the venom of

the viper, and other active poisons, even that

of the bite of a mad dog, might possibly be

this active matter too rarefied; but I have not

as yet had time to make the experiments which

I had projected on this matter, as well as on

(1 rugs
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drugs used in medicine ; all that I can at pre-
'nt accrtai is, ihat all infusions of the most

active drugs swarm with moving bodies




,yhich
firrn therein iii much less time than in other

so bsta i ces.

Almost all microscopic animals, are of the

same nure as the organized bodies which

move in the seminal liquor, in the infusions of

yeetables and the flesh of animals; the eel-like

bodies in flour, vinegar, and water, in which

lead has been soaked, are beings of the same

nature as the first, and have a like origin.

CHAPTER IX.

V.U.IE1TLS IN THE GENERATION OF ANIIALS

matter which serves for the nutrition

and reproduction of animals an(1 vege

tables is therefore the same; it is a productive

and uriveral substance, Composed of organic

molecules, and whose union produces organ

ized bodies. Nature always works on the

same
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game fund, which is inexhaustible, but the

means she employs to stamp its value are difd

ferent, kind these differences, or general agree

ments, deserve attention, because it is from

thence we must derive our reasons tO accouht

for exceptiOns and particular varieties.

In general large animals are less productive

than small. The whak, elephant, rhinoceros:

iamel, lioré, the hümàn species, &c. only pro

thicTe Ôñé, and very seldom two, at a birth;

whereas small animals, as rats, herrings, in

seths, &o. produce a great number at a time.

Does not thi:s diffetence proceed from there

being more food required to support a large

body than to nourish a small one, and from

hence the forrnet has less superfluous organic

particles which would convert into sernCn,

than the latter? It is certain that small ani

mals eat riorc in proportion than large oiies;

but it is 1ikvise probable that the prodigious

multiplication of th small animals, as bees,

flies, and other insects, may be attributed to

their being endo*ed ivith very fine ad slender

limbs and organs by which they -are in a cone

ditiôn to chute what is most substantial and

organic in the vegetable or animal matters

from whence they derive theit nutriment. A

VOL. iii. E e beeq
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bce, who lives on the purest parts of flowers,

certainly receives more organic particles in

.proportion than a horse who feeds on the

grosser parts of vegetables, hay, &c. The

horse produces but one at one time, whereas

the bee will bring forth three thousand.

Oviparous animals are in general smaller

than the viviparous, and produce also more at

a birth. 'l'lie duration of the foetus in the ma

trix of viviparous animals likewise opposes

their increase, nor can there, be any new gc

neration take place during gestation., or while

they are, suckling their young; whereas ovi-

jarous animals prod uce at the same time both

matrix and fuuscs, bich they cast out of

the body, and are hereiire almost always in

a state of reproduction ; and it is well known

that by preventing a hen from setting, and

largely feeding, the number of her eggs will

be cQnsiderably, increased. If liens cease to

lay when they sit, it is because they have ceased

to feed; and it is the fear lest their eggs should

not produce which causes them not to quit

their nests.but once a day, and that for a very

short time, during which they take a little nu

trinient, but not- onc-tenth part of what they

take at other times.




Animals
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" Animals which produce but a small num

ber at a time, acquire the chief part of their

growth before they are ft for engendering,

whereas those which multiply numerously

generate before they have received half their,

growth. The human species, the horse, the

ass, the goat, and the ram, are not able to en

gender until they have obtained nearly the

'whole of their growth. It is the same with

pigeons and other birds, who lay but a few

eggs; but those which produce in great num

bers, as poultry, fish, &c. engender much

sooner. A cock is capable ofengendering at

the ae of three months, when lie has not at

tamed a third part ofhis growth; a fish, which

at the end of twenty years will weigh thirty

pounds, engenders in the first or second year,

when perhaps it does not weigh half a pound.

But exact observations on the growth and du

ration of the life of fish are still wanting: their

age may be nearly known by examining the

annual layers of their scales; but we are not

certain how far that may extend. I have seen

carp in the Cointe de Maurepas' canals, at his

castle at Pont Chartrain, 'which were said 'to

be 150 years old, and they appeared as brisk

aid lively as the common carp. I will not

Ee2 say,
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ay,with Leeuweiihoek,
that fish are immortal,

or at least can never die with age; all must pct

rish n time, that is, all which have a begin.

Ring, a birth, must arrive to an end, or death;

but fish, living in an uniform element, and

being sheltered from the vicissitudes and all

the injuries of the air, must live a longer time

in the same state than other animals, especially

if these vicissitudes of the air be,as a great phi

losopher asserts, the principal causes of the

destruction of living beings. But what must

contribute to the long duration of their life is,

that their bones are softer than those of other

animals, and do not harden with age. The

bones of fish lengthen, and grow thick without

taking any more solidity; whereas the bones

of other animals continually increase in hard

ness and density, until at length, being abso

lutely full, the motion of their fluid ceases,

and death ensues. In their bones the repletion

or obstruction, w1ich is the cause of natural

death, is formed. by such slow and iisensi13lo

degrees, that fish must require much time to

arrive at what we call old age.

All quadrupeds covered with hair are vivi

parous; afl those covered with scalesoviparous.

May we not then believe than in oviparous

quadrupeds,
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quadrupecis, a much less waste is made by

transpiration, than the cloathing of scales re

tains ; Iiereas in animals COVC1e(1 with hair

this transpiration is more free and abundant ?.

and is it not partly by this superai)undauce of

nutriment, which cannot be carried off by

transpiration, that those animals multiply so

abundantly, and are enabled to go so long

without food? All birds and all insects that fly

are oviparous, excepting some kinds of flies

vhic1i bring forth their young alive. These

flies have io wings at their birth, but they

shoot out and grow by degrees, and which they

cannot use before they are of full growth.

Scaly fish are likewise oviparous; as are all

reptiles which have no legs, such as snakes and

different kinds of serpents; they change their

skins, which are composed of small scales. The

viper is only a slight exception to the general

rule, for it is not truly viviparous, as it pro

duces eggs, from which the young are hatch

ed; it is certain this is performed in. the body

of the mother, who instead of casting those

eggs, like other oviparous animals, she retains,

and hatches them in her own body. The sa

lamander, in which eggs and young ones arc

round at the same time, as observed by M. dc

Maiipcrtui,
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Matiprttiis, is an exception of the same kind

in oviparous quadrtipecls.

Most aninials are perpetuated by copula.

tion ; yet many birds seem only strongly to

compress the females ; indeed the ostrich,

crane, and some few' others, are so well sup

plied as to leave iniromission no ways equl.

vocal. Male fish approach the female in the

spawning time ; they seeni cven to rub their

bellies against each other, for the male often

turns upon its back to meet the belly of the

female; but the necessary part for copulation

does not exist in them ; and the male fish ap

proaches the female only to emit the liquor

in their mills on the eggs, which the female

then deposits ; and it seems rather to 1)C at

tracted by the eggs than the female ; for when

she ceases throwing out the eggs, he instant!

forsakes her, and with eagerness pursues the

eggs, which the stream carries away, or that

the vind disperses. Male fish may be ecii to

pass and re pass every spot where eggs are dc

posilcd several times. It is certainly not lbr

the love he bears the female that all these mo

tioiis are made, because it is not to be presum

ed lie always knows her; often being seen to

emit his liquor on all eggs that he comes near,

10 and
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and that often before he has met with the fe

male to which they belonged.

There are therefore auiinals, dislinguislied

by sexes, which have proper parts for copula

tion, and some which are deficient in them ;

others, as snails, have both, and the two sexes

in the same individual; others, as vine-fretter,

have no sex, and engender in themselves Sepa

rately ; although they couple together wlieii

they please, we cannot determine hether that

is a conjunction of sexes; if it is so, we must

suppose that Nature has included in this small

individual more faculties for generation than

in any other kind of animal, and that it not

only has the power of reproducing distinctly,

but also the means of multiplying by the com

munication of another individual.

But whatever difference takes place in ge
neration, Nature, by a new production, pre

pares the body for it, and which, shether

manifested outwardly, or con ce.i led internal lv,

always precedes generation. The ovaries of

Oviparous animals, and the testicles of female

viviparous animals, before I1 SISOn of irn

pregnaton, expcricnce a CmIsld rtUk change.
O riparons animals produce ego-s, which at

first arc atacled t) tJe ovaries, l)S' (legrecs

they



they encrease in size, until they lull into the

canal of the iiuttrix, where they acquire their

white membranes, and shell. This productiou

has marks' ofthe leCtln(iity of the female, and

without which generation cunliot be perform
ed : SO in viviparous females there are always

one or more glandular bodies on the lstjci,

viucll I)y (to recs grow under the membrane

lb at surron uds them ; these g'lu n(lular bodies

enlarge and pierce, or rather impel and lift up
the membrane of the testicle ; when their ma

I uriy is complete, a small slit or eeral small

holes appear at heir eXt remit ic, by which the

emin1 liquor csCapes, and falls ifflo ilie ma-

trix : those landuar bodies ate mw-

produc-tionsthat precede generation, and vithout

which there would not be any.

In males there is also a similar change

s Inch always pr(elies their capacity for

general lug. In oviparous animals a great

quantity of liquor lilis a considerable reser

voir, and wli ich "reervmr ibcIf is sometimes

formed every year ; as in the cal.rnar afl(I

some other fi. h. The test ides of birds swell

n rprii flL" 1 ut preccthng their uloroiS

Sca:,li. 1 viviparous males' he IOSI ides

also swell con;dera1ily in thcwe who have

sast)fls
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easOns', and in general there is i swelling td

an. extension of the genital members in all spe

whalthough it be cxierrthl, ñust be

tegatdcd as a new production nccesali!y pre-

èdi rig generat ion.

In the boly ofevery rnirnl, male or female,

hew productions are formed \\hich I)rcce1e ge

ieraiori ; and when there is no real production

there is always a swelling, aid comciderable cx-

knsion in some of the part. There are

spe-ciesin which this new ptot1ncwn is not only

iizrsf, but ever th hôIe boc?y seems to be

icnewd before rncrat ion can be perfoiTcied;

as is the case with insects \vha;c vtious meta

morphoses seem to he only for the nrpose of

enctatim; for the rowth of' the animal is

completed before it is tranformcd. It ceases

from taking nntrimtit, has no orgrms for ge

nerat ion, no means of C'onve'rfin(r't'he' nutritive

articlcs, of which they abound, into eggs or

sminal liquor, and therefore this superfluity
Unites and moulds it self at fi rt inth a forin

something like that of the original. The ca-

trpill a r becorne a biterfly, bee-wise, for lb ese

reasOns, it is unable to produce small orgañiz
ed beings like itself; the Oranc particles, al.

ways active, take another form, 17Y unifirip"

VOL. Iii. 1' I -whoc
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whose figure answers in part, and even in C54

sential constitution, to that of the caterpillar,
but in which the organs of generation are dc

veloped, and may receive and transmit the or

ganic particles of the nutriment which forms

the eggs, and the individuals of the species.
The individuals which proceed from the but

terily ought not to be butterflies, because the

nutriment, from whence the organic particles

proceed, was taken while in the form of cater

pillars; the produce therefore must be. similar,

and not butterflies, which is only an occasional

production of the superabundant nutriment, ;

a method adapted by Nature to accomplish

the purposes of generation in these species,

as by the glandular bodies and mills in other

animals.

W'Then the superabundant quantity of orga

nic nutriment is not great, as in man and most

large animals, generation is not made till the

growth of the animal is nearly complete, and

then it is confined to the production of a small

number of individ nals. \Vhicn these particles

are more abundant, as in many hinds ofbirds,

and in oviparous fishes, generation is come

pleted before the animal has received its full

growth, and their production of individuals

is
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s very numerous. When the quantity of par.

tides is still greater, as in insects, it first forms

a lare organic body, which, though retain1)

in the essential constitution of its original,

oilers in many parts, as the butterfly from

the caterpillar, but shortly produces an

asto-nishingnumber of young, similar in form to

the animal which selected the nutriment.

When the superabundance is greater still, and

when at the same time the animal has the ne

cessary organs for generation, as the vine

fretter, it immediately produces a generation

in every individual, and afterwards a trans

formation, like other insects. The vine-fretter

becomes a fly, but cannot prod Lice any thing,

because it is only the remainder of the organ

ized particles which had not been made use of

in the production ofthe young.

Almost every animal except man has stated

times for generation. Spring is marked out

for birds. Carp, and many kinds of fish, spawn

in June andAugust. Barbel, and other kinds,

in spring. Cats have three seasons, in Ja

nuary, May, and September. Roebucks, in

December. Wolves and Foxes, in January.

Horses, in summer. Stags, in September and

October; aud almost all insects generate in

Ff2 autumn:
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autumn: tliCs last seem 10 be totally exhanst-s

ed by eration, and the a short time after.

Oilier auinals, though not exhausted, become

extremely lean and very cak, and require a

considerable time to repair the loss which is

made o' the organic substance. Others are

exhausted still less, and are soon restored t

an engeiiiering stale; huie man is scarcely in

the least a!Iictcd; his loss is speedily repaired,

mid therefore may be said to be at all times

in a state. for propagot1; all which depends

Solely on the particular construction of the

animal organs. The grand limits Nature has

placed in the mode of existence are equally

conspicuous in the n1an!er of receiving and

digesting the, food, in the manner of retaining

it in, or excluding it frpm,thie body,ad in the

means by which the organic molecules, nces

sary for reproduction, are extracted. In a

word, we shall find throughout all nature,that

all what can be, is.

'flie same diulèrcnce exists in the time of

finale gestation; some, as mares, carry their

young eleven o twelve months; others, as

youien, cows, &c. nine months ; others, as

fpxes, wolves, &c. five months; bitches, nine

wcck ; cats, six weeks; rakbits, t1irty-oe

S days.
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days. Most birds come out of the egg at the

end of twenty-ore days ; though some, as ca

nary birds, hatch in thirteen or fourteen days.

The variety is as great here as in every thing

else relative to animals. The largest animals

which produce only few, are those which go

the longest with young ; this still more con

firms what we have already said, that the quan.

tity of organic food is in proportion less in

large than in small animals; for it is from The

superfluity of the mother's food that the ftis

derives what is necessary to the growth ait1

expansion of its parts, and since this expan

sion demands much more time in large than in.

small animals, it is a proof that the quantity 'of

matter which contributes is not so abundait

in the first as in the last.

There is, therefore, an infinite variety in ani-

mals, with respect to the time and manner

gestation, engendering, and bringing forth;

and this variety is found even in the causes of

generation; for although the general principle
of production is this organic matter common

to all that lives or vegetates, the manner in

which the union is made, must have infizite

combinations, which must all proceed from

the source of nw prothtions.. My espori

ment
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meats clearly demo Irate, that there a;"e

J)re-cxLfLng germs, and at the same time prove

hat the generation of' animals and vegetables

LS not equivocal ; there are, perhaps, as many

l;eins, either living or vegetating, winch are

p)dt1ced by the lhrtuitous assemblage of or

.ran k molecules, asby a consiant and successive

generation, it is O those iJrodtictians wesliouhl

ap.ly de axiom of the ancients, ''
Corrupiio

u nii:s, erieratio aitcri us." The corruption and

composition of aniimds and vegetables pro

duce an infinite number of organized bodies




;

some, as tlisc of the calmar, fbrrn only kinds

of machines, which, elthiougli very simple, are

exceedingly active ; others, as the spermatic

animalcules, seem by their motion, to iniiLae

animals ; others mutate vegetables by their

rinuiner of growing or extending; there are

olhers, as those of blighted corn, which maybe

made to live and die alternately, and as often

as ye p!ease ; there arc still others, even in

great quantities, 'which are at first kinds ofye

getabies, afterwards become species of ani

nals, then return again to vegetables, and so

on a1ternacly. There is a great appearance,

that the more we shall observe this race of or

ganized beings, the more we shall discover

varieties.
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aTieties, always so much the more singrhr as

they are the more remote from our sight, and

from the varieties of other aniuials that have

already become known to us.

For exampie, spurred barle," wi iic i is pro

duced by an alteratioi or decomposition of I he

organic subsancc ofthe grain, is coinpoed of

an infinity of hi tie organized hod ics, like to cc is.

By infusing the 'rain for ton or twelve hours iii

water, we find them to have a remarkable

twirling, and a sligb1 prorcssiveinotiou; when

almost dry, they cease 'to move, but by adding

£rcsli water their motion returns. The. same

eficts may be produced for months, or even.

years; insomuch that we can make these little

rnaclii,nes act as often and as long as we please

without destroying them, or their losing any

of their power or activity. Their threads

will sometimes open, like the filaments of Se

men, and produce moving globities ; we mny

therefore suppose them. to be of the same ia

lure, only more fixed and solid.

Eels, in paste made with flour, have no

other origin than the union of the organic

particles of the most e,scntiaI parts of the

grain : the first which appear are certainly

not produced by ninny others; yet, although

they
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inruts clearly demonstrate, that thern, -,;;-c no

pre-extsfing genus, and at the sanie time PrVC

t hat. hc generation of aiiiniais and vegetables

i_s not equivocal ; 1 here ar(', 1)er11I )S, as inaiy

1;einrs, (1hCr liViU or vegetating, which are

prod ii ced by the fortuitous assemblage of or-b

icmolccules, asby a constant and sncces;ivc

geimiation. it is O thoscproditclianswcshonhl

ap)ly tne axioni øf the ancients, "
Corrupti

unii:s, generatio altcni us." The corruption and

eon-ii-sit Ion of animals and vcoetables pro-

duce an infinite number of organized bodies ;

some, as tli;sc of the calmar, form only kinds

of macTunes, which, although very simple, are

cxcecdngly active ; others, as the spermatic

animalcules, seem by their motion, to imitate

animals ; others imitate vegetables by their

manner of growing or extending; there are

others, as thoc. of blighted corn, which ],,),,IV be

made to live and die alternately, and as often

as \'.C ,,ease ; there arc still others, even in

great quantities, which are at first kinds of vc

geIal)tCS, afterwards become species of ani

mals, then return again to Vegetables, and so

on alt ernalely. There is a great appearance,

that the- more we shall observe this race of or,

ganized b.eings, the more we shall discover

" varieties,
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a'rieties, always so much the more singtrhr as

they are the more remote from our sight, and

110111 the varieties of other aniLnals that havc

alrea(iy become known to us.

For cxample, spurred barley, ivii ich is pro-

duced by an alteratioi Or (iccompoSitiQu of tilO

oanic subsiance ofthe o-rah,
r(rL

is corn pOsC(l of

an infiriityOfittle organized hodes,hke to cells.

By infusing the rain for ten or twelve hours in.

water, we find them to have a remarkable

twirling, arid a sligb1 progressi vcmotion; when.

almost dry, they cease to move, but by adding'

fresh, water their motion returns. The. same.

efllcts may be produced for months, or even.

years; insomuch that we can make these little

nmcluines act as often and as long' as we please

without dcstroyini them, or their losing any

f their power or activity. Their threads

will sometimes open, like the Glamcnts of Se-

men, and produce moving globules ; we Iny

therefore suppose them to be of the same na

ture, only more fixed and solid.

Eels, in paste made with flour, have no

other origin than the union of the organic

particles of the most cscnLial parts of the

grain : the first which appear are certainly

not produced by many others; yet, although
"

they
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they have not been engendered, they engender
others. By cutting them with the point of a

lancet, we may perceive small eels cote iron!

their bodies in great nnthbers; the body of the

animal appears to be only a sheath or bag
s'hich contains a multitude of other little

animals, which perhaps are themselves ôily

sheaths of the same kind, in which the or

ganic matter assimilates, and takes the form

of eels.

There requires a treat number of oh.etva

'ions to be made tO establish classes a9d faces

between such singular beings, whieli are at pre.

sent so little known; there are some which

may be regarded as real zoopliytes, whith

ve-getateand a the same time appear to tivir

mid move like animals. There are* sOm

that at first appear to be animals, which af-'

terwards join and form kinds of vegetables.

A little attention to the decomposition of a

grain of wheat infused in water ivill eluci

date all I have asserted. I could add more

examples, but I have related these only to

point out the varieties there are in generation.

There are certainly organized beings which

we regard as animals, but which are not en

gendered. by others of the same kind; there

are
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re some which are only a kind of machines,

whose action is limited to a cert"ill eikct, and

which can act but, once in SUCiI a CtI in IfliC,

in those in the caimr; and thCre are others, as

we have jt remarked, which we can cause to

act as Ion,-,- and as often as we please. There

arc vegetating beings which produce animated

bodies, as the filaments of the human sued

from whence the active globule's spring, and

which niovc by their own powers.. In the cor-

ruption, fermentation, or rather the decompo-

sition of animal and ve etabic substances, there

arc organized bodies which are real animals,

and can propagate their like, although they

have not been so produced. The limits of

1iese varieties are perhaps still greater than

we can imagine. M'e ma extend our ideas,

and exert every effort. 10 reduce the cflicts of

Nature to certain points, and class her prociuc

lions to certain classes, yet an infinite number

if links will always escape us,

'VOL. Hr. tu \rTFR
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CHAPTER X.

OF THE FORMATION OF THE FOETC-5.

appears to be clearly ascertained by the

experiments of Verheyen,, who in one of

them found the seed of a bull in the matrix of

a. cow ; and by those of Ruyscli, Fallopius,

Lecuwenhoek, and many others, who perceived

the male scrncii in the uterus of women, and

numberless other animals, that the seminal li

quor of the male enters by some means into the

matrix of the female. It is probable, that in

the time of copulation the orifice of time matrix

opens to receive the seminal liquor, but if that

is not the case, the active and prolific sub

stauc
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tance of this liquor, may penetrate the mcin

branes of the matrix ; for the seminal liquor

being, as we have proved, almost all compos

ed of organic molecules, which are in great

motion, and extremely minute, they may pass

across the coat of the closest rflernl)raflcS, and

penetrate those of the matrix with the greatest

facility.

What proves that the active part of this

li-quormay not only pass through the pores of

the matrix, but even penetrate its substance,

is the sudden change that immediately takes

place after conception. The menses are sup

pressed, the matrix becomes softer, swells, and

appears inflamed. All these alterations can

only happenby the action of an external cause;

by the penetration of some part of the seminal

liquor into the substance even of the matrix.

This penetration not only operates on the ex

ternal surface of the matrix, but on all the

othe'r parts of which this viscera is composed,

like that penetration by which nutrition and

expansion is produced.

We shall be easily persuaded that it is so,

when we consider that the matrix, during the

time of gestation., not only augments in bulk

but also in quantity of matter, nd that it has

C-Ir a. 2 akiud
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t kiild of lile 01 V((biUti11, which IS coniLnu,

ally ii1crcsii1 -'ill the tune of delivery ; for ii

the matrix was offly a pouch, a destined recep

tacle lo receive the seed and contain the ftus,

it wouhi (XtCfl(l and grow thin iii proportion

the 1¬BtUS iiicrcascd in size ; but in reality

flit, ImriX not only extends in proportion

the firius grows larger, but receives at ih.e

same ILme a thiciness and soiiditv. I his

anwenatioii is a real growth, like theexpan

joii ofthe body in young animals, which can

only be produced by the intiniatc penetration

of th or.'anic molecules analogous to the sub

stance of the parts : and as Ills expansion of

the matrix never happens but after imprcgna

lion, we cannot doubt its being produced by

the liquor of the male, especially as the expan

son takes place before the ftus has sufficient

bulk to dilate it.

It scorns certain, by my experiments, that

the female has a seminal liquor which com

mences to be formed in the testicles, and is

completed in the glandular bodies: this liquor

distills through the small holes, at the extre

mities of these bodies; and may, like that of

the male, enter into the iiatrix in two different

ila1u1ers, either by these holes at the cxtrenii-

ties,
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ties, or through the membraneous coat of

tie.

These- seminal I iquors are both extracs froni

all parts of the body, and in the mixture of

them there is every h10111 necessary to form a

certain number of males and faIes ; aud tim

more the animal aLo vith thi: lwior, and

the more that abounds with organ ioIccti1es,

the greater is their number of youa ; as we

have already remarked is the case with the

small animals, and diminishes in lare

But to pursue our subject with greac at-,

ention, we shall first cxaInIic tbe pathcular

formation of the human ttus, and afterwards

return to the other animals. In the human spe

cies, as e1 as in large animals, the seminal

liquors of the male and female do not contain

a great abundance of organic mo]cculcs, arid

therefore seldom proth:ce more than one at a

time : the ftus is a male, if the number of

the organic molecules of the male pre1omi

nates in the mixture, and a female if he con

trary ; and it resembles the father or the mo

flier as they happen to abound in the inixtur

of the two liquors.

I conceive, therefore, that the semiial ii..

quor of both are two matter:; cc3uah!y active.

L
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which may resemble one another, or both, lit

i1 the other parts of the body.

It seems o me that if this was well 9nder-

soo, we .1iail in a great measnre be enabled

to answer the objec ions irude to the senti-

jnents of Aristotle, and which might also be

advanced against this system. The question

is, Why each individual, male and firna.le,

does not produce of itself an animal of its owi

£cx? It must be acknowledged this question

secrils o carry weght with it ; but having re

fcCte(i a long tune on this subject I thii:k I

Luvc found an answer, and which I shall e,,ow

to explain.

It is certainly evident, from what we have

said in the prccding chapters, and the expcri

merits we have described, that reproduction is

Icled by the union of organic mohecuics rc-

t arued from each part ofthe bodyofthe anirnal,

er vegetable, into one or many common rcser

VOIrS ; and that they are the same molecules

which serve for mitriment and cxpansion ofthe

body. This appears to me to have been so

dearly proved, that I apprehend no 'scm pie can

remain as to the foundation of the theory; but

I admit there may be some reason to ask, AV hy

tach animal and vegetable does not produce its

own
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wn likeness, since each individual returns

from every part. of its body, and collects in a

common reservoir, all the organic molecules

necessary for the formation of a small Organ
ized being ? Why then is not this organized

being formed? arid why, in almost every ani

mal, is a mixture of the liquors of the two sexes

required to produce an animal ? If I contert

myself with answering, that in almost all ve-

getables, and all kinds of animals which

mul-tiplyby cutting, that it appears the design of

Nature that each individual should increase its

own species, and that we must regard, as an cx

CC1)tiOfl to this rule, the use which is made of

the sexes in other kind of animals ; it may be

said, that the exception is more universal than

the rule itself. This difficulty will be very little

weakened, if we were to say, that each indivi

dual perhaps would produce its like, if it had

proper organs, and contained the necessary

matter towards the nutriment of the embryo ;

because females have both this matter, and or

gans, arid yet do not produce either male or

!èrnale ftus without the intervention of the

male ; which intervention of sexes in all ani

mals is essential and absolutely necessary.

AIthiough the testicles and seminal vesicles of

a man, contain all the necessary UIO1CCU1CS to

vor, iii. 11 11 form
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form a male, yet the local establishment and

arrangement ofthese molecules cannotbe made,

because the effect of an union is prevented by

the continual circulation of the seed both by

absorpioii, and the action of the new organic

molecules which constantly come into this re

servoir from all parts of the body. The same

circumstances taking place with the organic

molecules of the female, is an evident reason

why neither can produce ofthemselves, because

when the seminal liquors ofthe-male and female

are mixed, they have more analogy to each

other, than with the parts of the body of the

female where the mixture is performed. By

admitting ofthis explication, it may be asked,

Why the common mode of generation in. an i

mals does not agree with it ; for, upon that

supposition, each. individual would produce

like snails, and impregnate each other, and each

individual receiving the organic molecules the

other furnished, the union would be made of

itself, and by the sole power of time affinity of

these molecules among themselves? I own, if

it was by this cause alone the organic inoIc

cules could unite it would be natural to cone

elude, that the shortest mode to perform the re

productionof animals, would be to give to one

individual
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individual both sexes. But it is quite contrary

to the general rule pursued by Nature, as this

manner ofgeneration is confined to snails, and

a small number of other animals. This answer

cannot be said to fully satisfy the question, as

it merely supposes the male does not produce,

as it cannot receive any thing from the female,

and that having besides no proper viscera to

contain and nourish the ftus.

We may also suppose that the activity of

the organic molecules, in the semen ofone mdi.

vidual, has need of being counterbalanced by

the activity or force ofthose of another indi.vi.

dual, in order to fix and bring them into a kind

of equilibrium, a state of rest highly necessary

to the formation of the animal; and that this

activity in the organic molecules can only be

counterbalanced by there being a contrary ac

tion in those which come from the male and

those proceeding from the female; so that, in

this sense, all living or vegetating beings

must have two sexes, conjointly and sepa.

rately, to produce their resenblafles. But?thi

answer is too gexerai to be entirely Iear; ne

vertheless, ifwe pay attention to all the plenou

mena, we shall find someexplanation resulting

therefrom. The mixture of those two liquors

H h 2 produce;
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produces not only a male or female ftus, but

also other organized bodies, which have a kind

of growth or expansion. The placenta, meni

branes, &c. are prod tlCC(l at the same time as

the th1us. There are, therefore, in the seminal

liquor ofthe male or female, or in the mixture

of both, not only organic molecules necessary

for the production of the fotus, but also those

which form the placenta and membranes. 'We

know not from whence these molecules come,

since there is no part of the body, either ofthe

male or female, from which they could be sent

back. From hence itseems it mustbe admitted,

that the molecules of the seminal liquors of

each, being alike active, form organized bodies

every time they can fix, by acting mutually one

on the other: that the particles employed to

form a male, will be those ofthe masculine sex,

which will fix the first, and form the sexual

parts; and that those common to both sexes

will. then fix indifferently to form the rest of

the body, and thatthe placenta alid membranes

are then formed from the superabundant par

ticles, which have not been used to form the

ftus; if, as we suppose, the fatmis is a male,

then there remains to form the placenta and

membranes, all the organic particles peculiar
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to the feminine sex which have not been em-

ployed ; and also all those of both which

shall not have entered the composition of the

ftus, and which canrot he less than one half.

So likewise, if the ftus is a female, the same

abundance will be left for the formation of the

placenta, and membranes, arid the whole ef

fects he the same, excepting it will have the

superfluity of the male, instead of that of the

female.

But, it may be said, that in that case the

placenta and membranes ought to become

another ftus, which would be a female, if the

first was a male ; and a male if the first was a

female ; for the first having consumed the or

ganic molecules of the sexual parts of only one

individual, and half those common to both,

there remains all the molecules of the sexual

parts ofthe other individual, and the other half

of those common to both. To this I answer,

that the first union of the organic molecules

prevents a second, at least, under a similar

corm; that the fetus, being the first formed,

exercises an external power, which disorders the

arrangement of the other organic molecules

prevents the formation of a second ftus, and

throws.
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throws them into a state from WhiCh the form

of the placenta and niemljranes result.

We are assured by the experiments and ob,

servatiofls We have made, that. every living

being' contains a great quantity of living and

active molecules. The life of the animal or ye

etablc appears to be only the result of all the

young lives (if that expression is permitted

me) ofeach of these active moleculc, whose life

is primitive, and appears impossible to be dc

troyed. We have found these living mole

cules in every living or vegtatiig being, and

are assured, that they are alike necessary for

nurition, and consequenUy, for the reproclL1c

tion of animals or vegetables, it is not, then.,

difficult to conceive, that a certain number of

those molecules united should compose a living

being. Each of these particles possessing ani

rnation, an assemblage of them must be en.

dowed with life, and thus these living organic

molecules, being common to all living beings,

they necessarily form any particular animal or

vegetable, according as they are arranged.

Now, this arraigcmeit absolutely depends

on the form of the individuals which furnish

those molecules. if they are furnished by an

animal,
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animal, they will arrange under the form of

,in individual like to it, exactly as they were

arranged when they served for the expansion

of the animal itself; but must w notr then

suppose that this arrangement cannot be made

either in. animals or vegetables, but by the

means of a kind of base, round which the

molecules might unite to form the ftrs?

Nov, it is plain, this basis is furnished by par

icles peculiar to the different sexes, as I shall.

explain.

\VIii1e the molecules of either sex remain

by themselves, their action produces no eRect,

because they are without any opposition from

any different kind of particles; but, when these

molecules are mixed, then there are dissimilar

parts, and those ser e for the base aiid porit

of rest to the other molecules, and fix their

activity.

In this supposition that the, organic mole

cules, which, in the mixture of the seminal

liquors of the two individuals, represent th

sexual parts of the male, can alone serve for a

base o the organic moicctdcs proceeding iroin

every part of the female, and those pciilizir

to the female sex as a base to diem which are

extracted from the male, we tight conclude'

that
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that the sexual part ofthe male infant is form.

ed of the organic molecules of the father, and

from those of the moIier, for the rest of the

body : and that, on the contrary, the female

partakes of its mother only in sex, and takes

the rest of is body from its father. Boys,

therefore, ought, excepting the of the

sex, to have a greater resemblance to their

mother than to their father, and girls more

to the father than to the mother ; but this

consequence is 110f, perhaps, confbrniable to

(xpericn cc.

By considering, under this point of view,

generation by sexes, we 5110111(1 conclude it to

be the most general mode of reproduction, as

it is in fact. Beings, whose organization is

the most comniete, as animals, whose bodies

compose a whole, winch can neither be sepa-

rated nor divided, and whose powers are

Con-centeredto one single point, can only repro

duce by this mode; because they contain only

particles which resemble each other, and -whose

union can only be made by different parti

cles, furnished by another individual. Those

-where organization is less perfect, as that of

vegetables, whose bodies may he divided and

separated without being destroyed, Can be re

prui UC(d
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pro.iuced by oilier niodes. First, because they

contain dissimilar particles; secondly, because

their forms not being so determinate and fixed

as that of animals, the particles may supply
the functions of each other, and change ac

cordtug to circumstances; as we see roots be

conic branches, and shoot out leaves when

exposed to the air, 'which causes that the ve

getable particles obtain a local establishment,

become fixed, and are enabled to multiply, by

various modes.

It will be the same with animals, whose or-

ganization. is less perfect, as the fresh water po

lypus, and others, which can reproduce by di

vision of their parts. These organized beings

are not so much a single animal, as a number

united under one common covering, as trees

are composed ofa -multiplicity of young trees.

(see Chap. ii.) Pucern ns, which engender

singly, also contain dissimilar particles, since,

after producing their young they change into

flies which do not produce at all. Snails com

municate mutually these dissimilar particles,

and afterwards they both produce. Thus, in

,a -c see that.11 known matters of generation, -vi

the requisite union of organic particles, can

only be made by the mixture of different par

vor4. iii. I i ticle
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icles, which serve as a basis capable of fixig

their motions.

If to the idea ofthe word sex, we give all the

.xtent here supposed, we shall say, that sexes

are found throughout all nature ; for then sex

svill mean only the parts which furnish the

organic particles, (li1}ereflt from the common

particles, and which in ust serve as a fixed point

for their unioi. But, enough of reasoning on

a question that can be at once resolved, by say

ing, that God having created sexes, it necessa

rily follows that animals should reproduce by

their connection. In fact, we are not made,

as I have formerly said, to give a reason for

every why. We are not in a state ofexplain

ing Nature,almost throughout her works,

makes use of sexes for the reproduction of

animals, or why sexes exist; we ought, there

fore, to content ourselves with reasoning on

what is, on things as they are, since we cannot

go beyond, by forming suppositions which

will remove us from the sphere we ought to

contain ourselves in, and to which the small

extent of our knowledge is limited.

Quitting, therefore, all doubtful conjectures,

I shall rest on facts and observations. I find,

that the reproduction of beings is formed in

many
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many different manners; but, t the same

time, I clearly perceive, that it is by the union

of the organic particles sent back from every

part of the individual, that the reproduction
of vegetables and animals are effected. I am

certain of the existence of these organic and

active molecules in the seminal liquors of male

and fcn)ale animals and seed of vegetables;

and cannot doubt but every species of repro

duction is accomplished by the union of these

organic molecules. Nor can I doubt, that in

the generation of animals, and particularly in

that ofman, that the male and lèmale particles

mix in the formation ofthe ftus, since we see

iiifantswhicli resemble both father and mother;

and wh,at confirms this conclusion is, that

those parts, common to both sexes, mix pro

miscuously ; whereas those never mix which

represent the sexual parts. For we every day

see children with eyes like the father, and the

forehead nd mouth like the mother ; but we

never find a like mixture of the sexual pars;

it never happens that they have the test Icles;

of the father, and the vagina of the mother,

for even the fact of hermaphrodites is very

1oabtful.
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In the parts of generation of the two sexes

in the human species, there is so much resem

Malice, and so singular a conformity, that we

might be inclined to think those which appear

so different externally, are at bottom the same

organs, only more or less developed ;,this was

the opinion of the ancients, and M. Dauben

'ton's ideas on this subje'ct appear to me very

ingenious.

The formation of the ftus is, then, made

by the union of the organic particles contained

in the mixture of the seminal liquor of both

sexes; this union produces the local

establish-mentof time particles, which determines them

to arrange themselves as they were in the indi-

viduals which furnished them; insomu cli, that

the molecules, which proceed from the head,

cannot, by virtue of these laws, place them

selves in the legs, or any other part of the

fwtus. All these molecules must be in motion

-when they unite, and in a motion which must

cause them to lend to a kind of centre, about

which time union is made. This centre, or

fixed point, which is necessary to the union

of tile moleculcs, and which, by its reaction

id inertia, fixes the activity, and destroys

Ihe
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the motion, is, probably, the first assemblage

ofthe molecules which proceed from the sexual

parts of the other individual ; they must ar

range under the form of an organized body
wlneh will not be another fetus, for the rea

sons we have before given.
On the whole, I conceive there are organic

particles of the sexual parts, which serve as a

fixed point, or a centre of union, around which

aH theother parts t hat form the. embr o collect.l Y

I speak of it only as probable; but as they are

the only particles which differ, I have thought

it more natural to imagine, that it is around

these different particles the union is formed

than those which are common to both sexes.

\\Te have before observed, that those who

have imagined the heart was the first formed,

are deceived: those who say it is the blood, are

no less so. All is formed at the same time. If

we only consult observation, the chicken is seeii

in the egg before it has been sat upon; We per

ceive the spine of the back and the head and

at the same time, the appendages which form

the placenta. 1 have opened a great nI]nlber o

eggs,

in this, as in some other places, our author has gone
Into a diffuse repetition which we have considered unne

cessary and therefore avoid.
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eggs, before and after incubation; and I an

convinced, by my sight, that the chicken exists

entirely in the middle of the cicatrice, -the mo..

jicnt it comes from the body of the lieu. The

heat, cornuiuuiicatcd to it by incubation, only

expands the parts by setting the liquors in in

tion; but it is not possible to determine which

tarts of the ftus are fixed in the instant of

formation.

I have always said, that the organic mole

cules were fixed, and that their uniting was

caused only by their loss of mo ion. This ap

pears to me certain: for, if we separately exa

mine the seminal liquor of the male and female

sve shall see an infinity of small bodies in great

motion, but being mixed, their motion is in

santly suspended, and heat is necessary to re

new their activity; for the chicken'which exists

in the centre of the cicatrice is without any

motion before incubation; and even t%enty

Ibur hours after, when it begins to become per

ceptiblewith a microscope, there is not the least

appearance of motion then, nor even the day

following. During the first day it is only a

small white mucilaginous mass, which is of a

consistence on the second, and insensibly in

creases, but whose motion is very slow, arid

does
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does not a all resemble that of the organic par

ticles which move rapidly in the seminal liquor.

Besides, I have reason to say, that this motion

of the organic molecules is absolutely destroy

ed ; for if we keep an egg without exposing it

to a degree of heat necessary 10 expand the

chicken, the embryo, although formed entirely,

will remain without any motion ; and the or

ganic molecules of which it is composed, wilt

remain fixed without being able to give motion

and life to the embryo which has been formed

by their union. Thus, after the mo ion of the

organic molecules has been destroyed, after the

union of these molecules, necessary to form an

animal body, there is still an external agent

required to animate and give it life and inot ion;

and this agent is heat, which, by rarctying the

liquors, obliges them to circulate and put also

every organ in action, which afterwards do n

more than develope and grow, provided that

this external heat continues to assist them in

their functions.

Before the action of this external heat, not

the least appearance of blood is to be seen; and

it is not till twenty-four hours after, that -I have

perceived any change in the colour of the

ves-sels.The blood first appears in the pkceta,

1 'which.
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which communicales with the bodyofthe chick

en: but thisblood seemsto lose its colouras itap

proaclics thebody ofthe animal; forthe chicken

is entirely while, and we with difficulty disco

ver in the first, second, and third days after in

cubation, a few small sanguinary points which

are close to the body of the animal, but which

seem not to make part of it, although it is these

sanguinary points which afterwards form the

heart. Thus, the formation of the blood is a

change occasioned in the liquors by the mo

tion heat communicates to them, and this

blood is formed even out of the body of the

animal, the whole substance of which is (lien

only a kind ofmucilage, or thick jelly.

The ftus, as well as the placenta, derives

the necessary nutriment for expansion, by a

kind of absorption, and they assimilate, the or.

ganic parts of the liquor in which they float

for the placenta cannot be said to nourish the

animal, no more th?n the animal nourishes the

placenta; since, if the one nourished the other,

the first would soon appear to diminish, while

the other increased, whereas both increase to-

gE t5betber. I have indeed observed in cogs, that

the placenta at first increases much more in

proportion than the ftus, and therefore it may

nourish
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nourisli the animal, or ratherconvey the un

trirnent to it, by intussusception.

What we have just said concerning the

chicken, is easily applied to the human tus,

which is formed by the union of the organic

tholecules of the two sexes. The membranes,

and placenta, are formed from the superabumb

ance of the particles which have entered into

the composition of the embryo.: which is then

inclosed in a double membrane, where there is

also a quantity of liquor, which is,.pethaps, tit

first, but a portiOn of the semen of the fhther

and the mother; and as the ftus dccs not quit

the matrix, it cnjQys, from the insarit -even of

its formal ion, an external hcat necessary for it

expansion; this heat communicates a motion

to liquors, and sets the organs in play, and

blood is formed in the placenta, and in the

body of the embryo, by the rnotiou:occasioned

by this heat. It may be even said, that the

ibrmation of the blood ofthe infant is as jude

pendent of the mother, as that which passes

into the egg, is of the hen which hatches it.,

-or of the overt which heats it.

It is certain, that the ftus, placenta, and

membranes, grow by intus-susception for, in

the earliest days.ofconccptioi, thepouch,whick

VOL I-IL k k contains
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contains the whole product of generation, is

not adherent to the matrix. De Graaf, in Iii*

experiments on doe rabbits, made these glo

bules, wherein the whole business ofgeneration.

lies, move about in t.ie matrix. Thus, in the

first stages, they increase and grow by drawing

nutriment from the liquors which bathe the

matrix, to which they are afterwards attached

by a mucilage, in which small vessels are form

ed with time, as we shall hereafter explain.

But, not to quit the subject, let us return to

the immediate formation ofthe ftus, on which

there are many remarks to be made, both as to

its situation) and tlie.difièrent circumstances

which may prevent or stop its formation.

In the human specie, the seed of the male

enters into the matrix, the cavity of which is

considerable; and when it neets with a suffici

ent quantity of female semen, a mixture of time

organic particles succeed, and the formation of

the fetus ensues : the whole, perhaps, is (lone

instantaneously, especially if the liquors are

both in an active and flour"shirig state. Time

place 'where the ftus is formed, is the cavity

of the matrix, because the seed of the male can

enter there more easily than into the trunks;

tud as this viscera has but one small orifice,

whic1,
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which is always shut, excepting when the ar

dour oflove causes it to open, the materials of

generation remain there with safety, and scarce

ly-ever reissue but by rare and unfrequent cir

cumstances: but as the liquor of the male

sprinkles the vagina, before it penetrates the

matrix, by the activity ofthe organic molecules

which compose it, it may go farther into the

trunks, and, perhaps, into the ovarium. As

the liquor of the female has already its perfec

tion in the glandular bodies of the testicles,

from which it flows and moistens' the trunks

and other parts before it descends into the rna

trix, and as it may issue out of the vacuities left

around the neck ofthe matrix, it is not impos

sible, that the mixture of the two liquors may

be made in all these different places. 'It is,

therefore, probable that ft uses are often form

ed in the vagina, but which fall out as soon as

they re formed, because there is nothing to

retain (hem. It may also sometimes happen,

that fetuses are formed in the trunks; but this

case is very rare, and cannot happen but when

the seminal liquor ofth male enters the matrix

in great plenty.

The collection of anatomical observations

makes ine,itionfcetuses not only being found

Kk2 in
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m the trunks, but also in the testicles. ln tile

Ijistory ofthe Old Academy of Sciences, (vol.

I" plige 91.) we mcci with an observation on

this subject. M. 'fhcroude, a surgeon at Paris,

sliewcd the academy an unformed mass, which

he fiind iii the-right testicle of a girl of

eigh-teenyears of age. In it were two open slits, fur

nished with hairlike two eyelids, above which

'Was a kind of forehead, vith a black line in

stead of eyebrows; immediately over, that were

many hairs matted together in two separate
Th,es, one of whieh was seven, and the other,

three inches long; under the great angle ofthe

Ce,, two of fliegrindi i) (r teeth appeared toshoot.Y Z3

hard, thick,and white; they had their prongs,

and a third tooth thicker than, the rest above.

them. There appeared likewise other teeth at

diflerent distances from each other :. two be--

twccni these, of the-canine-nature, issued from

an opening where thecar is placed. Iii the same

volume, page 144, it is related,. (hat M. Mery

found, in the testicle of a woman who had con.'

ceived, a bone of the upper jaw, with many

teeth therein, so perfect that some appeared lo

be of more than tell years growth. M'Tc find, its,

the Journal de jIjcd,ciie, for January 1(383,

published by the Abbé de la oque, the his-

1:1 tur
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tory of a lady who died with the ninth child,

which was formed in or near one ofthe testicles,

which is not very clearly explained. Theftus"

was about an inch in size, completely formed)

and the sex easily to be distinguished. We also

find, in the Philosophical Transactions, some.

observations on the tstkles of women, wherein

teeth hair, and bones,. have been found.. flail

These circumstances are true, we must suppose,

that the seminal liquor of the male sometimes

ascends, although very seldom, to the testicles

of the female. Yet, notwithstanding all this, I

have some difficulty to believe it; first, because

the circumstances, which appear to prove it,.

are extremely rare: secondly, because aperfiect

fuus has never been seen iii the testicles but

by M. Littrc, who seems to relate it. in a very

SUSiC1OUS manner : thirdly, because it is not

impossible, that the seminal liquor ofthefcinale

alone may. produce organized masses, as moles,.

hair, bQnes, flesh, and, in short, because ifwe

give credit to anatoinits, 1tuses may be

forrneu in the testicles of mcii, as well as in.

those of women.: for we find, in the history of

the Royal Academy, vol. ii. p. 298, an ob

servation ofa surgeon, who says, he discovered

in the. scrotwn of a mau, the figure of a child'

iI1ose(
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in closed in his membranes: and that the head,

feet, ('eS, bones, and cartilages, were distin

guishable. If all these observations were equal

ly true, we must necessarily adopt one of these

two hypotheses, either that the seminal liquor,

of each. sex, cannot produce any t.!iin2' without

being mixed with that'oñhc other sex, or that

either of them can produce irregular masses of

itself. By keeping to the first, we should be

obliged to admit, to explain in all the circum

stances we have related, that the liquor of the

male sometimes ascends o the testicle, and, by

mixing with the seminal liquor of the female,

iorius organized bodies ; and so may also the

female fluid, by beino' plentiful in The vagina,n (13

penetrate, dtiring the time of copulation; mt

the scrotum of the male, nearly as the venereal

virus often reaches that part; and that in this

case, an organized body may, be found in the

scrotum, by the mixture of the male and íè-

male fluids ; or, if se admit the other hypo

thesis, which appears to be the most probable,

and suppose, that the seminal liquor of each

individual may produce organized masses,

then we inay be able to say, that all these bony,

fleshy, and hairy pro1uctions, sometimes

found in the testicles of fma.ics, and in the

scro( UILi
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scrotuni of males, may derive their origin from

the liquor of I he mdivdaai in which they are

found. But efloUrlI of observations upon facts

which appear lobe as luLc(rtain as inexplicable,

for I ain in uch inclined to believe, that, in

certain circumstances, the. seminal liquor of

each individual may produce something alone

and of itself, and that young girls might form

moles without any communication with the

male, as hensform eggs without having receiv

ed the cock. I iiiight Support this opinion

with observations which appear to inc as cre

dible as those I have quoted. M. de la Saone,

physician. and anatomist of the Academy of

Sciences, published a memoir on this subject,

in which lie asserts,that religious riuns,thou.gh

strictly cloistered, had formed moles. Why

should that be impossible, since hens form.

eggs without conimniuncation with the cock ?

and in the c,icatrice of these eggs we perceive a

mole, with appendages, instead of a chicken?

The analogy appears to me to have sufficient

power for its, at least to doubt, or suspend our

determination. Be this as it will, it is certain

that the mixture of the two liquors are -re

quired to form a fatus, and that this mixture

cannot come to any effect but. when it is in flue

matrix,
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lnatr, whrre the anatomists have sonwtnnes

round 1uses ; and it is natural to imagine.

that hose which have been found out of the

matrix, and in the cavity of the abdomeii,

have escaped by the extremity of the trunks,

or by SOIT1( accidetal O)Cfl111g, and that they

iievcr fall from the testicles into the abdomen,.

flecanse it is almost an impossibility that the

seminal liq?mr of The male can ascend so high.

Leeu'wcnhoek has computed the motion of

these pretended spermatic animals to be four

or live inches in forty minutes, which would

he more than sufficient for the, animalcules

to traverse from the vagina into the matrix,

from the matrix into the trunks, and from

the trunks into the testicles, in an hour or

twa, provided all the liquor had that motion.

But how is this to he conceived') that the or

aniC molecules, whose motion ceases as soon

its the liquid fails, can arrive as far as the tes

ticles, unless brought there by the liquor in

which they swim? rUllis progressive motion

cannot be given by the orgaNic molecules to

the liquor which it contains, therefore, what-

ever activity these molecules may be Supposed

o have, we cannot see how they can arrive a

e testicles, and form a ftus there, unless the

liquor
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liquor itself was pumped up and attracted thi

ther, a supposition not only gratuitous but

VCfl igainst all human probability.
The doubts which this supposition gives rise

to, confirm the opinion that the male fluid pe

hetrafes the matrix, and enters therein by the

orifice, or across the membraneons coat of the

viscera. The female fluid may also enter

into tile matrix, either by the opening at the

upper extremity of the trunks, or across the

s!Jn even of the trunks and matrix. M. d

\:\ICirl)rCch1, an aI)!e anatomist of Petersburg,

confirms this opinion :-I'- Res omni aticu

tionc dignissiina (says lie) oblata mild est. in

utero femina alicujus a me (lissCCtW; erat

uterus ea ma.gnituduie qua esse solet in vir

girmibus, tmllMrque amba apcrta quidern ad in

gressum uteri, ita tit ex hoc in illas cum spe

cub facile posseni transire ac flatum injicere,

scd in turbarum extremo itulla dabatur apcr

tura, nullus aditus ; fiinbriaruiu enim ne ves-

t(rltini quidem aderat, sed loco illartun bulbus

aliquis pyriformis materia subalbida fluida

turgens, in cujus rnedio fibra plana nervea,

cicatric u1a anmu1a, apparebat, quai sub liga-i

mentuli specie usque ad ovarli iiivolucra

protendebatur.

yoi iii. L I Dice.
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" Dices, eadem a Regriero (IC Graaf jam

oim notata. Equidein non necraverim ill us 4' rein

hunc prosectorem in libro suo de organis mu

iieribus non modo Simliern tubam de1ineasse,

rTabuia xix, fig. 3, scd & Inonuisse, tubas

quarnvis secunduin ordiriariarn natur dispo

sitionem in extrernitate sua notabilern semper

coarctationcm habeant, prater naturam tamen

aliquando claudi;' veruin cnimvero curn non

merninerit auctor an Id in ut.raquc tuba ita

deprehenderit ; an in virgire; an status iste

J)rternafl1 rails stcrilitatem iriducat : an vero

conceptio nihulominus ficri possit; an a prind

ci1novitata1isstrucLura suam originemducat;

ive an tracti.i tempora ita degenerare tuba

possint; facile perspicirnus mulia iiobisrelicta

esse problemata quz, utcurnque soluta, mu1

turn negof ii facessant in exemplo nostro. Erat

enirn hac fernina maritata, viginti qwtuor

annos nata, qia fihum pepererat quern vidi

lpsP, octo jam annos naturn. Dic-igitur tubas

ab incunabulis clausas sterilitatem inducere:

quare hac no, tra fernina peperit? Dic conce

pisse tubis clausis ; quornodQ ovulum ingredi

tubam potuit? Dic coaluisse tubas post par

turn: quornodo id nosti? Quomodo adeo

evanescere in utroque latcrc funbria possunt,

tanquailL
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tarquam nunquam adfuissent? Si quidem ex

ovario ad tubas alia daretur via, prter illarum

orific ium, uriico gressu oinnes superatentur

dfficultates; sed fictiones intellecturn quidein
adjnvant, rei veritatem non demonstrant; pra
stat igitur ignoratiorern fateri, quatn specula-

tionibus md ulgere." The difficulties which

occurred to this able authorare insurmountable

in the tgg system, but which disappear in our

explanation. This observation seems only to

prove what we have observed, that the seminal

liquor of both male and female may penetrate

the coat of the matrix, and enter across the

pores of the membranes ; to be assured of it,

it is only necessary to pay attention to the al

teration that the seminal liquor of the male

causes to the viscera. and to the kind of vege

tatioii or expansion that it causes there. Be

sides, the liquor which. issues by the vacuities

of Dc Graaf, being of the same nature as the

liquor of the glandular bodies, it is very evi

dent that this liquor comes from the testicles,

and yet there is no vessel through which it can

pass ; consequently we must conclude, that it

penetrates the spongy coat of all these parts,

L12 and

Vide Cornment Acad. Petropol coi. IV. pe C61

and ?62.
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and that. ft not only enters the matrix, butt,

even can issue out when these parts arc in,

jrfltI1iOn.

But even should we refuse this id(t of pe

nctration, WQ cannot deity that the liquor of the

female, which flows from the glandular bodies

ofthe testicles, may enter b the peuing at Ilie

extremity of the trunk, as that ofthe male (hoes

by the orifice of the viscera ; and that conse

quently these twoliquors may mix ofthemselves.

in this cavity, and ibrin there the fotus in (lie

iun nr we have explained.

('uAryER IN,

(1 TI11 EXLN IoN, GRO\V'1'1 N 1) I)ELIVFRY OF
'Till 1(1'l'US, C.

[N
the expansion of the fetus, two different

degrees of growth make diilerCiit kinds of

expansion. The first, which succeeds imme-

diately after the fmutioii of the 1tus, is

ii ot
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"4 l)r0P0rt1or1a1lc in all the parts of wli jelL i

LS Composed. The more (lista itt it is from I he

formation, the more proportion are its parts,
and it is only after it has quilted I he wonib o

s mother that the growl ii of the p: rs i

laiLde in nearly an equal manner. ft. rnu

not be iIfla!'i,1e(l that the fiurc of the ftvins,

at the 1uOIlC1Jt of tornatioii, is absolutely like

that of a:i adult. It is certain that the embryo

('011 .RhI1S every part Which must compose a

11"111.1 but they di L1ir in their s ucccsiye cx

pariSion.

I ii an organized hod)-, as that of an animal,

we II1RV suppose partssome are more essential

than others, and though some may be useless

or superfluous, there are sonic on which the

rest seem to depend for their expanswa and

disposition. We must consider sonic as f'unda

ineitial park, without which the animal cannot

cxist, and vhic1i are more accessory and ei

teruial, arid appear to derive their origin from

the first, and \vhicll seem to be formed as

much for time ornament, symmetry, and exter

nal pcrfictio:i of the animal, as for 1 lie ne

cessity of its existence, and the exercise of 11ji:

sseiitial functions of lil. These (',vo hinds

oi' difhrent parts e.xpad SUCCessiVely, a;d are

almost
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almost equally apparent when the fetus quits

the womb; but there are others which Nature

seems to keep in reserve, as the teeth, which

do riot appear for some time, and also the

glandular bodies in the testicles of females, the

beards of males, &c. which do not shew thcnlb

selves till the age of puberty.

in order to discover the fundamental and

cssential parts ofan animal body, we must pay

atténtiou to the number, sitUation, -mid nahire

of the whole; those which are simple, t1ioe

whose position is invariable, and those without

vhicli the animal Cannot exist, will be III(,,

essential parts ; those, on the contrary, w'h LC1L

are double, or in a greater nunibcr, those whose

size and position vary, and those shich may be

retrenched from the animal without (lest roving

)i even doing it an injury, may be looked

upon as less necessary, and more accessory, to

the animal machine. Aristotle has said that

the only parts essential to animals were tliusc

with which they take their nutriment, and

throw out the superfluous parts of it from the

body. From the mouth to the arms are simple

parts, which no other can supply. The head

and spine of the hack are also simple parts,

whose position is invariable. The spine ofthe

i)11t('IC
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back serves for a foundation to the fabric of

the body ; and it is from the marrow which it

contains that the motion and action of most

ofthe members and organs 1))0CCed; it is also

this part which appears one of the first in the

embryo. Now these simple parts which appear
the first are all essential to the existence and

form of the animal. There are many more

double than simple parts in the body ofan ani

mal, and seem to be produced on each side of

the simple parts by a kind of vegetation; for

these double parts are similar in form, and dif-

ferent in position. The left hand exactly

re-semblesthe right, because it is composed ofthe

same number of parts; nevertheless, if it was

placed in the situation of the right, ie could

not make use of it for the same purposes, and

should have reason to regard it as a very dif

ferent member. It is the same with respect o

the other double parts ; they are similar as to

form, and different, as to the position which i

connected to the body of the animal ; and by

supposing a line to divide the body into two

equal parts, the position of all the similar parts

would refer to this line as a centre.

The spinal marrow, and the verehr which

contains it) appear to be the real axis, to which

4 ve
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w must refer l1 the double pirts of the aj

niil for they seem t) (ICEIVO their oriffin, and

to be oalv symmetrical 1)rtn'es iu I n from

this trunk or common base br ve see the ribs;

Shoot out on Ceh Side o[ time vcrtcJ)re in the

you g climekemi as the young branches shunt

out ironi the piiii.ciat branch of, a lice. iii

all embryos the middle ot the head and verb

brie ap4ca r o 1c ihe first funned : a i crvard

-1%e See on. the two Sides of a VCSIC1O svh ich

urin' 1!it iI i(1(IIC Oft he iICa(I tWO ol imer \ClC

w1i ich appear to I1fCCCCI from the first.

ttvo vesicles contain t1 eves and the other

Ott1)lC parts o the bead ; o likew ie we

ecive little tubercles shoot out in CC] al numn

bers from each side of I he \Tcrtebr, which cx

2(j( by (1eo'rcs and form the ribs and ol he

double parts of the trunk. Oii the sidle of this

rtiuk heady form(.-1 as time COnChLOn, ihe

i(rel-Is and arms appear. iist exp:musIou is

very (IlfiereuL from that which is mnade after-

wards ; it is the production of' parts which ap

car for time first tune ; that WiliChi ncceeUs i

oniy a growth of all the parts already created

This vmmetricai order of all tile dotibl(

~parisfoundineveryanimal,thereularifyof

Lheir ?o: 1ie cCjUil iy ()f thcr ciiou

a! I
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and growth, and the perfect resemblance be

tween them, seem to indicate that they derive

their origin from the simple parts; that there

must reside in these simple parts a powerwhich

acs equally on each side, or, which answers

the same meaning, they are the fixed points

against which the power thai produces the ex

pansion of the double parts is exercised That

the power which acts on the tight is equal1e1

by that of the left side, and consequently they
are counterbalanced by this re-action-.,

From hence we may infer, that if there i

any defect or excess in the matter which. is to

serve for the formtion of the double parts, a

the powers which impel them on each side are

equal, the c1efet or excess must be formed

the same both on the right and left, for ex

ample, if, from a dcfict of matter', a man has

but two lingers instead of five on the right

hand, he will have but:two on the left hand; or

if, by an excess of matter, he has six fingers

on one hand, he will have six on the other; or

if the matter be vitiated, and causes ati aItera

lion in the right part, it will be the same on

the left. This fact is very often seen. Most

monsters are made with -symmetry ; the dis

arrangement of the parts of monsters appears

VOL. III, M in
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to be m?dewitl1 order:.Na1ire, therefore,-;cc'

iji.hcr errors, mistakes as, little as possible.

Tim i 1iirruoiiy of posiiOnLn,the double parts

of amiunais is1und also in vegetables; branch-q,,

Shoot out from buds on every side;. the veins

in the leaves are-equally disposed as to the prinm

cipal vein ; and although symmetrical order

appears1o be less exact in vegetables than. iii

animals, it js1omly because it is more varied,

and it limits are more extended, and loss pre

cise; but we may nevertheless easily discover

this orc and distinguish time simple and

es-sentialpas from those which. are double, and

the latter.w iinist.regtrd as having taken their

origin from, the former. -We shall more fully,

discuss this point, as far as Telates to vcgcta

bles, when.- e come to treat of them.

It -is not possible to determine under. what

form the 1-double" parts 'exist. before expansion

nor in what manner they are folded, nor what

figure results from their position by connec-

tion with the simple pars Tire body of the

animal, in time instant of formation, certainly

contains every part hich is to 'compose it;

but the relative position ofthese parts must be

very difièrent then from: what it becomes after.

ward. 1t is the same with, vegetables, for if

we
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we observe tile e'xpansion of a young leaf,

ha1l perceive 't bat it is folded on'both sides the

principal vein, and that its figure (foes not re

SCflI1)lC at fliat'tirne what it af(cnvards assumes.

When we amuse mrselyes by f0l(1ifli paper
o fin-ni crowns, boats, &c. the diffi-rent folds

0fd paperseenn ti-) have no resembfi-mcb to tilehe

form which must result by the unfolding ; we

only see that these folds arc always made in an

uniform order,arid exactly the same on one side

as that we have made on the other.; but it

would he a probleni J)eyoiid known gro in et ry,

to determine the figures which may result from

all the unfold ings ofa Certain given number o{

folds. All what immediately relacs to the

position, is beyond our rnatheinat ical sciences.

This art, wIiLcli Leibnifz Calls JhI(IIjJs?s Situs,

is not yet found out ; though the art, which

would shew us tir connections that result froili

tile




position of things, would pcrhlaf)s be more

useful than that which has ouy bulk for its

object, for we have ofica more need to know

tile form than the matter.

In the unfo'd i ng of Nature's productions,

not only the folded parts take new psitions,

Nit they acquire, at bite same time, extent and

Solidity. Siice:we cannot blnrcforc deter-

4' M in 2 ruins
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mine the result of the simple unfolding of a

folded form, in which, as in a piece of folded

paper, there is but one change of position be

tween the parts, without any augmentation or

diminution of the bulk or mass of the matter,

how is it possible for us to judge ofthe complex

unfolding of the body of an animal, in which

not only the relative position of the parts, but

also their mass ofmatter, undergoes considerable

changes We cannot, therefore, reason upon

this subject, but by drawing some inductions

from the examination of the things at the dif

ferent periods oftheir unfolding, and by assist

ing ourselves with the observations that we

have had the opportunity to make,

It is true we see the chick in the egg before

incubation; it floats in a transparent liquor,

contained in a small purse, formed by a very

line membrane in the centre of the cicatrice;

but this chick is then only a particle of inaui

mate matter, in which we cannot discern any

organization, nor any determined figurc We

judge by the external form that one of tile ex.?

tremities is the head, and the rest to be the

pine of the back. It appears that this is the

first product of fecundation resulting from the

pitire of the seed of the male and.female;

nevertheless,
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nevertheless, before asserting this as a fact,

there are many things should be considered.

W lien the lien has cohabited with the cock for

a few days, and afterwards separated from him,

the eggs she produces for a month after sepa
ration are as fertile as those she produced dur

ing the time of cohabitation with the male, and

uufbld at the same time; they only require

twenty-one days sitting, and the embryo of the

one will be as forward and as completely form

ed as that of the other. From hence we might

think, that this form, under which the chick

at first appears to us in the egg, does not im

mediately proceed from a mixture of the two

liquors,but that it existed inother forms during

the time the egg remained in the body of the

mother; for the embryo in the form we see it

before incubation, requires only heat to unfold

and bring it forth. Now, if it had this form

twenty days, or a month before, when the egg

was first fecundated, why was it not hatched

by the internal heat of tI'e hen? and why is not

the chicken perfectly formed in those eggs

which are fecundated twenty-one days before

the hen lays them?

This difficulty is not so great as it appears ;

for we must conceive, that in the time of the

1 cock's
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cocks coliabrtatiou with the lien, each egg

receives in its cicatrice, wherein the fiiiaIc

liquor is contained, a small portion ofthe semeii

,)f the male. The egg attached to the ovary

is in oviparous females, what the gland ular

substance is in the testicles of viviparous f(,,--

males. r1110 cicaricc of the egg corresponds

with the glandular bodies in which the SC1lIiIHLl

liquor of the lemale resides ; that of the male

penetrates and mixes there with it; from this

mixture, the for.-nation of I lie embryo instantly

results. The first egg which the hen lays after

coition is fccundali'd, and capable of pmdu.

Ling' a chicken; (hose which she lays after

-wards were ficundatcd at the same instant;

but as there is still wanting essential parts to

this egg, the production of which is uidc

pcnden of the seed of the male, as the white,

membranes, and shell, the young' embryo con

(ainc(i in the cicalr!cc C)fl!1Ot unfold in this

imperfect e!r.r, all llt assisted by the intena I

heat of t ho mother. L fl'IUiI IflS thlCrCIOrC, iii

the cicat rice in the state in which it was form

ed, until the egg has acquired all the pa ris ne

cessary to the gmV Ii anu nourishment o he

chicken-. and it is not till the egg has attained

its perfection that the embryo begins to unfold

nhis
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this unfolding is performed by the external heat

of incubation; but it is certain, if the egg could

be confined within the body of the lien for

2 1 days after it was completely formed, the

chicken would be produced, unless the internal

heat of the, hen should prove too powerful.,: for

the degrees ofbeat necessary to hatch ebickens
are not very extended, and the least defector

excess is eqllyprejudicial to their:unfold.ing.

The last ego-she hen lays, containing the same

as the first, proves nothing more than that the

C(rgr must acquire entire perfection before the

cnibryo'can unfold itself; and for want of the

heat necessary, to this unfolding, eggs may be.

kept a :cøns.iderablc time before incubation,

withoutprevcitting.the produce ofthe chickens

they contaiu.

It appears, therefore, that the state of the

embryo, wlin the egg is laid by the hen, is the

first state witich succeeds fecundat ion;, that the

form under which we see it is the first form

resulting from the jut irnale mixture, -and fonr

the 1)emtti0fl of the two. seminal liquors

and consequenIy by following, a Malighius

has done, this unfolding Iro,n hour to hour, we

discover all that is possible to be known, unies,

we could see tiie twq liquors mix before our.

cye.,
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eyes, and how the first arrangement of the par

tides are made, which produces the first forr

of the embryo.

if we reflect on this fecundation (which is

made at the same time) of these eggs, shici

are laid successively, and a long tiiñe after each

other, we shall find new arguments against

the existence of eggs in viviparous animals;

for f the females of viviparous animals, or if

women contained eggs, like hens, why are

there not many fecund at the same time? why,

are not some of them produced in nine months,

and others at distant periods ? and when wo

men have two or three children,, why' do they

all come into the world at one time? If

these fcctuscs were produced by the means of

eggs, would not they come successively, ac

cording as the eggs come to perfection, after

the time of impregnation? And would hot

super-ftation be as frequent as they now are

scarce, or as natural as they appear to be-ac-

C*dental ?

We cannot follow the unfolding of the

fetus in the matrix as we pursue that of the

chick in the egg; the opportuniticsofoberv

ing it are few, and we can only know what

auatomists, surgeons, and midwives have

written
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tvrittCn thereon. It is by collecting all their

particular observations, and by comparing

their remarks and their descriptions, that we

have made the following abridged history of

the human ftus.

There is a great appearance that, imme

diately after the mixture of the two seminal

liquors, the whole materials of genetation exist

in the matrix under the form of a globe; since

we know, by anatomists, that three or four

days after cmiception there is a small oval ball

in the matrix, this ball is formed by an ex

tremely fine membrane, which incloses a 1im

pid liquor like the white of an egg. We can

then perceive some small united fibres in this

liquor, v1iic1i are the first outlines ofthe ftUSe

A network of fine fibres collects on the surface

of the ball, which extends from one of the ex

tremities to the middle. These are the first

vestiges ofthe placenta.

Seven days after conception we may distin

guish, by the naked eye, the first lineaments of

the ftüs, as yet unformed; being only a mass

of transparent jeUy, which has acquired some

small degree of solidity; the head and trunk are

easily discernible, because this mass is of am

oblong form, and the trunk is more delicate

VOL. Ill. N n and
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and somcwhatlonger. Sonic small fibres, in

form.of a plume of fiatliers, spring from the

body of the ttus, and which 1urntowards

di mcnlbrdne in which it is included; these

)rcs are to form the umbilical cord.

Fifteen days aller conception, the head; and

the most apparent features of the face, are dis

ingiiihable; the nose resembles a small pro

minent and perpendicular thread affixed to a

flue, which indicates the division of the lips.

Two smJl bkick points are in the places of

the eyes' and two little holes in those of the

as; the body of the foetus has also received

some growth. Oii each side Of the upper and

inferior parts of the trunk, little protuberances

'ip pear, which are the first outlities ofthe arms

and legs.

Eight days after, that is in three weeks, the

body of the fcetus has. only increased about a

line; bitt the arms and legs, the hands and feet,

are apparent; the growth of the arms is more

quick than that of the legs, and the fihlger9

;eparate sooner titan the foes. At this time

internal organization begins to be discernible;

the bones appear like small threads as fine as

hairs; the ribs are disposed regularly from the

two sides of the back. bone; and as well as the

arms,
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atrns, legs, fingers, and toes, are represented

by very small threads.

At a month the foetus is more than an inch

long; it naturaBy takes a curved posture, in the

middle of the liquor which Surrounds it, and

the inembranes which coiitaiu the whole are

increaeel in extent aid! thickness; the mass

oval, and it is then about an inch and an halt'

in its greatest, and an inch and a. quarter the

smallest diameter. The human igure is no

longer equivocal, every part of the fitcc is

already discernible; the body is fashioned, the

thighs and belly are seen, the limbs fonned,

the toes and fingers divided, the skin, thin and

transparent, the viscera marked by fibres, the

vessels as fine as threads, and the membranes

extremely delicate, the bones are as yet soft,

and have only taken solidity in some few parts;

the vessels which compose the umbilical cord,

are as yet in a straight line by the side of each

other; now the placenta only occupies a third

of the whole mass ; whereas in the beginning

it occupied the half. It appears, therefore, that

its growt1, in superficial extent, has not been

so great as that of the 1etus, and the rest

of the mass ; but it has increased much more

iu solidity ; its thickness has become greater

" Nu2
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in proportion than the membranes of tile f(pqusf
both of which are now easily distinguished.

According to Hippocrates, the male ftns

is developed sooner than the female. He says
all parts of the body in the first are apparent,
in thirty, whereas thc latter are not so till the

expiration of forty-two days.

In six weeks the ftus is pearly two inches

long; the human figure begins to be more per

fect; the head is only larger in proportion than

the other parts of the body; the motion ofthe

heart is perceived about this time. It has been

seen to beat in a ftns of sixty days, a long

while after it had been taken out of the womb

of its mother.

In two months the ftus is more than two

inches long; the ossification is discernible as

far as the middle of the arm, thigh, and leg,

and in the point of tle lower jaw, which is

then very forward before. the upper. These,

however, are only ossified points; but by the

effect of a more read expansion,the clavicles

are wholly ossified. The umbilical cord i

formed, and the vessels which compose it ,begin

to twist nearly like threads which compose a

Tope; but th is card is still very short in cqrn

parison of what it becomes hereafter.




In
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In three months the fctus is nearly three

chcs long, and weighs about iliree ounces.

Hippocrates says, that it is at liis time the

motion of the mate ftus begins to be felt by
its mother ; but that those of the female are

not felt till after the fourth ; there are women

ivho affirm they have felt the motions of the

child at the beginning of the second month.

It is very difficult, to be certain on this subject,
the sensations excited by the first motions of

the itus depending, perhaps iriore on the scu

ibUitv of the mother than the strength of tlie

ehuld.

Four months after conception the length of

the ftus is six or seven. inches; every part of

its body is so greatly augmented as to be per

fectly distinguished from each other ; even the

nails appear on the fingers and toes. The

testicles of the males are shut up in the belly

above the kidneys ; the stomach is filled with

onie'yhtat of a thick humour, like that which

incloses the amnios. We fii&i a milky fluid

in the little vessels, and in the large ones a

black liquid matter. There is a little bile in

the gall, and some urine iii the bladder. As

the ftus floats freely in the liquid which sur

rounds it, there is always a SCC between the

body and membranes in which it is contained.

These
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'iliese coverings grow at first more than the

fitus ; but after a certain time it is quito, tile

contrary. BI-fore the cud of the third month

1;
1
1c. bread i. bent. 1,61-ward, the chin rests on the

Lrst, i h knees are liii ed lip, the legs be




lit

Ell (,I ii -X0 !Js upon the t ii ighs (sometimes the

'e%S 11 IT so hfgh as almost. to touch the jaws),

die (1Yi1S 0:V 'ierilJy.tolded across the Lrc"I'St

one of ti iais, and otten bout touch the

la C jw I. fk Vi1ds takes dUl'- lit

as it acquir:s sti'eiigt it. 'x pe

:ciced 11110 \ tves have pretended to be er

Lain tit it 'hnl2.'Cs much oflcner than is

Ii1()U hmmo and vh ich they prove

by "era I observa io!is ; ii st, the umbilical

Cord is often found twisted round the body and

hmbs of the child, in a manner Which ncccs-

saril supposes, that the EtUS has moved in

many directions, and taken diiiirciit positions ;

seond1y, a inocher feels the mOtw1S of the

ietus scmettmes on one side of the womb and

sometimes on anothcr ; and it ofeii strikes

against many dferent places, which must b

occasioned by diflcrent positions, and supposes

that it takes di.flërent situations; thirdly, as it

floats in a liquid which surrounds it on all

sides, it can very easily turn and.extend itselfby

its own strenglh ; and it must also'take cli

frent
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hrent situations according to the various atti

tudes of the mother ; for example, when sba

ties down, the foetus must be in another itua

iion to what it was when she stood upright.
Most anatornisis have said, that the foetus i

constrained to bend its odv, because it is too

confined in its covering ; but tins opinion does

not appear well founded, for in the first five or

six nioritlis ther(; is niore space than is required

for the ftu"s to extend, and yet during that

time it is bent and folded. We also seethe

chicken is in a dur'ed posture in the liquoT of

the amnios, although this membrane and it

liquor are sufficient to conlain a body five or

ix times as large as the ftus. Thus we may

&onclude that this curved form-of the fmitis is

natural, and not the effect of force. I ant

somewhat of Harvey's opinions who says, it

likes this attitude because it is.'the most fa...

v-ourable to rest and sleep; and as the ftu

sleeps almost continually, it naturally takes the

most. advantageous situation. " Certe (says

this famous anatomist) ariimalia omnia, dtim

quiscunt & dormiunt, inembra sua tit pluri..'

mum addücunt. & complicant, liguramque

osralem ac conglobafam qurunt: ita pariter

embryones qui a2tatem suarn maxilne somno

4 transigunt,
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tansigunt, membra. sna positionc ca qua plas..

mantur (tanouain natural issilna ac ma.xinie in

dolenti quiet ique aptissima) colnponunt*."

The matrix, as we have already said, takes

a very ready grow(li after conception, and it

continues also to increase in proportion with

the foetus ; but the f1 us at length outgrows

the matrix, and then, especially wlieii it ap..

proaches maturity, it may be too much con

filled,and agitate tile matrix by reiterated mo

tions. and violent cffors. The mother sensibly

feels the impression of these, painful sensations,

and which are called periodic pains after the

labour commences. The more power the

fetus exerts to dilate the matrix the greater it

finds the resistance, from the natural cornpres

sion of the parts. From thence all the effect

falls on the orifice, which has been increasing

by degrees during the latter months of preg

.nancy. The head of the fa3tus, forcibly in

clining against the sides of the orifice, dilates

it, by a continual pressure, till the moment of

delivery, when it opens sufficiently for the

child to escape from the womb.

What makes it probable that the labour

pains proceed only from the dilatation of the

orifice

* Harvey on Generation; page 257.
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Fificc of the matrix is, that this dilatation is

the only means to discover whether the pains
felt are in fact the pains oflabour, for women

often feel very sensible pains which are nOt

those that immediately prcede delivery. To

distinguish the false from true pains, it has been

recommended for the midwife to touch ilui

orifice of the rnatrix as if the P" be true

the dilatation will always increase, and if they

are false pains, that is to say, pains which pro

ceed from some other cause than that of the

approaching delivery, the orifice will contract

rather than dilate, or at least will not continue

to dilate. From hence we have sufficient

foundation to imagine, that these pains

from a forced dilatation of the orifice. The

only thing which embarrasses on this occasion

is that alternative of rest and sufferings the

mother endures This circum3tance of the

effect does not perfectly agree with the cause

which we havejust indicated; for the dilatation

of an orifice, which is made by degrees, should

produce a constant arid continued pain, without

tiny intervals of case. But possibly the whole

may be attributed to the separation of the

placenta, which we know is fastened to the

matrix by a number of papilla'!, which. pcnc

YOL iJ 0 o ttt'
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trate into the vacuilics or cavities of this vis

cera ; therefore may it not be supposed that

tl.wy do not separate from their cavities all al.

the same I inic; that each Paratiol1 Causes thosc

acute pains, and die intervals between are those

of case and rct ? The effect in this case per

fectly answers the cause, and we can support
this CO CC U rc by another observation .-Im

med iatciv before delivery there issues a whitish

ind 'iscors liquor, like that which flows from

The nipples of the placenta vheii drawn out of

their phtces, which makes it, probable that this

liquor, which then issues from the matrix, is

produced by the separation of some of the pa

pjllrn ofthe placenta.

it often happens that the ftus quits the,

matrix. without bursting the membranes, and

consequently without the contained liquor

flowing out. This kind of Aelivery appears

to be most natural, and resembles that of most

animuls; nevertheless, the human fetus corn

iiioiiiy pierces its membranes by the resistance

it meets with at the orifice of the matrix. It

1s() sometimes brings away part ofthe amnios,

and even the chorion, upon its head like a cap.

When thee membranes are pierced or torn,

the liquors, called ti waters, which they con?

tai&i
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tain flow out, and the sides of the orifice of the

matrix, and the vagina, being thus moistened,

give way more easily to the passage ofthe child.

After the flowing of this liquor there remain

!sufficient room in the matrix for the midwife

1o return the child, if the position is uufi

vourable. When the fctus is come out the

delivery is not entirely completed, the placenta,

mid membranes remain in the matrix, and the

.new-borii infant adheres to them by the um

bilical cord ; the hand of the midwife, or the

weight ofthe body of the infant alone, draws

them out by means of this cord. Those organs

which were necessary to the life of the ftus

become useless, and even noxious to the new

born. infant. They are instantly separated

,from the body of the child, by tying the Unim

ilical cord about an inch distance from the

navel, and by cutting it about an inch from the

ligature. The remainder of this cord dries

away, and separates of itself from the navel.,

about the sixth or seventh clay.

On examining the fetus previous to its

.birth. we may form some idea of its natural

functions. It has organs, which are necessary

Jo it while in the womb of its mother, but

jich become useless. For the better undcr,

0 o 2 standing
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standing the inechanisni of these functions, we

.must explain a little more particularly the

nature of those necessary parts, the umbilical

cord, the membranes, the liquor which they
contain and the placenta. The umbilical

cord, which is attached to the body of the

ftus t the navel, is composed of two ar,

teries and one vein; these prolong the

circu-lationof the blood, but the vein is larger

than the arteries. At the extremity of the

cord each of these vecls divide into an infinity

of ramifications, which extend between two

membranes. They separate at equal distances

from the common trunk ; so that these rami

ilcations are round and fiat, and are called,

when thus collected, the placenta. The ex

ternal surface, which is applied against the

matrix, is convex ; the internal concave. The

blood ofthc ftus circulates in the cord, and

in the placenta. The arteries of the cord

pring from two large arteries of the foetus,

and carry the blood through the arterial rami

fications of the placenta; from. thence it passes

into the venous branches which carry it into

the umbilical vessels; these communicate with

a vein of the foetus) in which vessels it is re

ceived.
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The concave surface of the placenta 'is

clothed by the chonon; the convex is also

covered by a kind of soft rnembrine, easily

torn, which seenis to be a coni inualion of the

horion, and the ftns is included under the

double coat of the chorin and liic amnios.

The form is globular, Ix-carse the intervals

between the membranes and the fus are

filled with a transparent liquor. This liquor

is contained by the amnios, which is the in

ternal membrane, it is thin and transparent ;

it folds round the umbilical cord at is in

sertion into the placerifa, and covers it the

whole lengVh to the navel of the firttis. The

chorion is the external membrane ; it is thick

and spongy', sprinkled with sanguinary vessels,

and composed of many coats, the exterior

of which covers the convex surf-ice of the

placenta. It, follows (he ineqnali(ics, and

covers the i,api1l, which spring from the

placenta, and are received in the cavities found

at the bottom of the matrix, called lacuna'.

The fetus adheres to the matrix by these in-

ortions.

Some anatomists have timught that the flu-

man form had, like those of certain quadru-

Vecls,
membrane called allal?COiS, destined

to
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to recciv%. iie urine; and they .bavc preternicci

o have found it between the chorion and the

arnnios, or in the middle of the placenta at the

xoot of tc umbilical cord, under the form

of a very lare bladder, in which the urine

entered by a long pipe that composed part of

the chord., and which opened on one side into

The bladder, and on the other in this allantois

membrane, being similar to the urachus in

thcr animals. They owned, however, that it

was not near so large in the human ftus as

in quadrupcds, but that it was divided into

nany tubes, so minute, that they could

carciy be perceived, and that the urine

passed into their cavities.

The experience and observations of most

anatomists are contrary to this supposed disco

cry. They admit there is a kind of ligament

ich , dheres by one end to the external sur-ill

face of the bottom of t1ic bladder., and extends

to the navel; but it becomes so delicate, on

entering into the cord, as to be nearly reduced

to nothing: in common this ligament is not

ho1!ow, and we can see no orifice at the bot

lom of the bIaddcr.

The ftus has 110 communication with the

en air, and the exrerime.nts made upon the

lungs
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lungs prove they have never respired ; for they
sink to the bottom when put in water: whereas

tJioe of infhnls who have breathed always float;

on the top ; the fetus then does not respire
in the womb, consequently it. cannot form

any sound by its voice; and therefore what

has been related of the groaning and crying
of children before their birth may be consi

derercd as fables. After the flowing' of the

waters it may happen, that the air has found

an entrance into the cavity of the matrix, and

then the infant may begin to respire before it

is brought forth. In this case it may be able

to cry, as the chicken cries before the shell of

the egg is broken, which it can do froni

there being air in the cavity which is between

the external membrane and the shell. This

air is found in all eggs, and is produced by the

internal fermentation of matters contained in

them*.

The lungs of the ftus being withiont any

motion, have no more blood cuter into then.

than is requisite to nourish and make them

grow; and there is another road opened for the.

course of its circulation. The blood i1 the

right auricle of the heart, instead of passiig

See La Statique des Veget.c. Ch..
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into the pulmonary artery, and returning, af

having ran through the lungs into the left

auricle by the pii1ory vein, passes imme

diatcly into the left, by an opening', called the

/bramcn OalC, winch is in the partition of the

heart between the twO auricles. It enters af

terwar(1S into the aorta, which distributes it by

its ramifications, at going out of which the

venous branchc receive it, and i)riug it back

to the heart i)V uniting all in the ':ena C(fl'(7

which iCriuiWttCS at the right auricle of the

heart. The blood winch this auricle contains,

instead ofpasi ng entirely by the foramen ovale,

may escape in part inth the pulmonary and the

aorta by an a.rteral canal, w'hjch goes immcdi

ately from the one to the other. It is by these

roads that the blood of the fttus circulates

yitbout entering into the lungs, as it enters

into those of children, adults, and everyanima1

which breaihcs.

It has been thought that the blood of the

mother passes into the body of the fcetus, by

means of the placenta and umbilical cord. It

was-Supposed that the sanguinary vessels of the

matrix opened into the vacuities, and those

of the placenta into the nipples, and that they

oincd one to the oilier; but experience iS

cuite
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1ui'e contrary to this opinion; for if the ar

erics of he umbilical cord is i. jectcd the ii..

quor returns by the veins, and not any part
M it escapes externally. Besides, the nipp'es

may be drawn from the vacuities where they
are I dgel, without any blood issuing either

from the matrix or placenta: a milky liquor

only issues from both, and which, we have a1

ready observed, serves the foetus for nutriment.

This liquor possibly enters into the veins of

the placenta, as the chyle enters into the sub

davian vein; and perhaps the placenta in a

great measure performs the office of the lungs

in bringing the blood to maturity. It is cer

tam that the blood appears much sooner in the

placenta than in the fetus, and I have often

observed in eggs that have been under the hen

for a day or two, that the blood appeared at

first in the membranes, and that their sangui..

nary vessels are very large and numerous, while

the whole body of the chicken, excepting the

point where these blood-vessels terminate, is

only a while and almost transparent matter, in

which there is not the smallest sign of a

san-guinaryvessel.

It has been imagined, that the liquor

( the amnios is a nutriment the fctus re

oL 111. P p ceiyes
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Ceives by its mouth. Some naturalists pre

tend to have observed this liquor in the sto.

.nach, and to have seen some ftss to which

the umbilical.cord was entirely wanting, and

others who had but a very small portion, which

did not at all adhere to the placenta; but in this

case might not i he liquor have entered into the

body of the fLus by the small portion of the

umbilical cord, orby the umbilical vessel itself?

besides, to these observations we may ,oppose

others. Some ft uses have been found whose

lips were not se artcd, and others without any

opening in the sopha.gus. To concilitate

these circumstances, some anatomists have

thought that the aliments passed into the ftus

partly by the umbilical cord, and partly by the

111011" h: none Qf, these opinions appear to have

any foundation. It is iiot the question to ex

amine the growth of the fetus alone, and to

seek from whence and by what it draws its

nutriment but how the growth of the whole

is made; for the placenta, liquor, and jnn

branes increase in size as well as in the ftus;

.nd consequently the instruments and canals

employed to receive or carry this nutriment

to die ftus, have a kind, of life themselves.

The expansion of the placenta and membxarirs

10 . - is
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ia difficult to.. conceive asthatofthefctiis

and we might say, with équal.propriety, that

the' fatus nourihes the placeuta, as that the

placenta nourishes the fcetus. The whole mass"

is floating in the matrix, and without any ad.

herence at the' commencement df this growth
:

therefore the nourishment can be 'o .ly made

by an absorption ofthe milky, matter contained

in the matri The placenta appears first to

draw this nutriment, to convert this milk

into' blood, and "to carry it 'to the ftu by

veins,
'
The liquor of the amnios appears to

be only this milky liquor depurated,'the quan

tity of -which increases by a like absorption,

proportionate to the increase Oftb membranes,'

and the foetus. probably absorbs the liquor,

which appears to be the necessary nutriment

for its expansiOn. For we must observe, that

for the first two or three months the foetus

contains very little blood ; 'it is as :white at

ivory, and appears to be composed of lymph

which has taken' some solidity; and as the

skin is tranparënt, and all the parts very soft,

we may easily conceive that 'the liquor in

which the f(ns swims may, penetrate them,'

and thus furnish the necessary matter for its

trition and expansion. It may be supposed

that
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that the fatus in the latter stages takes its n

triment by the mouth, since in the stomach w

izid aliquor similar to that in the amnios, urine

in the bladder, and excrements in the intes

tines; and aswe find neither urine nor meconiunz

in the amnios, there is reason to conclude that

the fatus does not void its excrements, espe

cially as some are born without having the

anus pierced, although they had a great quan

tity ofineconium in the intestines.

Although the &Mus does not immediately

adhere to the matrix, but is only attached to

it by small external nipples, though it has no

communication with the blood of its mother,

but is as independant of her who bears it, in

many respecs, as the egg is of the lien that

hatches it,, yet it has been pretended, that all.

which affects the mother affects the ftu ; that

the impressions of the one act on the brain of

the other; and to this imaginary influence re

semI)lances, monsters, and especially marks on

the skin of some children, have been attributed.

I haveexamined many ofthese marks, and they.

all appear to me to have. been caused by .

derangement in the texture ofthe skin. Every

mark must have a figure which 'will resemble

something o other; but I m certain the rc

sciublaucc
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stmblances so formed depend rather on the

imagination ofthose who see them than on that

of the mother. On this subject the marvel

lous has been carried as far as it Could go. It

as not been only said that the fcetus carriel

real representations of the longings of its

mother, but that, by a singular sympathy, the

marks, which represent stra berries, cherries,

&c. change their colour, and become deeper

in the season of those fruits. With a little

more consideration, and less prejudice, this

colour may be seen to change much oftener,

and that it must happen every time the mition

of the blood is accelerated, whether by the heat

of summer or from any other cause. These

marks are either yellow, red, or black, because

the blood gives these tints to the skin when it

enters in too great quantities into the vessels.

If these marks have the longings of the ma

thier for their cause, why have they not th

forms and colours as varied as tine objects of

her desires? What a curious assembhtge of

fiurcs would be seen if all the whimsical (IC

sires of tine mother were writ (en on the skin of

the child ?

As our sensations have no rcsernl)lance to t1i

objects w1içh Cause tucin, it is itI]p0SihlC that

de.ir,
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desire, fear, horror, or any passion, or internal-

Cotioti can prwhice, real representations ofm I I

those objects ; and the child beiflg in this re''

SCC as nidependaut of the mother as the egg

is of the hen, I should as soon believe that a.

hen, which saw the neck of a cock twisted

would hatch chickens with wry necks, as that,

by the power of inia:iuation, a woman,

who-1to see a maii moke UOT1 the 1*01001,

would bring' foh a child with its limbs broken.,

in the same mnuer.

But even sipposing this circumstance .a:tr

tested, I should sf11 support the OpthlOfl, that:

the iiua.gtiiati.oii of the mother had not beè

the cause, for what is the efflct of horror

internal motion, a convulswn in: the body oU

the mqther, which might shake compress, and;

agitate the womb. What cian result. from this!

commotion ? nothn similar to the cause,

if this comTnotiorl was very violent, the :ftti

might be killed, wOUiFlCd or (lefOrrfled in sonme

of its parts ; but bow is it to be conceived that

this commotion can produce any thing resem

bling the fancy of the mother in the foetus,

unless we believe, with. Harvey, that the ma

trix has the faculty of conceiving ideas, and

ralizir then on the fctus ?
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But, it may be urged, if it was not afficte'J

" by the iinagu)ation ofthe mother, why did the

diild come into the work! with broken limbs?

However rash it may appear to explain a mat

ter which is extraordinary and uncertain, and

of which we have no right to exact a solution,

yet this question appears to me answerable in

a satisfiictory manner. Circumstances of the

most rare and extraordinary kind happen as

necessarily as those which are frequent and

""eommon. In the infinite combinations which

matter can take,themostextraordinary arrange

ments must sometimes happen; hence we might

venture to wa.rr, that in million, or a thou

sand millions of children, there will be one

born w itli two heads, four legs, or with broken

limbs ; it may, tiierfore, naturally happen,

'without the concurrence of the mother's ima

gination, that a child should be born with

broken limbs. This may have happened more

than once, and the mother, while pregnant,

Might have been present at the breaking on time

wheel, and therefore the defect of the child's

formation has been attributed to what she had

seen, and to her impressed imagination. But,

independant of this general answer, we may

give a more direct explanation,. The foEAus,

as
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ns we have said, has nothing in common With

the mother; its functions, organs, blood, &e.

are all particular, and belong to itself; the only

thing vhicli it derives from its mother is the

liquor, or nutritive lymph, which filtrates from

the inarix. .1 f tlis lymph is bad, or enve

nomed with the venereal virus, the child will

be a'Iike disordered; and it may be imagined,
that dl the diseases which proceed from vitiated

inunours may be COflUflU!iCatC(l from the mo

tlier to the child. We know that the small

jox is coin rnuutcative, an(i we have but too

niay examples of children wo are, directly

after their birth, tlii victims of the debauches

of their paients. The vcthreaI virus attacks

the most s(3L(l parts of the bones, and it appears

to act i'h more force towards the middle of

the bone, vhcic ossification commences; I

concivc, thereibre, that the child here spoken

o has been "attaked by the venereal disorder

ivhile in its rHother's womb, and forn that

cause it came into the world with its bom

broken through the middle.

Rickets may aLso prodnice the ¬a.rnc eflcta

There is a skeleton of a rickety child in the

French hings cabinet., whose arms and legs

have caflositics in the middle of their bones.

By
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By the inspection of his skeleton, if appeared
evident that the bones had been broken during
the time it was in the womb, and that after

wards the 'bones re-united, and formed these

callosities.

But enougii of a subject which credulity
alone has rendered marvellous. Prejudice,

especially that sort which is founded on the

marvellous, will always triumph over reason,

and we should have but htlle philosophy if we

were astonished at it. We must not therefore

ever expect to be abe to persuade-women, that

the marks on tlwir children haveiio connection

with their unsaiised lonings. Yet niiht it

not he asked them, before the birth of he

child, of what particular longns they had

been disappointed, and consequently whai will

be the marks their children will bear? I have

often asked this question, and have only made'

persons angry without having ever convinced

them.

The time That a woman goes with child 1s'

generally about nine months ; but it is however

sometimes longer afl(l sometimes shorter. NT-My

children are born at.seven or eight months, and

some not till after the ninth; but in general

the deliveries which precede the term of nine

VOL. III- Q q months
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months are more frequent. thtn the other

The coinnrnn time of a natural delivery ex

tends to twenty days, that. is, from eight
rnoths fourteen days to nine months and four

hours.

Many children are born before the 260th

da , and although these deliveries I)recle the

general enu, hey ire not abortions, because

these children mostly live, it is commonly

thought that chldreu born at eight months

cannot live, or at least thrt many more of theui

the haii those born at seven months. r111"

opinion appears to be a paradox ; and by con

suiting experience I think we shall find it an

error. The child hroulit. forth a eight months

is more formed, and consequently more vigo

rous, and likely to live than that which is born

at the scvih. evertheiess this opinion is

pr¬y generally received, and founded on the

anthon . of Aristotle.

The beginning of the seventh month is the

earliest term for delivery; if the ftus is

brought forth sooner it dies,, and is tcnnel an.

abortion. There are, however, great limits

for the time of human delivery, since they ex-,

tend from the seventh to the tenth, a13(1 perhaps

t the eleveuth month..




Wom.en
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Women who have had many children assert,

that girls remain longer in the womb than boys.
If this is really the case, we must not be sur

prized at female children being born at ten

months. When children come before nine

mouths they are not so well proportioned as

those who are not brought into the world till

ten months, the bodies of the latter are sensibly

larger and better formed ; their hair is longer,
the growth of the teeth , although stilt hid under

the gums, is more advanced; the voice i

clearer, and the tone more deep.

There is much uncertainty on the occasional

causes of delivery, and we do not perfectly

know what obliges the infant to quit the womb.

Some imagine, that the ftus having acquired

a certain size, the matrix is too confined for its

longer stay, and that the constraint felt by the

fttus, obliges it to use every effort to quit its

prison ; others say, and it is nearly to the same

purport, that the weight of the ftus becomes

o great, that the matrix is forced to open to free

itself from the burthen. These reasons do not

appear satisfactory; for the matrix must always

have capacity and strength to contain and sits'

tam the weight ofa ftus of nine moaths, since

it often contains two, and, it is certain that the

Q q wei1it
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weight and size ofthe twins ofeight months are

more cunsiderable than lie weight. and size of

a single child of nine. Besides, it ofte hap

pens that a child born at nine months issinallm

er than the ftus of eight months, although
it continues in the wombs

Gilen pretends, that the child remains in the

matrix till it is able to receive is food by the

mouih, and that it only forces its escape from

the need of nutriment. Others have said, that

the ftus a1was receives its nourishment by

the mouth from the liquor of the amnios ; but

which bec:rncs at length so contaminated, by

the transpiration and urine of the ftetus, that

it becomes disgustful, and obliges the ftus to

use every exertion to quit its confinement

These reasons do not appear better than the

first; for it would from thence follow, that the

weakest and smallest fmttises would remain

longer in the womb than the strongest and

largest, which never happens ; besides, it is not

food that the fxtus seeks immediately after it is

bt rn, for it can stay some time without it ; on

the contrary, it seems most desirous to disembar

kass itself from the nutriment it took when hi

the womb of its mother, and to return the me

conium. Other anatomists have supposed that

the
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1-he excrement accumulated in the bowels of

I he fixtus, gives it great pain, and causes it t¬

make such efforts, that the matrix is at length

obliged to give way, and o ocn a passgc for

its escape. I acknow!edve I am not better

sa-tisfiedwith this ex planal ion than the rest ;

because, why cannot the ñrtus void its cxcrc

inenis in the arnnos, if it ws pressed so to do?

Now this never happcrs ;It appears, on the

contrary, that this necessity ofvoiding the me-

contu:rt is not felt till after the birth, when the

motion of the diaphragm, occasioned by that of

the lungs, compresses the intestines and causes

this evacuation ; for the nwconiwn has never

been found iii the amnios of it fa_,tus of ten.

months who had not respired, whereas a f119

of six or seven months voids this mecoiiitun a.

short time after respiration.

Other anatomists, and among them Fabri

ius (IC Aquapertdciite, have su1)posed t he ftus

quitted the matrix through the n,-
quitted

of pro.

curing retreshinent by means of respiration. ion.

This cause appears tome still more remote than

all the rest, because the ftus can have uo.idc

of respiration without. havin" respired.

After having weigl wii all these explanations,

I suppose the ftu's uit1irg the uiatrix de-

't)
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pends on a quite difhrent cause. The flowing
ofthe mcnstrua is periodical, and at determined

intervals; mid aitho LlI Conception su presses

i'ts




appearance, it, does not dcs roy the cause;

for not.' ilistaiid inn' i he blood doe not appear
at the accustomed times, yet a kind of

revolu-tiontakes place, liLe that which is made before

conception. Thus it is there are many wo-

men whose meiistrua are not s1pi)rcSscd in the

first two or three monliis. I imagine, thcr-

fore, hat when a woman has conceived, the

peiodical rcvoluttun is math as regular as bern

lore; but as the rmirix is swelled, the cxcrcory

cawtls cannot give issue to file blood, at least

"uulcss it arrives there with such force, and in

such quantities, as to open a passage in spite of

the rCssauCC that. is opposed to it. In this CSC

blood will appear, and if it flows iii a great

1uani ily a:'ortion will ensue, and the matrix

take the Oflhi it had before. But if the blood

only forces one part ofthese canals, the business

i encratjon will not be dcsiroyed, although

the Heou amcars, because the greatest part of

the nntt H \ si ill remuns in the state which is

eccsa rv for that purpose.

no blood apcars, as is generally th

se, he first periodical rcvolutionisrenmarkable.

10




and
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and felt y he same pains and symptoms.
From Ihe fl r't Suppression of he menses, there

fore, a. viol Pnt action Oil the mat rix is made,

and pro, ided the action is augrnriited, it de

stroys the product of generation. P may from

thence be concluded, that every conception
-which is made just before the useful return of

the fl!CIISL'S seldom succeeds) ,and that the aci ion

of that blood easily destroys the weak roots of

a germ so tender an(l so delicate. rI1le conccp

üons, on the contrary, which are made just

after the periodical evacuations succeed the

best, because the produce of the conception

has more time to grow, strengthen, and resist

the action of the blood, by the time the next

revolution happens.

The fetus having undergone this first trial,

and having resisted it, receives more strength

and growth, and is more in a condition to con

tend against the succeeding revolutions. Mis-

carriages may and do happen in all the

perio-dicalrevolutions ; but they are less frequent

in the fourth and fifth months, than either at the

beginning or near the end. We have assigned

the reasons why they are more frequent. at the

beginning; it therefore only remains to explain

why they are also more frequent towards the.

end




T1i
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The fcclu generally conies into the world

ii urine the tenth revolution. W hco it. s born

at the eighth or ninth t lives, and these (lC.

liveries are not looked upon as miscarriages,
because the child , although not so perfectly
fornicd, is siIl sufficiently so br the purpose

ol iire. It has I )CC ;'iCtci tdcd, that examples

have been seen of children born at the seventh

and even at the sixth revolution, that at

five or six months, which have lived. 'flier

hcrcfore, 110 (1 iiierence between a birth and

a miscarriage Out what is relative to the living

11erS 0! t11{ 1flhiiIt. In prcw~ral the number

of i1iicarriagcs in the firs Second, and third

months arc very considerable for the reasons vVe

have given ; and Che number of deliveries of

the se'venlh and ighi1i months are also very

pea, in comparison wilh the miscarriages of

the fourth, fi1 li, and ixth months, because ill

this niic.khlc period the product ofgeneration has

recved more solidity and strength, and hay

ig rcsiskd the action of tJc four firs-t. periodi

cal revolutions, a. wore violent force than the

preceding i; rcqui"rd lo destroy it. The same

reason subsists , with additional force, for- 64~tII(handsixthmonths.Butthefaus,which

'kill 1IieJ is weak and can act only by its OWT.)

feeble
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foeble strength, begins to get strong and move

with vigour ; and at the eighth revolution the

fitus, uniting its efforts with those ofthe ma

trix, facilitaes its exclusion, arid it may come

into the world in the seventh month, and be

capable of living especially if it happens, as is

Sometimes the case, to have more than ordinary

sre, ir h for that period. But if it comes iiito,t .),It

the world only through the weakness of the

matrix which could not resist the action of the

blood iii this eighth revolution, the delivery

yoIJt(1 be regarded as a miscarriage, and the

child weuld not live. But these cases are very

rare, for if the ftEtus has resisted the seven first

rcvoIutions, only particular accidents can pre

vent it from rsising the eighth. The' fcefus'

which has acquired thissame degreeofstrength

and vigour only a little later, will come into tue

world at the ninth revolution; and those which

require niue months to obtain thissame strength,

will come at the tenth revolution, which is the

most common and general term ; but when the

ftus has itot acquired in nine months this de

gree of perficüon, it may remain in the womb

till the eleventh, and even till the twehuih ic

vojution ; that is, till the tenth or eleventh

month, as we liavo many examples.

jiOL. iii. It r This
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This opinion, that it is. the mensirna which

is the occasional cause of delivery at (liflerent

times, may be confirmed by many other rea

sons. . TJi females of every animal which

have no menses, bring forth at nearly the same

icrins, and there is but a very slight variation

in the duration of their gestation. Vc may,

therefore, SUOSC that this variation, which is

so great in women, comes from the action of

the menstrual blood, which is constantly exert

ed at every periodic return.

We have observed, that the l)TacCnf a adheres

to the papillie, or the matrix10




nly by nipples




;

that there is no 1)100(1 either in these nipples or

in the vacuities they are niched into, and that

when they are separated (which is easly (lone)

a milky liquor only issues from them. Now,

how happens it that delivery is always accom

paied with a considerable hmorrhage, at first

of pure blood, and afterwards mixed with a

watery liquor ? This blood does not proceed

from the separation of the placenta, as the

nipples are drawn out without any effusion of

blood. Delivery, which entirely consists of

this separation, should not., therefore: produce

any blood. Is it not then "morè accrdant

with reason tosuppos, tli it is the action of

th
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the-blood ivhich causes delivery, and that it is

this menstrual blood which 'forces, the vessch

as soon as thematrix is ernitied, and which

begins to flow immediately after delivery as it

did before conception?

It is known) that in the first months of preg.

nancy that, which contains the seed of genera
tion is not adherent to the matrix. By the

experiments of Dc Graaf it has been seen, that

by,blowing on the little ball we can make it

move. The acllision to the matrix is never

very strong, and at first the placenta with dif

ficulty adheres to the internal membrane of

the viscera, aid those parts are only contiguous,

or joined by a mucilaginous matter, which has

scarcely any adhesion. Why then does it occur,

that in miscarriages of the first and second

month this bail never escapes without a great

effusion of blood ? It is certainly not caused

by the passage of the ball quitting the matrix,

since it does hot adhere to it; but it is, on. the

contrary, by the action of this blood that the

ball is driven out. Must we not then coa

chide this blood to be menstrual, which by

fOrcing the canals, through which it had

been acCustomed to pass before inipregnation.,

It r 02 destrov
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destroys the product of conception by retakirig
Its common-road.

It. appears, therefore, that the periodical re.

volution of. the menstrual blood has great in

fluence on delivery, and that it is the cause

why the times &f 'delivery in women vary so

nutch more than' in every other female who is

not Subject to The periodical evacuation, and

'which always hriii firth at' the same times.

It also appears .that this revolution, occasioned

.by the a'ction' ofthe menstrualblood is not the

sole cause of birth, but, that the acti of the

htus itself contribuics' towards it, since there

are instances of a child escti'ng from the

womb after the death of the mother, which ne.

eessarily supposes an action PPC1 and parti

"cular in itself-

-The space oftime which covs,, sheep, and.

other animals go.'with young is always the

same, and their deliveries are not attended with.

an 1ianiorrhage.: May we not, then conclude,

that the blood voided by worne1 after delivery

is the menstrual blood, and that the human

fetus being born at such different terms, can

only be by the actions of. this blood on the

matrix during every periodical revolution? It
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is natural to imagine, that if the females of vi

viparous animals had menses like women, their

deliveries would be followed with an efftisiom

of blood, and happen. at different terms. rJthe

foetuses of 'animals come into the world c!oath

ed with their membranes (and it seldom hap.

pens that the membranes are broken), and the

waters flow before the delivery; whereas it i

very rare child is brought forth with its meni

braries entire. This seems to prove that the

human foetus "Makes more efforts than other

animals to quit its prison; or that the matrix

of woman does not so naturally-incline to the

passage of the child, for it is the fetus which

tears its membranes, 'by the eflbrts it makes

against flue resistance it meets with at the ori

fice of the viscera.
0

" RECAPITULATION.

0

A
LL animals procure nutriment from vege

-
tables, or other animals which feed upon

vegetables;. there. is, therefore, one commoui

matter tQ both, which serves for the nutrition

4 and
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U(1 CXl).IISiOfl of every thing whIch lire, o

vegetates. This maUcr cannot p(brfOilII t1ieri

but-by assimilating itself to each part of the

animal or vegetable, and by ititimately pene

trating' the. texture and form of these parts,

which I liavecalleci the inte,za1mou1a'. When

this nutritive matter is more abitndaiit than is

necessary to nourish and expand the animal or

vegetable, ii is sent back from every part' ofthe

body, and deposited in one or more reservoirs,

in the form of a liquor; this liquor contains

all the molecules analogous to all, parts of the

body; and consequently all that is necessary fm

the reproduction of a young being,' perkcly

resembling the first. Commonly this nutritive

natter does nOt become superabundant., inmost

hinds of animals, till they have acquired the

rrcatest part of their growth ; and it is for this

rasoii that animals are not in. a state of engen-

dering- before that time.

When this nutritive anti productive matter,

which is universally spread abroad, has passed

through the Internal mould of an animal or

vegetable, and has found a proper' matrix, it

prod tides an animal or' vegetable, of the same

kind; but when it does not meet with a proper

matrix, it produces organized beings different

from
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from animals ani vegetables, as the movirg
and vegetating bodies seen in the seminal li

quor of animals, in the iiifiision of the germ
& plants, &c.

This proi;ictive matter is composed of or

gm P' ides, akvays active, the motion and

action of which are fixed I)y l he inaninialepar(s
Of matter in (rencal ami:l partjcutarly by oily
and saline bodies, but as soon as thc'y are (liseil

gaged from this foreign matter, they retake

their action, and produce dillerent kinds of

vegetations and other animated beiaigs.

By the microscope, the efticts of this pro.

ductive matter may be pcrcevcd in the seminal

liquors of animals of both SeXes. The ecd

of the female viviparous animals is filtered

through the glandula 1 hod ICS which grow upon

their testicles, and these gi.umdular boles con

lain a large quantity of seminal fluid in their

internal cavities. Oviparous females have, as

vcIl as the viviparous, a seminal liquor, which

is still more active than the vivipaiotls. The

seed ofthe female is jim general like that ofthe

male, when they a;e both in a naLiral state

they decompose after the same manner, con-

tain similar organic bodies,. and they alike

tThr the Same phenomena.




All
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All animal or 'vegetable substances 'elude
1"

great cjuantify of tiiis organic and pr0tluCtiv
natter. To pcroc it, WC IICC(l only separate
the inanimate ai in which the active par?
ictcs of this mater are engaged. And this

is (lone by infusing animal or vegetable sub

stances in water. The salts will dissolve, the

oils separate, and the organic particles will

seen by their pittng theiselves iii IflOtiOn.
fl
They are in greater abundance in the seminal

liquors than in aiiy other parts, or rather,

they are less cntangl by the i.iia.iiiinate parts.

in the be.çiiiiiing of this infusion, vlieii I lie

flesh i; but slightly dissolved, the organic mat

ter is seen under the form of moving bodies,

-which are almost as large as these of the semi

nal liquors : but, in proportion as the decom

position augments, these organilic particles di

ininisil in size and increase in motion ; and

wheti the flesh is entirely decomposed, or cor

rupted, these same particles are exceedingly

minute,and theirmotion excccdiagly rapid. It

is then that their matter may become a poison,

flke that of the tooth of a viper, wherein Mr.

-Mead perCeivC(l an infinite number of small

pointed bodies,whichhetook for salts, although

they are only tiie same org%flic particle6 in a

tat&.
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state of great activity. The pus which issues

from wounds abounds with little insects, and

it may take such a degree of corruption as to

become one of Ihe most subtle poisons; for

every time this active matter is exalted to a

certain point, which may be known by the

rapidity and minuteness ofthe moving bodies

it contains, it will become a species of poison.
It is the same with the poison of vegetables.

The same matter which serve to feed us when

in its 'natural state, will destroy us when cor

rupted. Spurred barley, for instance, throws

the limbs of men and animals into a gangrene

who feed on it. It is also evident by compar4

ing the matter which adheres to our teeth,

vhjch' is the residue of our food, with that

from the teeth of a -viper or mad dog, which j

only the same matter too much exalted, and

corrupted to the last degree.
a When this organic and productive matter is

found collected in a great quantity in some part

of an animal, where it. is obliged to remain, it

forms living beings which have been ever re

garded as animals; the tenia, ascarides, all the

worms found in the veins, liver, in wounds, in

corrupted flesh, and pus, have no other origin;

the eels in paste, vinegar, and all the pretended

VOL. III, S s micro
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311 icroscopical animals are only d iiThrcit forrn

:which this active matter takes of itself, accord

ing to circuwstances, and which invariably
tcmls to Organization.

In all animal and vegetable ubstauces, de

t4composed by iiifusio this productive maer

irtnifests itself immediately under the form of

vegetation. Filaments are seen to form, which

grow and extend like plants. Afterwards these

extremities and knots swell and burst, to give

passage to a multitude of bodies in motion,

which appear tobe animals; so that. it seems as

if all nature began by a motion of vegetation.

It is seen by microscopical objects, and like

wise by the expansion or iinfoldiug of the ani

iiial embryo; for the fcct.us at first has only a

species of vegetable motion.

Sound food does not furnish any of these

moving molecules for a considerable time.

Several days infusion in water is required for

fresh meat, grain, kernels, &c. before they

offl.'r to our sight any moving bodies ; but the

more matters are corrupted, decomposed, or

exalted, the more suddenly these moving bodies

umnifcstthcrnsclves they are all free from other

matters in scininal liquors ; but a fiw hours,

infusion
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inftision is required to see them in pus, spurred

barley, honey, drugs, &c.

There exists therefore, an organic matter,

universally diffused in all animal and vegetable
substances, which alike serves for their nutri

1io, their growth, and their reproduction.
.Nu.triiion performed by the intimate

Iratioii of this matter in all parts of the animal

r vegctal)1e body. Expansion or growth is

only a kind ofmore extended nutrition, which

Ls made arid performed as long as the parts have

sufficient ductility to swell arid extend ; and

rCPrO(lllCtiOfl is made by the same matter when

it superabounds in the body of the animal or

vegetable; each part of the body sends back, to

the appropriate rservcirs, the organic particles

which exceed what are sufficient for th-cir nou

rishment. These particles are absolutely

ana-logousto each part from which they are sent

back because they weredestined to nourish those

parts from hence, when all the particles sent

back from collect together, they must forni

a body similar to the first, since each particle is

like that part from which it was detached; thus

it is that reproduction is effected in all kinds of

trees, plants, polypuses, pucerons, &c. where

one Individual can produce is like ; and it is

also
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also the first mode which Nature uses for the

reproduction ofanitnals which haveneed of the

communication of different sexes; for the se

minal liquors of both sexes contain all the ne-6

cessary molecules for reproduction; but some.

thing more is required for its effectual comple.,

tion, which is the mixture of these two liquors

some places suitable to the expansion of tho

foetus which must result therefrom, which place

is the matrix of the female.

There are, therefbre, no pre-existing germs,

no germs contained one in the other, adinfini-

tum; but there is an organic matter perpetually

active, and alwaysreadyto form, assimilate, and

produce beings similar to those which receive

it. Animals and vegetables, therefore, can

never be extinct; so long as there subsist in.

dividuals the species will ever be new; they

are the same at present as they were three thou

sand years ago, and will perpetually exist, by

the powers they are endowed with, unless an

niliiiated by the will of the Almighty Creators

HISTORY
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HISTORY OF MAN.

CUAPTER I.

OF TITF, NATURE OF MAN.

TOJT
H MH so much interested in acquiring

a thorough knowledge of ourselves, yet I

do not know if man is not less acquainted with

the human, than with any other eistence.

Provided by nature with organs, calculated

solely for our preservation, we only employ

them to receive foreign impressions. Intent

on multiplying the functions of our senses,

and on enlarging the cxtrnal bounds of our

being,
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being, we rarely make use of that internal

sense which reduces us to our true dimensions,

and abstracts its from every other part of the

creation. It is, however, by a cultivation of

this sense alone that we can form a proper

judgment of ourselves. But how shall we

give it its full activity and extent? How shall

the soul, in which it resides, be disengaged

from all the illusions of the mind ? We have

lost the habit of employing this sense ; it has

remained inactive amidst the tumult of our

corporeal sensations, and dried up by the heat

ofour passions ; the heart the nind, the senses,

have all co-operated against it.

Unalterable in its substance, and invtilnc

rable by its essence, it still, however, continues

the same. Its splendor has been Qvercast, but

its power has not been diminished : it may be

less luminous, but its guidance is not the less

certain. Let us then collect those rays, of

which we are not yet deprived, and its obscu'

ritywfll decrease; and though the roc1 imiy not

in every part be equally filled with. light, we

yet shall have a torch that will prevent us from.

going astray.

The first and most difficult Step which

çads to the knowledge of ursclVeb, is a (liS

tijip
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finct conception of the two substances that.

constitute our being. To say simply, that the

one is unextende1, immaterial, and irnmortd,

and that the other is eNtendcd, material, and

'mortal, is only to deny to the one, what we af

firm the other possesses. What knowledge is

to be acquired from this mode of negation ?

Such negative expressions can exhibit no posi
tive, ideas: but to say that we are certain of the

existence of the. fbrrncr, and that of the latter

is less evident ; that the substance of the one

simple, indivisible, and has no form, since it

only manifests, itself by a single mo(liiication,

hich is thought ; that the other is a less sub

stance than a subject, capable of receiving dif

ferent forms, which bear a relation to our

senses, but are all as uncertain and variable a

the organs themselves; that is to say something;

it is to ascribe to each uchi distiflct and positive

properties as may lead us to an clemntal knOw-

ledge of both, and to a comparison bctwec

iliem.

From the smallest reflection on the origin of

our knowledge, it is easy to perceive that it ic

by comparison alone we acquire it. What. is

absolutely incomparable, is utterly inc)mprë

hensible; of.this Lod .ihe onl% eamie , he

ceedc
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exceeds all comprehension, because he is above

all comparison. But whatever is capable of

being compared, contem plated, and considered

relatively, in diflrent lights, may always come

within the sphere ofour understanding. The

more subjects of comparison we have for exa

mining any object, the more methods there

are for obtaining a knowledge of it, and with

greater facility.
" The existence of the soul is fully demons

strated. To be and to think are with us iden.'

tically the same. This truth is more than in4

tuitive; it is independent ofour senses, of our

imagination, of our memory, and -of all our

other relative faculties. The existence of our

bodies, and ofexternal objects, is however held

in uncertainty by every unprejudiced reasoner;

for what is that extension of length, breadth,

and thickness, which we call our body, and

which seenis to be so much our own, but as it

relates to our senses? What are even the mna

terial organs ofthose senses, but so many con

formities with the objects that affect them?

And with regard to our internal sense, has it

any thing similar or in common with these

external organs? Have the sensations excite'

ed by light or sound any resemblance o that

tenuous
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tenuous matter, which seems to diffuse light, or

to that tremulous undulation, which sound pro
duces in the air? The effects are certainly pro.
duced by the necessary conformity there is be

tween the eyes and ears, and those matters...

winch act upon them. Is not that a sufficient

proof, that the nature of the soul is different

from that of matter?

It is then a certain truth,that the internal sen

sation is altogether different from its cause; as

also, if external objects exist, they are in them

selves very different from what we conceive

them. As sensation therefore bears no rcsem

blance to the thing by which it is excited; does

it not follow, that the causes of our sensa

tions, necessarily (huler from our ideas of

them? The extension which we perceive by

our eyes, the impenetrability, of which we re

ceive an idea by the touch in all those qualities,

whose various combinations constitute matter,

are of a doubtful existence; since our internal

sensations of extension, impenetrability, &c.

are neither CXtCfl(Icd nor impenetrable, and have

not even the smallest affinity with those quali

ties.

The mind being often affected with sensa

tions, during sleep, very different from those

V014. III-
r which
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which it ls experienced by the prscnce ofthb

same objects, does it not lead to a belief, that

the presence of objects is not necessary to the

existence ofour sensations; and that, of conse

quence, our mind and body may exist i41depcn
dent ofthose objects? During sleep, and after

death, for example, our body has the same ex

istence as before; yet the mind no longer per

ceives this existence, and the body with regard

to us, has ceased to be. The question is there

fore, whether a thing which can exist, and af

terwards be no more, and which affects us in a

manner altogether different from what it is, or

ivliat it has been, may yet be a reality ofindubi

table existence.

That something exists without us, ive may

believe, though not with a positive assurance;

whereas of the real existence of every thing

within us, we have a certainty. That of our

soul, therefore, is incontestable, and that ofour

body seemsdoubtful; because the mind has one

mode of perception -Mien we are awake, and

another when we are asleep; after death, it

will perceive by a method still more different,

and the objects of its sensations, or matter ifl.

general, may then cease to exist with respect to

it,
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it, as well as our bodies with which we have no

further connection.

But let us admit this existence ofmatter; and

that it even exists as it appears to our senses,

yet by comparing the mind with any material

tthject, we shall find differences so great, and

qualities so opposite that every doubt will va

iish of the latter being of a nature totally dif

firent, and infinitely superior.

The mind has but one form, which is simple,

general, and uniform, Thought is this form;

has nothing in it of division, extension, impe

netrability, nor any other quality of matter; of

consequence, therefore, our mind, the subject

of this form, is indivisible, and immaterial.

Our bodies on the contrary, and all other ob

jects have many forms, each of which is com

pounded, divisible, variable, and perishable;

and has a relation to the different organs,

through which we perceive them. Our bodies,

and matter in general, therefore, have neither

permanent, real, nor genera! properties, by

which we can attain a certain knowledge of

them. A blind man has noidea ofthose objects,

which sight represents
to us; a leper, whose skin

has lost the sense of feeling, is denied all the

lcas which arise from the touch; and a deaf

'1. t 2 mali
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man has o knowledge of sounds. Let these
three modes of sensation be succesivcly de.

stroyecl, yet the mind will exist, its external

functions will subsist, and thought will still ma

iiifcst it within the man so deprived. But

divest matter of all its qualities; strip it of co

lour, of solidity, and of every other property
v1iich has any relation to our senses, and the

consequence will be its annihilation. Our

mind, then, is unperishable, but matter may,
and will perish.

It is the same with all the other faculties of

our soul when compared with the most essen

tial properties of matter. As the mind wills

and commands, so the body obeys in every

thing within its power. The mind forms, at

pleasure, an intimate union with any object ;

neither distance, magnitude, nor figure, calL

obstruct this union, when the mind wills it, it

is effected in an instant. The body can form

no union; whatever touches it too closely in

jures it; it requires a long time in order to ap

proach another body; it every where meets

withresistance,and obstacles, and fromthe sinai.

lestshock its motion ceases. Is wilithen nothing

more than a corporeal movement; and is con.

templat ion but a slip pIe contact? How could

this
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this contact take plice upon a remote object
or aktractecl subjects How could this move

inenthe accomplished in an indivisible instant

Is it possible to have a conception of motion

without having a conception ofspace and time?.

Will, therefore, if it be a motion, is not a ma

terial one; and if the union of I he mind with

its object be a contact, it is eflected at a dis

tance : and is not this contact a penetratio;i ?

qualities which are absolutely opposite to those

of matter, and whic1 of consequence can on

belong to the immaterial being.

But I fear I have already dwelt too long on

a subject which, by many, may be considered

as foreign to our purpose; and it might be

asked, "
Ought Metaphysical Considerations

on the Soul to find a place in a System ofNa

tural history ?" Were I conscious of abilities

equal to the discussion of a topic so exalted,

this reflection, I must own, would have little

weight with me ; and I have contracted my

ernarks only because I was afraid I should

not be able to comprehend a subject so en

larged and so important in its full extent.

\Vhy retrench from the Natural History of

Man the history of his noblest part? Why

thus preposterously
dcbaschutn, by considering

hiin
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him merely as an animal, while be is f a n,

fare so (MR-rent, and so superior, to that of the

brutes, that those must be immersed in igno

rance like the brutes themselves who ever

thought of coifounding them.

Man, as to the material part of his exist

ence, certainly bears a resemblance to other

animals, and in comprehending the circle of

natural beings there is a necessity for placing

him in the c1ss of animals. Nature, however,

has neither classes nor species ; is;. contains

!dv jnd jvj I ti ds. These species and classes

are nothing but ideas which we have ourselves

frrned awl established, and thougb. we place

man in one of such classes we do not change

his being we do not derogatefrom hisdignit.y;

ve do not alter his condition. In a word, w

only place him at the head of those who bca.ra

smiilitU(ie to him in the material part of his

beiru.

In comparing man with the animal we find.

in both an organized body, senses, flesh, blood,

motion, and a niullitude of other resemblances.

But these resernblanccs are all external, and

miot sufficient to justify a. decision, that the hu

man and the animal natures are similar. Tn

order to form a proper judgment of the nature

" of
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4fach we ought to have as distinct a kno

ledge of the irternal qualities of an animal as

we have of our own. As the kno%l1ge, of

'what passes within animals is impossible to lie

attained, and as we know not of what order

and kind its sensations may be, in* relation to

those of man, we can only judge from a corn,

parisn of the effects which result from the na

tural operations ofboth.

Let us, then, take a view of these effects,-

and, while we admit of all the particular U,-

emblanccs, limit our investigation to the most

general distinctions. It will be allowed, that

the most stupid man is able to. manage the most

acute animal; he governs it., and renders it

subservient to his purposes; and this, not s

nuch on account of his strength or skill as .1w

the superiority of his nature, and from his

being possessed of reason, which enables bim

to form a rational system ofaction and method,

by which he compels the animals t3 obey, him.

The stroii:gt and most acute .aiiirnals do wit

give law to the inferior, nor hold them in sep

yttLide.. The stronger, it is txue, devour e

weaker, but this action implies no more tljaaxi

urgent rcessity, or a rageof appetite; quLi.tkis

Nd;-ery ile
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of actions, all tending to the same end. Did

animals enjoy this faculty, should we not sec

some of them assume dominion over others,

and oblige them to furnish their food, to watch

over them, and to attend them when sick or

wounded ? Now, throughout the creation of

animals, there is no vestige of such suhordiiia

tion, no appearance that one of them knows,

or is sensible of, the superiority of his own na

ture over that ofothers. It follows, then, that

they must all be considered as of one nature,

and that the nature of man is not only highly

superior to that of the brute, but also entirely

different from it.

Man,by outward signs, indicates what passes

within him; he communicates his sentiments

by speech, which is a sign common to the

whole human species. 'flie savage and the

civilized man have the same powers of utter

ance; both speak naturally, and so as to be

understood. No oilier animal is endowed with

this expression of thought ; nor is that defect

owing, as some have imagined, to the want of

proper organs. Anatomists have found the

tongue of an ape to be as perfect as that of a

man. The ape, therefore, ifhe had thought,

would have speech, and if its thoughts had

4 aught
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aught analogous to ours, this speech would

have an analogy to ours also. Supposing its

thoughts were peculiar to its SpeCies, it still

would hold discourse with those of its kind, a

circumstance of which we should have heard

ia.(l it been endowed with the powers ofspeech.
So far then is the ape from having any thought.
like ours, that it has not cven, any order of

thoughts of its own. As they express nothing

by combined and settled signs, they of conse

quence are void Of thought, or at most hVc it

in a very small degree.

That it is from no organiil defect aniinal

are denied the gift of speech is plain, as several

species of them may be taught to' pronounce

words, and even repeat sentences of sOme

length. Perhaps many others might be found

capable cfarticuIaing particnlarsonnds*; but

to make them conceive the ideas which such

sounds denote is an impracticable task. They

seem to repeat afi(i articulate merely as an

echo, or an artificial machine. It is not In

t1l, imchanical p0wets, or the material organs,

but in the intellectual faculties, that they at

deficient.

Leibñitz ñtertons ardog Which had been taught to po.

nounce several German and J?rénch ord.

-'10i4. III. U u As
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As all language supposes a chain of thought,
it is on that account that brute animals have no

speech, for even allowing something in them

which resembles our first apprehensions, our

most gross and medianical sensations, they still

will be found incapable offorming that associa

tion of ideas which can alone produce ref1ec

'lion; and in, this consists tlicessencof thought.

To this inability of connecting and separating

ideas it is that they are destit the of thought and

speech, as also that they neither can invent nor

improve any thing. Were they endowed with

the power of reflection, even in the most subor

dinate degree, they would be capable of mak

ing some kind ofproficiency, and acquire more

industry; the modern beaver would build with

more art and solidity than the ancient; and the

bee would daily be adding new improvements

to its cell; for ifwe suppose this cell as perfect

already as it can be, we ascribe to the insect an

intelligence superior to our own ; by which it

could discern at once the last degree of perfec

tion to which its work might be carried, while

we ourselves are for ever in the dark as to this

degree, and stand in need of much reflectiou,

time, and practice, in order to perfect even one

of our most trivial arts.;
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W ·hence can arise the ·uniformity that is in 
all ·the ·works of anin1als ? vVh y does eaclt 
species invariab(y perform the sanu~· actions in 
the · same manner? A.nd why does : not one 
individual-perform them better or worse than 
another ? Can there be a stronger proof that 
their operations are mereiy the effects of me
chanism and materiality? Ifthey possessed the 
smallest spark of that light w h1ch "is inherent 
in. mankind, their wo.rks would display variety 
at least, if not perfection, and one ·individual 
would, ·in its performance, rnake sonic· iittle 
difference from what another· had done."· But 
this is far from being the case. ~On~ ·plan ot 
action · is common to the whole specieS, and· 
whoever would attribute ·a mind or soul to ani .. 

• . I 

mals;must of necessity ·allow but one· to·each 
species, of which each individual would be an 
equal partaker, and as thereby it would ·be:di· 
visible, it would consequently :be tnaterial, and 
of a nature widely different from ours~ . . 

vVhy, on. the other hand, arc the prod_uctions 
and performances ·of' nien so various and !0 

diversified? 'Vhy is :a. servile in1itation more 
troublesome to us than an original design ·?· It· 
is because· our sou-Is are eur own, and ·in.de
pendent .. of any other; and because we ba~e no·· 

. U u 2 thing 
'· 
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thing in common it1i our species but the iat

ter which forms .-our body, iid in which ou

resemblance to brute animals is confined..

Were internal sensaions dpcndent on. core

poreal organs, should we not see as reniarJab1e

diffcrnce in the works of animals of the same

species as in those of men? \Vould not those

shich were the most happily organized, build

their nests and contrive their cells in a rnanne

more solid, çlegant, and commodious? And

if y individual pqssessed a superif genius,

would it. not take an opportunity to nwiifest

that superiority in its actions I But nothing of

this kind has ever happened, and therefore the

orpqre.1 organs, however perfect or imperm

feet, have no, infiuenc on the nature of the in

ternal -sensations. Hence we may conclude,

that animals have no sensations of (his kind ;

that such sensations live no connection with.

matter, no (lepeildeuce in their miature on the

texture of corporeal organs, and that of .con

sequence there must be a substance in iiau dif-

ferent, from mat t.r, which is the subject and

the cause that proclwstnd receives those senc

ttions.

Bt these proofs f the immateriality of the

bqmaj Rlind may te carried still farther. in

all
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11 the works of nature1liere are imperceptible

gradations maintained. This truth, which in
ho other instance admits of exception, is here

expressly contradicted-. Between the faculties
of man and those of the most perfect anima'

the distance is infinite; an evident proof that

man is of a different nature from the brute

species, and that of himself he forms a distinct

class, between which and that of animals th&e

is an immense chasm. Ifman. belonged to the

class ofanimals, there wu1d be a certain num

her of beings in nature less perfect than man,

and more perfect than beast, in order to coin.

plete the gradation from a man to the mon

key. But this is not the case; the transition is

immediate from the thinking being to 1h ma

terial being; from intellectual faculties to me

chank:tl powers; from order and design to

blind motion; from reflection and choice It-)

Sensual appetite.

Enough has been here advanced to demon

strate the excellence of our nature, and of the

immense distance which thebounty ofthe Cre

ator has placed
between man and the brute.

The former is a rational being, the latter a be

ing devoid of reason. And as there is no med.

diuz betwcen t positivc
and the negatie

between
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between the rational and irrational being, it is

evident that nian is of. a nature entirely dif

ferent from that of the animal; that all the re

semblance he bears to it is merely external;

and that to judge of him by this resemblance,

is wilfully to shut.. our eyes against that light,

by which we ought to distinguish truth from

falsehood.

Having thus considered man as to his internal

properties, and proved the immateriality of his

soul; we shall now proceed to examine his

external part, and give the history ofhis body.

Wehave already traced him from his formation

to his birth, and after taking a view of the dif

ferent ages of his life, we shall conduct him to

that period ii hen he must be separated from

his body, and then resign him to the common

mass of matter to which he bclongs.

CHAPTER 111.

OF INFANCY.

N
OTIIING can give us a more striking idea

of imbecility, than the condition in which

an infant appears on its first entrance into the

'or1d. Incapable of making use of its, organs,

or
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or senses, the infant is in want of every assist

ance. It is an image of pain and misery; it is

more helpless than theyoung of ny other ani

mal; it seems as if every moment would finish

its doubtful existence; it can neither move nor

support itself; hardly has it strength enough to

exist or announce, by its cries, the sufferings it

experiences; as if nature chose to apprise it,

that it was born to suffer, and that it has ob

tamed a place among the human species to par
take of its infirmities and sorrows.

Let us not disdain to consider that state

through which we have all passed; let us view

human kind in the cradle; let us enquire by
what degrees this delicate machine, this new

born and hardly existing body, acquires mo

.tion, consistency, and strength.

The infant at its birth conies from one ele

ment into another. On emerging from its

watery residence in the womb, it becomes ex

posed to the air, and instantly experiences the

impressions ofthat active fluid. The air acts

upon the olfactory nerves and upon the organs

ofrespiration,
and thereby produces a shock, a

kind of sneezing which expands the chest, and.

allows the air a passage into the lungs; the ye

icles of which it dilates, and the air remaining

for
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forsome time becomes warm and rarified to k

certain degree; after which this spring of the

fibres tints dilated re-acts upon this light fluid,

and expels it from the lungs. Instead ofunder

taking to explain the causes ofthe alternate mo

tion of respiration, we shall confine ourselves to

an elucidation of its efflcts. This function is

essential to the existence of man and of several

species of animals. It is by respiration that life

is preserved; and when it is once begun, it flCm

ver ceases till cleat 1i Yet there is reason to 1)e

Jim that the foramen ovale is not closed imrnc4

diately after the birth; and of consequence a

part of the blood may eoritine to pass through

that aperture. All the 1)100(1 cannot, therefore,

at first have a communication with the twigs;

and it is probable a new-born child might sus

fain a privation of air for a considerable time

without losing its existence. Or at least the

possibility of this, I once seemingly confirmed

by an experiment upon some young dogs. I

put a pregntnt. bitch, of the large greyhound

Species, just as she was about to litter, into a

tub filled w itli warm water, where after fasten

iñg her in such a manner that the lower parts

iere covered with some water, she brought

forth three puppio6, which were accordingly

4 received
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received into a liquid as 'varn as they bad left.

ARer w'!sliing them in th i water, I removed

flue puppie,without givingt hem time tobreahe

into a smaller tub fthle(1 with warni milk ; I

CI1OSC fliiik in order that they might reeeive

notrisnnient if they required it. In this nidk

they were kept immersed abOve half an hour

arid when takei out they were all Ib.icd

alive. The began to breathe, and to dischare

iorRe moisture by the month. I1avinr :flowed

them to respire for Ii aI f a n hour. I a a i ii put .

thorn into warm milk, and Icf them a. Sco1ld

half-hour ; at the exl)iration of wil c1t two ot

Were taken out vigorous and seem:ingly

.fl() WiSC incommoded, but the third appearcc1

rather in a languishin slate; this I caused to

be carried to the mother, Iiicli by this time

had produced,in the nathral way, SiX oilier pup'

pies ; and though it had been bioulFt fr1i in

-water and had lived in mUk one half hour be

fore, and another after it had breathed, if yet

received so little injury from the experiment,

that it presently recovered and was as strong

mid lively as the rest of' the litter. A 11 er a I low

ing the other two about an hour to breathe, I

put them once, more into the warm milk, in

which they remained another Ii a!fh on r. W lie-

VOL. iu. X x ther
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titer they swal lawed ;ny of' i h is liquor or not

is uncera in ; but on being taken out I hey ap

peared nearly as vigorous as ever. After beIng

carried to the niother, however, oile died the,

same day; but whet her by any accident, or by,

wlia f it had sitilireil while iuiniered in he Ii

quid, and deprived of air, I could not deter

mine. The other lived, as well as the first,

and both throve cqnah1y with those which had

iiot gone through 1C same tria.is. 'Ibis expe

riweiit. I never carried thri her ; but I saw enough

to convince mc that respiration is less iieccssa

ry to a new-born, than to it grown a-,iinal

an(l that it might he possiLlc,
V itli i)I0PCF pre-

cautions, to keep the ibrainen ovale from being

closed, and thus pro(iucc excellent divers, and

diffrrent kinds of amphibious animals, which

might live equally in air or in water.

The air, on its first admission into the lungs,

generally meets with some obstacle, occasioned

by a liquid collected in, the wind-pipe. This

obstacle is more or less great, in proportion as

the liquid is more or less viscous. At its hirth.,

however, the infant raises it head, which bet-'ore

reclined on its breast, and by this movement

the canal of the wind-pipe is leIIgtheIleLl, the

air obtains a place, and forces the liquid into

the

S
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the lungs : and by dilating 'lie bronchia, it

distributes over their coats the mucous sub

stance which opposes its passage. The super

fluity of this moisture is presently (iried up by

the renewal of the air ; or, if the influit is in

commodeci by it, it coughs, and at length re-In

itself by expectoration, which, as it has

not yet the strength to spit, is seen to flow from

the mouth.

As we remember nothing of what happened.

to us at this period, it is impossible to deter

mine what feelings the nnl)ressioll ofair pro

duces in a new-born infant. Its cries, however,

the instant it first draws breath, are pretty cer

lain signs of the pain it feels from the action of

the air. Till the moment of its birth, the in

fant is accustomed to the mild warmth of a

tranquil liquid; and we may suppose, that the

action ofa fluid, whose temperature is unequal,

gives too violent a shock to the delicate fibres

of its body. By warmth and by cold it seems

to be equally affected; in every situation it

complains, and pain appears to be its first, its

only sensation.

For some days after they are brought into the

world, most animals have their eye-lids closed.

I9fants open them time moment of their birth,

Xx? but
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but th!y are flxcd and (lull 1he want. fisat
re wliich I heya flervc a rds acqui FC a in! lieu

(liey niove, n is rallier an accdenial roll tha

an ac of vision. The pnpd of the eve is seen

o (Idate, or COfl ract, in propoil ion to 011C quall.

Of 1tf!t it receives, )'et iS incapable ocl is

inguishing' objects, because the organs of vi

sion are still iinncrtect ; 111C I tin ica cornea. or

horny thncle is wiinkicd, and perhaps the

retina is also too sott to receive the iiii'es

of excrnal objects, and admit the sense of

sccipig'.

The same remark is equally a ipIica1)le to the

Other senses ; they have not (acquired that con

sistency AV II icli is ccesary to (heir operations

aiicl even when they bare, a long time in ust

elapse before the sensations of the infant cait

bcju.st and cornpiele. The SCflSCS arc so many

instruments which we must learn to cm ploy.

Of these sight, which seems to be the noblest

and the most adrirablc, is also the most

uncer-tainand delusive; and were its cfkcts not every

moment corrected by the testimony of touch

jug we should constantly be misled an(l draw

false conclusions. This sense of touching is the

measure and criterion ofall the others; it alone

is essential to the animal's existence; and is

alos1e.
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,alone (Ijiluset! uruvcrsal!y over its body. 'Yet,

even tIns sense, in an infant just born, is

im-perfect; by its cries, indeed, it gives indica

tion of pain ; but it has no expression to den* ot

pleasure. It is forty (lays before it begins to

smile about the same time also it begins to

weep ; its former expressions of pain being

unaccompanied with tears. On the countc

mmcc of a new born infant there appears no

vestige of the Passions, the features of tile filce

not having acquired that consistence and form

xvIi ich are necessary for expressing thesentiments

o the soul. All the other parts of its body are

alike feeble and delicate; its motions are tin

steady and uncertaii ; it is unable to stand up

right ; its legs and thighs are still bent, from.

the habit it contracted in the womb ; it has

not strength enough to stretch forth its arms or

to rrasp any thing vith its hands; and, if

abandoned, it would remain on its back, with

out being able to turn iself.

From all which it appears, that the pain felt

by infants soon after their birth,and which they

express by crying, is a sensation. merely cor

poreal, similar to that of other animals, who

also cry the minute they are brought forth ; as

also, that the mental seiiations (IQ not begin to

muiii fi .
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nin iIst themselves till forty (lays liaveela Pe;

smiling and weeping being produced by two

internal sensations, which both. depend on the

action of the mind. The former is the eflèct

of an agreeable emotion, which can only arise

from the sight, or resemblance of an object

known, beloved, and desired ; the latter is that

ofa disagreeable Un iCSSIOI1, Con!ponn(led of

sympathy, and anxious concern for ourselves;

both imply a certain degree of knowledge, as

well as an ability to compare, and to reflect.

Smiles and tears, therefore, arc signs peculiar

to the human species, br expressing mental

pleasure or pain ; while cries, and the other

signs of bodily pail! and plcsure, are common

to man, and to the greatest part of the animal

.creatio!l.

But let us return to the material organs and

affections of the body. The size of an infant

born at the full time, is usually about twenty

one inches; this is not ithoiit exception, some

falling short of and others ccc.ceding this mea

surement. In children of twenty-one inches,

the breast, measured by the length of the ster

num, is nearly three inches; and in those of

fourteen, only two inches. At nine months,

the foetus, cnerally weighs from twelve to four

tcci
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teen pounds. The head is large in proportion

to the rest ol the hody but this disproportion.

gradwdly wears off as the size of the child en

Creases. Its skill is Very soft, and from Us

transparency, by which the blood beneath ap

pears, it is also of a reddih Cast. It is even

pretended, that those children whose skins are

the most red when born, will afterwards he time

fairest, and Ile most be."' nfl ful.

The form of the boiy and time members

of a new born infimnt, are no means perfect

all the parts are Ioo round, and even when the

('11 11(1 IS 1 'ood Ia1L li, I SeeIsWOIlCI At

the end of three das, iliere geuerai!y appears

a kjnd of jaunuice ; amid at this time there is

generally milk in the breasts of the infants,

which is squeezed out. with the fiiigers. tflie

superfluOUS I'll' 1(I flm, SWClIi1i of the ci iI

ft'rcul. parts (IIIII1UISII by def-reCs, as the child

IHCFCaSCS in growl Ii.

In some children pJust born, flic, brain-pan

may be observed to palpitate; and in all, the

action of the sin uses, or arteries of the brain,

I-1-my be felt at this place. Over this aperture

is formed a kind of scurf, w ii ich is sometimes

very thick, and intist be rubbed with brushes

111 proportion as it begins to dry. 'III IS matter

ccms to have some analogy with that of the

horns
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horns OISOIUC aunilals, which also derive their

riin from au aperture of the kul1 , uand from

ihe substance of the brain. \Ve shall licrcafic

Mike ill opportunity to sliew, Iht the CX

treniities of the nerves become solid by being

exposed to the air, and that it is this nervous

substance Prod uces claws, nails, horis, &c.

The fluid contained in the awnios leaves a

T1SCOU5 whitish matter upon the infant, which

is sometimes so adhesive, that it iiust be

di-lutedwith some mild liquid before it can be

removed. In this country we never wash the

inthnt but in warm water; yet there are whole

)Iit1OuS, i ho inhabit climates in uch more

evcrc than 01fl5, that plunge their children

int.,,) cold water the minute they are born,

1vit bout their sulThring the least injury. The

Laplanders are even said to leave their inituts

in snow, till by thecold their respirati(m i ea r1

stopped, arid thci plunge them into a i)al1 of

warm water. They are treated th us roughk

thrice every day (luring the first year, a;d

afterwar(IS as often every week, do they under-

o an immersion iii cold water. The people

of the North are persuaded that the prac ice

of cold bathing renders men nrc healthy

and robust ; and it is for this reason they

eo.urc their progeny to it frora their birth.

Tho
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The trtith is, we are ignorant with the extent

of what our body is capable of suffering, ac-
T'"

tuiring, or losing by the power ofhabit. The

Indians in the isthmus of America, for CXm

ample, receive no injury from plunging into

cold water when in a sweat; and as the most

Speedy remedy for intoxication, the women

throw thcir husbands into the river when they
are dmnk ; the minute. after delivery, mothers

scruple not to bathe in cold water with their

infants, and yet dangerous as we should con

sider this practice, these women are rarely

lnown to (!IC in child-bearing.

A few minutes after birth the inthnt

dis-chargesurine, and this generally when it feels

the heat of the fire: and sometimes also the

ineomuri or e crcneut which have been col-.

lected in the iute.stthes during its residence in

the matrix. This last evacuation is not always

performed so soon, but if it does not happen in

I he course of (lie first dv, the child is often af

fected with a pain in the bowels; in which case

methods are taken to facilitate the discharge.

The meconium is black, and when the infant

is etThctiially cased of it, the subsequent stools

are of a whitish cast. This change generally

happens on the second or third day, and then

the excrement becomes more fetid than the

VOL. Hi. V P11'. c 0.
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Ineconiurn; a proof tliit the bile and other
bitter humours of the body begin to intermix
with it. This fact tends to support our former
remark, that the ftus did not receive any
food by its mouth, but received all its nourish..

ment by absorption.

The infant is allowed time to throw off the

slime and meconium, which are in its bowels

and intestince, before it is allowed to suck. As

these substances might sour the milk, and pro
duce bad effects, it is first made to swallow a

little wine and sugar, in order to fortify the sto

mach, and to procure such evacuations as may
be necessary to prepare it for receiving and di

gesting its food; nor ought it to receive the

breast till 10 or 1 hours after the birth.

Hardly has the infant left the womb of its

mother, and enjoyed the liberty of extending

its limbs, when it is again put into a more cruel

confinement. The head of the helpless infant

is fixed to one position; its arms and legs put

in strict bondage, and it is laced with bandages

so strait as not to be able to move a single

joint. Well is it when the compression is not

so great as to obstruct the respiration, or that

the midwife has taken the precaution to lay it

upon its side, that the natural moisture may
emit of itself from the mouth, since it is

(idled
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denied the power of turning its head in order

to facilitate this emission. Do not then those

nations act more wisely than we who cover or

clothe their children without shackling them

in swathing-bands? the Siamese, the Japanese,
the indians, the Negroes, the Savages ofCa

nada, of Virginia, or Brazil, and almost all

the inhabitants of South America, lay their

infants naked upon a suspended bed. of cotto it

or put them into their cradles lined with fur.

Those practices are certainly liable to less in

Conveniences than ours. In swadcllingachuld,

it is impossible but the restraint must give it un

easiness; and the efforts it makes to disentangle

itself have a greater tendency to injure the

form of the body, than any position it might

assume was it left at full liberty. Swathing

bands may be compared to stays, which young

girls are made to wear in order to preserve their

shapes, but which nevertheless occasion more

diseases and deformities than they are supposed

to prevent.

Ifthe efforts which children make for liberty,

when confined in the swaddling-cloatbs, are

hurtful, the inaction in which they are held by

it, is perhaps still more so. Want of exercise

aaturally retards the growth of their limbs,

and diminishes the strength of their bodies ;

and



;tnd of c0nse'1nencc snch c hildren _e1s enjoy the 
lib<'rfy of Jj:oving at pl<:a!')urc, lllUst be the n1ost 
, . j\ ·c ro u~ . i l. lV(lS fo r- this reason thnt the an

c~el!t Pt·ru vr:!r:s gan·~ tl1eir iniants the full free• 
uom of lll ! ~ l !" anns in a swath i!l<r-bao-. after-

'=' ~ ' 

·wa :-d~~, as { hr.ir children grcv;, t1wy pnt thrn1 

itp {o the tniddlc in a ht)lc d ng in t!te cart11, a nd 

l ined with lin en; by this n1cthod they had their 

ann~ fnY·, and could Ino\·e their l1cads ar:.d bend 

their bodies, '\vith ~.nlt fitliing- or uurtin o· ihe irl-
·- ::"I 

~dvcs. ~o soon as thry ·were able t o ~tep, tlH'Y 

were prcscn1c<l with t.he b reast, at a little d is• 

tancc, as nn inceutivc for ihen1 to ··walk. '.rhc 
children of Negroes arc oHcn exposed to n"?. ucb 
greater t1Ligac:c:; in order to co1nc ai ih0 nipple, 
1 hey cling ronnel one of their n1othcr's h annchc1 

-with their l('gs, and suppart themselYes without 

nny a~sistuncc frorn her; seizing the breast H1r.y 
cont.iune to suck in perfect bnfeiy, notn·ith
standing she is all ihc ,,·bile iu ·11101 ion, or at 
" ·ork. 'l'hese children begin to walk, ot ra
ther creep on their knees and bauds, in the S(\• 

(.~ond month; and this exercise quu.li!ics thcnJ. 
for runuin!r afterwards in tJtis 1nanncr, nlrnost 

, :;) 

as nin1ble as they do upon their feet • 

. :END 01,' TilE 1'/Illl_V VOJJ[T~~l.E, 

'1'. Gillct;Fiintcr, '\Vild Cuurt. 
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